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This artile reviews reent experimental and theoretial progress on many-body phenomena in
dilute, ultraold gases. Its fous are eets beyond standard weak-oupling desriptions, like the
Mott-Hubbard-transition in optial latties, strongly interating gases in one and two dimensions
or lowest Landau level physis in quasi two-dimensional gases in fast rotation. Strong orrelations
in fermioni gases are disussed in optial latties or near Feshbah resonanes in the BCS-BEC
rossover.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ahievement of Bose-Einstein-Condensation
(BEC) (Anderson et al., 1995; Bradley et al.,
1995; Davis et al., 1995) and of Fermi degener-
ay (DeMaro and Jin, 1999; Shrek et al., 2001;
Trusott et al., 2001) in ultraold, dilute gases has
opened a new hapter in atomi and moleular physis
in whih the partile statistis and their interations,
rather than the study of single atoms or photons, are
at enter stage. For a number of years, a main fous in
this eld has been to explore the wealth of phenomena
assoiated with the existene of oherent matter waves.
Major examples inlude the observation of interferene
of two overlapping ondensates (Andrews et al., 1997),
of long range phase oherene (Bloh et al., 2000) or of
quantized vorties and vortex latties (Abo-Shaeer et al.,
2001; Madison et al., 2000) and moleular ondensates
with bound pairs of fermions (Greiner et al., 2003;
Johim et al., 2003b; Zwierlein et al., 2003b). Common
to all of these phenomena is the existene of a oherent,
2marosopi matter wave in an interating many-body
system, a onept familiar from the lassi area of
superondutivity and superuidity. It was the basi
insight of Ginzburg and Landau (1950) that, quite
independent of a detailed mirosopi understanding, an
eetive desription of the oherent many-body state
is provided by a omplex, marosopi wave funtion
ψ(x) = |ψ(x)| exp iφ(x). Its magnitude squared gives
the superuid density, while the phase φ(x) determines
the superuid veloity via vs = ~/M · ∇φ(x) (see
the Appendix for a disussion of these onepts and
their subtle onnetion with the mirosopi riterion
for BEC). As emphasized by Cummings and Johnston
(1966) and by Langer (1968), this piture is similar
to the desription of laser light by a oherent state
(Glauber, 1963). It applies both to the standard
ondensates of bosoni atoms and also to weakly bound
fermion pairs whih are the building bloks of the BCS-
piture of superuidity in Fermi systems. In ontrast to
onventional superuids like
4
He or superondutors,
where the marosopi wave funtion only provides a
phenomenologial desription of the superuid degrees
of freedom, the situation in dilute gases is onsiderably
simpler. In fat, as a result of the weak interations, the
dilute BEC's are essentially pure ondensates suiently
below the transition. The marosopi wave funtion
is thus diretly onneted with the mirosopi degrees
of freedom, providing a omplete and quantitative de-
sription of both stati and time-dependent phenomena
in terms of a reversible, nonlinear Shrödinger-equation,
the famous Gross-Pitaevskii equation (Gross, 1961;
Pitaevskii, 1961). In dilute gases therefore, the many-
body aspet of a BEC is redued to an eetive
single-partile desription, where interations just give
rise to an additional potential proportional to the loal
partile density. Adding small utuations around this
zeroth-order piture leads to the well known Bogoliubov
theory of weakly interating Bose gases. Similar to
the losely related BCS-superuid of weakly interating
fermions, the many-body problem is then ompletely
soluble in terms of a set of non-interating quasipartiles.
Dilute, ultraold gases provide a onrete realization of
these basi models of many-body physis and many of
their harateristi properties have indeed been veried
quantitatively. Exellent reviews of this remarkably
rih area of researh have been given by Dalfovo et al.
(1999) and by Leggett (2001) and - more reently - in
the omprehensive books by Pethik and Smith (2002)
and by Pitaevskii and Stringari (2003).
In the past several years, two major new developments
have onsiderably enlarged the range of physis whih is
aessible with ultraold gases. They are assoiated with
• the ability to tune the interation strength in old
gases by Feshbah resonanes (Courteille et al.,
1998; Inouye et al., 1998) and
• the possibility to hange the dimensionality with
optial potentials and, in partiular, to generate
strong periodi potentials for old atoms through
optial latties (Greiner et al., 2002a).
Both developments, either individually or in ombina-
tion, allow to enter a regime, in whih the interations
even in extremely dilute gases an no longer be desribed
by a piture based on non-interating quasi-partiles.
The appearane of suh phenomena is harateristi for
the physis of strongly orrelated systems. For a long
time, this area of researh was onned to the dense and
strongly interating quantum liquids of ondensed mat-
ter or nulear physis. By ontrast, gases - almost by
denition - were never thought to exhibit strong orrela-
tions.
The use of Feshbah resonanes and optial poten-
tials for exploring strong orrelations in ultraold gases
was ruially inuened by earlier ideas from theory. In
partiular, Stoof et al. (1996) suggested that Feshbah
resonanes in a degenerate gas of
6
Li, whih exhibits a
tunable attrative interation between two dierent hy-
perne states, may be used to realize BCS-pairing of
fermions in ultraold gases. A remarkable idea in a rather
unusual diretion in the ontext of atomi physis was
the proposal by Jaksh et al. (1998) to realize a quantum
phase transition from a superuid to a Mott-insulating
state by loading a BEC into an optial lattie and sim-
ply raising its depth. Further diretions into the regime
of strong orrelations were opened with the suggestions
by Olshanii (1998) and Petrov et al. (2000b), to realize a
Tonks-Girardeau gas with BEC's onned in one dimen-
sion and by Wilkin and Gunn (2000) to explore quantum
Hall eet physis in fast rotating gases.
Experimentally, the strong oupling regime in dilute
gases was rst reahed by Cornish et al. (2000), using
Feshbah resonanes for bosoni atoms. Unfortunately,
in this ase, inreasing the sattering length a leads
to a strong derease in the ondensate lifetime due to
three-body losses, whose rate on average varies like a4
(Fedihev et al., 1996b; Petrov, 2004). A quite dierent
approah to the regime of strong orrelations, whih does
not suer from problems with the ondensate lifetime,
was taken by Greiner et al. (2002a). Loading BEC's into
an optial lattie, they observed a quantum phase tran-
sition from a superuid to a Mott-insulating phase even
in the standard regime where the average interpartile
spaing is muh larger than the sattering length. Sub-
sequently, the strong onnement available with optial
latties made possible the ahievement of low dimen-
sional systems where new phases an emerge. In fat, the
rst example of a bosoni Luttinger liquid was obtained
with the observation of a (Tonks-Girardeau) hard-ore
Bose gas in one dimension by Paredes et al. (2004) and
Kinoshita et al. (2004). In two dimensions a Kosterlitz-
Thouless rossover between a normal phase and one with
quasi-long range order was observed by Hadzibabi et al.
(2006). The physis of strongly interating bosons in the
lowest Landau level is aessible with fast rotating BEC's
(Bretin et al., 2004; Shweikhard et al., 2004), where the
vortex lattie is eventually predited to melt by quantum
3utuations. Using atoms like
52
Cr, whih have a larger
permanent magneti moment, BEC's with strong dipo-
lar interations have been realized by Griesmaier et al.
(2005). In ombination with Feshbah resonanes, this
opens the way tune the nature and range of the inter-
ation (Lahaye et al., 2007), whih might, for instane,
be used to reah novel many-body states that are not
aessible in the ontext of the frational Quantum Hall
Eet.
In Fermi gases, the Pauli-priniple strongly suppresses
three-body losses, whose rate in fat dereases with in-
reasing values of the sattering length (Petrov et al.,
2004b). Feshbah resonanes therefore allow to enter
the strong oupling regime kF |a| ≫ 1 in ultraold Fermi
gases (Bourdel et al., 2003; O'Hara et al., 2002). In par-
tiular, there exist stable moleular states of weakly
bound fermion pairs, in highly exited ro-vibrational
states (Cubizolles et al., 2003; Streker et al., 2003). The
remarkable stability of fermions near Feshbah reso-
nanes allows to explore the rossover from a moleu-
lar BEC to a BCS-superuid of weakly bound Cooper-
pairs (Bartenstein et al., 2004; Bourdel et al., 2004;
Regal et al., 2004a; Zwierlein et al., 2004). In partiular,
the presene of pairing due to many-body eets has been
probed by spetrosopy of the gap (Chin et al., 2004),
or the losed hannel fration (Partridge et al., 2005)
while superuidity has been veried by the observation
of quantized vorties (Zwierlein et al., 2005). Reently,
these studies have been extended to Fermi gases with
unequal densities for the spin-up and spin-down om-
ponents (Partridge et al., 2006; Zwierlein et al., 2006),
where pairing is suppressed by the mismath of the re-
spetive Fermi energies.
Repulsive fermions in an optial lattie allow to real-
ize an ideal and tunable version of the Hubbard model,
a paradigm for the multitude of strong orrelation prob-
lems in ondensed matter physis. Experimentally, some
of the basi properties of degenerate fermions in peri-
odi potentials like the existene of a Fermi surfae and
the appearane of a band insulator at unit lling have
been observed by Köhl et al. (2005a). While it is diult
to ool fermions to temperatures muh below the band-
width in a deep optial lattie these experiments give
rise to the hope that eventually magnetially ordered or
unonventional superonduting phases of the fermioni
Hubbard model will be aessible with old gases. The
perfet ontrol and tunability of the interations in these
systems provide a ompletely novel approah to study
basi problems in many-body physis and, in partiular,
to enter regimes whih have never been aessible in on-
densed matter or nulear physis.
The present review aims to give an overview of this
rapidly evolving eld, overing both theoretial onepts
and their experimental realization. It provides an intro-
dution to the strong orrelation aspets of old gases,
that is, phenomena whih are not aptured by weak-
oupling desriptions like the Gross-Pitaevskii or Bogoli-
ubov theory. The fous of this review is on examples
whih have already been realized experimentally. Even
within this limitation, however, the rapid development of
the eld in reent years makes it impossible to give a om-
plete survey. In partiular, important subjets like spinor
gases, Bose-Fermi mixtures, quantum spin systems in op-
tial latties or dipolar gases will not be disussed here
(see e.g. Lewenstein et al. (2007)). Also, appliations
of old atoms in optial latties for quantum informa-
tion are omitted ompletely, for a reent introdution see
Jaksh and Zoller (2005).
A. Sattering of ultraold atoms
For an understanding of the interations between neu-
tral atoms, rst at the two-body level, it is instrutive
to use a toy model (Gribakin and Flambaum, 1993), in
whih the van der Waals attration at large distanes is
uto by a hard ore at some distane rc on the order of
an atomi dimension. The resulting spherially symmet-
ri potential
V (r) =
{
−C6/r6 if r > rc
∞ if r ≤ rc
(1)
is, of ourse, not a realisti desription of the short range
interation of atoms, however it aptures the main fea-
tures of sattering at low energies. The asymptoti be-
havior of the interation potential is xed by the van der
Waals oeient C6. It denes a harateristi length
ac =
(
2MrC6
~2
)1/4
(2)
at whih the kineti energy of the relative motion of two
atoms with redued mass Mr equals their interation en-
ergy. For alkali atoms, this length is typially on the
order of several nano-meters. It is muh larger than the
atomi sale rc beause alkalis are strongly polarizable,
resulting in a large C6 oeient. The attrative well of
the van der Waals potential thus supports many bound
states (of order 100 in 87Rb!). Their number Nb may be
determined from the WKB-phase
Φ =
∫ ∞
rc
dr
√
2Mr|V (r)|/~ = a2c/2r2c ≫ 1 (3)
at zero energy, via Nb = [Φ/π+1/8] where [ ] means tak-
ing the integer part
1
. The number of bound states in this
model therefore ruially depends on the preise value of
the short range sale rc. By ontrast, the low energy sat-
tering properties are essentially determined by the van
1
This result follows from Eq. (5) below by noting that a new
bound state is pulled in from the ontinuum eah time the sat-
tering length diverges (Levinson's theorem).
4der Waals length ac, whih is only sensitive to the asymp-
toti behavior of the potential. Consider the sattering in
states with angular momentum l = 0, 1, 2 . . . in the rela-
tive motion (for idential bosons or fermions only even or
odd values of l are possible, respetively). The eetive
potential for states with l 6= 0 ontains a entrifugal bar-
rier whose height is of order Ec = ~
2/Mra
2
c . Converting
this energy into an equivalent temperature, one obtains
temperatures around 1 mK for typial atomi masses. At
temperatures below that, the energy ~
2k2/2Mr in the rel-
ative motion of two atoms is typially below the entrifu-
gal barrier. Sattering in states with l 6= 0 is therefore
frozen out, unless there exist so-alled shape resonanes,
i.e. bound states with l 6= 0 behind the entrifugal bar-
rier, whih may be in resonane with the inoming energy,
see Boesten et al. (1997); Dürr et al. (2005). For gases in
the sub-mK regime, therefore, usually lowest angular mo-
mentum ollisions dominate (s-wave for bosons, p-wave
for fermions), whih in fat denes the regime of ultra-
old atoms. In the s-wave ase, the sattering amplitude
is determined by the orresponding phase shift δ0(k) via
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1987)
f(k) =
1
k cot δ0(k)− ik →
1
−1/a+ rek2/2− ik . (4)
At low energies, it is haraterized by the sattering
length a and the eetive range re as the two single pa-
rameters. For the trunated van der Waals potential (1),
the sattering length an be alulated analytially as
(Gribakin and Flambaum, 1993)
a = a¯ [1− tan (Φ− 3π/8)] (5)
where Φ is the WKB-phase (3) and a¯ = 0.478 ac the so-
alled mean sattering length. The expression (5) shows
that the harateristi magnitude of the sattering length
is the van der Waals length. Its detailed value, however,
depends on the short range physis via the WKB-phase
Φ, whih is sensitive to the hard ore sale rc. Sine
the detailed behavior of the potential is typially not
known preisely, in many ases neither the sign of the
sattering length nor the number of bound states an be
determined from ab initio alulations. The toy-model
result, however, is useful beyond the identiation of ac
as the harateristi sale for the sattering length. In-
deed, if the ignorane about the short range physis is
replaed by the (maximum likelihood) assumption of a
uniform distribution of Φ in the relevant interval [0, π],
the probability for nding a positive sattering length, i.e.
tanΦ < 1 is 3/4. A repulsive interation at low energy,
whih is onneted with a positive sattering length, is
therefore three times more likely than an attrative one,
where a < 0 (Pethik and Smith, 2002). Conerning the
eetive range re in Eq. (4), it turns out that also re is
on the order of the van der Waals or the mean sattering
length a¯ rather than the short range sale rc as might
have been expeted naively
2
(Flambaum et al., 1999).
Sine kac ≪ 1 in the regime of ultraold ollisions, this
implies that the k2 -ontribution in the denominator of
the sattering amplitude is negligible. In the low-energy
limit, the two-body ollision problem is thus ompletely
speied by the sattering length a as the single param-
eter and a orresponding sattering amplitude
f(k) =
−a
1 + ika
. (6)
As noted by Fermi in the ontext of sattering of slow
neutrons and by Lee, Huang and Yang for the low tem-
perature thermodynamis of weakly interating quantum
gases, Eq. (6) is the exat sattering amplitude at arbi-
trary values of k for the pseudopotential 3
V (x)(. . .) =
4π~2a
2Mr
· δ(x) ∂
∂r
(r . . .) . (7)
At temperatures suh that kBT < Ec, two-body intera-
tions in ultraold gases may thus be desribed by a pseu-
dopotential, with the sattering length usually taken as
an experimentally determined parameter. This approxi-
mation is valid in a wide range of situations, provided no
longer range ontributions ome into play as e.g. in the
ase of dipolar gases. The interation is repulsive for pos-
itive and attrative for negative sattering length. Now,
as shown above, the true interation potential has many
bound states, irrespetive of the sign of a. For the low
energy sattering of atoms, however, these bound states
are irrelevant as long as no moleule formation ours
via three-body ollisions. The sattering amplitude in
the limit k → 0 is only sensitive to bound (or virtual
for a < 0) states near zero energy. In partiular, within
the pseudopotential approximation the amplitude (6) has
a single pole k = iκ, with κ = 1/a > 0 if the sattering
length is positive. Quite generally, poles of the sattering
amplitude in the upper omplex k-plane are onneted
with bound states with binding energy εb = ~
2κ2/2Mr
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1987). In the pseudopotential ap-
proximation, only a single pole is aptured; the energy
of the assoiated bound state is just below the ontin-
uum threshold. A repulsive pseudopotential thus de-
sribes a situation where the full potential has a bound
state with a binding energy εb = ~
2/2Mra
2
on the or-
der of or smaller than the harateristi energy Ec intro-
dued above. The assoiated positive sattering length is
then idential with the deay length of the wave funtion
∼ exp−r/a of the highest bound state. In the attrative
ase a < 0, in turn, there is no bound state within a
2
This is a general result for deep potentials with a power law
deay at large distanes, as long as the sattering energy is muh
smaller than the depth of the potential well.
3
Due to the delta-funtion, the last term involving the partial
derivative with respet to r = |x| an be omitted when the po-
tential ats on a funtion whih is regular at r = 0.
5range Ec below the ontinuum threshold, however there
is a virtual state just above it.
B. Weak interations
For a qualitative disussion of what denes the weak
interation regime in dilute, ultraold gases, it is useful
to start with the idealization of no interations at all.
Depending on the two fundamental possibilities for the
statistis of indistinguishable partiles, Bose or Fermi,
the ground state of a gas of N non-interating parti-
les is either a perfet BEC or a Fermi sea. In the ase
of an ideal BEC, all partiles oupy the lowest avail-
able single partile level, onsistent with a fully sym-
metri many-body wave funtion. For fermions, in turn,
the partiles ll the N lowest single partile levels up
to the Fermi-energy ǫF (N), as required by the Pauli-
priniple. At nite temperatures, the disontinuity in
the Fermi-Dira distribution at T = 0 is smeared out,
giving rise to a ontinuous evolution from the degenerate
gas at kBT ≪ ǫF to a lassial gas at high temperatures
kBT & ǫF . By ontrast, bosons exhibit in 3D a phase
transition at nite temperature, where the marosopi
oupany of the ground state is lost. In the homoge-
neous gas, this transition ours when the thermal de
Broglie wavelength λT = h/
√
2πMkBT reahes the av-
erage interpartile distane n−1/3. The surprising fat
that a phase transition appears even in an ideal Bose
gas is a onsequene of the orrelations imposed by the
partile statistis alone, as noted already in Einstein's
fundamental paper (Einstein, 1925). For trapped gases,
with geometrial mean trap frequeny ω¯, the transition
to a BEC is in priniple smooth
4
. Yet, for typial partile
numbers in the range N ≈ 104 − 107, there is a rather
sharply dened temperature kBT
(0)
c = ~ω¯ · (N/ζ(3))1/3,
above whih the oupation of the osillator ground state
is no longer of order N . This temperature is again de-
termined by the ondition that the thermal de Broglie
wavelength reahes the average interpartile distane at
the enter of the trap (see Eq. (95) and below).
As disussed above, interations between ultraold
atoms are desribed by a pseudopotential (7), whose
strength g = 4π~2a/2Mr is xed by the exat s-wave
sattering length a. Now, for idential fermions, there
is no s-wave sattering due to the Pauli-priniple. In
the regime kac ≪ 1, where all higher momenta l 6= 0 are
frozen out, a single omponent Fermi gas thus approahes
an ideal, non-interating quantum gas. To reah the ne-
essary temperatures, however, requires thermalization by
elasti ollisions. For idential fermions, p-wave olli-
sions dominate at low temperatures, whose ross setion
4
A Bose gas in a trap exhibits a sharp transition only in the limit
N → ∞, ω¯ → 0 with Nω¯3 = onst, i.e. when the ritial tem-
perature approahes a nite value in the thermodynami limit.
FIG. 1 Simultaneous ooling of a bosoni and fermioni quan-
tum gas of
7
Li and
6
Li to quantum degeneray. In the ase of
the Fermi gas, the Fermi pressure prohibits the atom loud to
shrink further in spae as quantum degeneray is approahed.
Reprinted with permission from Trusott et al. (2001).
σp ∼ E2 leads to a vanishing of the sattering rates ∼ T 2
(DeMaro et al., 1999). Evaporative ooling therefore
does not work for a single omponent Fermi gas in the de-
generate regime. This problem may be irumvented by
ooling in the presene of a dierent spin state whih is
then removed, or by sympatheti ooling with a another
atomi speies. In this manner, an ideal Fermi gas, whih
is one of the paradigms of statistial physis, has rst
been realized by DeMaro and Jin (1999), Trusott et al.
(2001) and Shrek et al. (2001) (see Fig. 1).
In the ase of mixtures of fermions in dierent internal
states or for bosons, there is in general a nite sattering
length a 6= 0, whih is typially of the order of the van der
Waals length Eq. (2). By a simple dimensional argument,
interations are expeted to be weak when the satter-
ing length is muh smaller than the average interpartile
spaing. Sine ultraold alkali gases have densities be-
tween 1012 and 1015 partiles per m−3, the average inter-
partile spaing n−1/3 typially is in the range 0.1− 1µm.
As shown above, the sattering length, in turn, is usu-
ally only in the few nm range. Interation eets are
thus expeted to be very small, unless the sattering
length happens to be large near a zero energy resonane
of Eq. (5). In the attrative ase a < 0, however, even
small interations an lead to instabilities. In partiular,
attrative bosons are unstable towards ollapse. How-
ever, in a trap, a metastable gaseous state arises for suf-
iently small atom numbers (Pethik and Smith, 2002).
For mixtures of fermions in dierent internal states, an
arbitrary weak attration leads to the BCS-instability,
where the ground state is essentially a BEC of Cooper
pairs (see setion VIII). In the ase of repulsive inter-
ations, in turn, perturbation theory works in the limit
6n1/3a ≪ 1 5. For fermions with two dierent internal
states, an appropriate desription is provided by the di-
lute gas version of Landau's theory of Fermi liquids. The
assoiated ground state hemial potential is given by
(Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1980)
µFermi =
~
2k2F
2M
(
1+
4
3π
kFa+
4(11− 2 ln 2)
15π2
(kF a)
2+ . . .
)
,
(8)
where the Fermi wavevetor kF = (3π
2n)1/3 is deter-
mined by the total density n in preisely the same man-
ner as in the non-interating ase. Weakly interating
Bose gases, in turn, are desribed by the Bogoliubov the-
ory, whih has
√
na3 as the relevant small parameter. For
example, the hemial potential at zero temperature for
a homogeneous gas is given by (Lifshitz and Pitaevskii,
1980)
µBose =
4π~2a
M
n
(
1 +
32
3
(
na3
π
)1/2
+ . . .
)
. (9)
Moreover, interations lead to a depletion
n0 = n
(
1− 8
3
(
na3
π
)1/2
+ . . .
)
(10)
of the density n0 of partiles at zero momentum om-
pared to the perfet ondensate of an ideal Bose gas.
The nite value of the hemial potential at zero tem-
perature denes a harateristi length ξ by the relation
~
2/2Mξ2 = µBose. This is the so-alled healing length
(Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003) whih is the sale, over
whih the marosopi wave funtion ψ(x) varies near a
boundary (or a vortex ore, see setion VII) where BEC
is suppressed. To lowest order in
√
na3, this length is
given by ξ = (8πna)−1/2. In the limit na3 ≪ 1, the
healing length is therefore muh larger than the aver-
age interpartile spaing n−1/3. In pratie, the depen-
dene on the gas parameter na3 is so weak, that the ratio
ξn1/3 ∼ (na3)−1/6 is never very large. On a mirosopi
level, ξ is the length assoiated with the ground state
energy per partile by the unertainty priniple. It an
thus be identied with the sale, over whih bosons may
be onsidered to be loalized spatially. For weak ou-
pling BEC's, the atoms are therefore smeared out over
distanes muh larger than the average interpartile spa-
ing.
Interations also shift the ritial temperature for BEC
away from its value T
(0)
c in the ideal Bose gas. To lowest
order in the interations, the shift is positive and linear
in the sattering length, (Baym et al., 1999)
Tc/T
(0)
c = 1 + cn
1/3a+ . . . (11)
5
We neglet the possibility of a Kohn-Luttinger instability
(Kohn and Luttinger, 1965) of repulsive fermions to a (typially)
p-wave superuid state, whih usually only appears at tempera-
tures very far below TF , see Baranov et al. (1996).
with a numerial onstant c ≈ 1.32 (Arnold and Moore,
2001; Kashurnikov et al., 2001). The unexpeted
inrease of the BEC ondensation temperature with in-
terations is due to a redution of the ritial density.
While a quantitative derivation of Eq. (11) requires quite
sophistiated tehniques (Holzmann et al., 2004), the re-
sult an be reovered by a simple argument. To lead-
ing order, the interation indued hange in Tc only
depends on the sattering length. Compared with the
non-interating ase, the nite sattering length may be
thought of as eetively inreasing the quantum mehan-
ial unertainty in the position of eah atom due to ther-
mal motion from λT to λ¯T = λT + a. To lowest order
in a, the modied ideal gas riterion nλ¯3Tc = ζ(3/2) then
gives rise to the linear and positive shift of the ritial
temperature in Eq. (11) with a oeient c¯ ≈ 1.45, whih
is not far from the numerially exat value.
In the standard situation of a gas onned in a har-
moni trap with harateristi frequeny ω¯, the inuene
of weak interations is quantitatively quite dierent for
temperatures near T = 0 or near the ritial tempera-
ture Tc. At zero temperature, the non-interating Bose
gas has a density distribution n(0)(x) = N · |φ0(x)|2,
whih just reets the harmoni osillator ground state
wave funtion φ0(x). Its harateristi width is the os-
illator length ℓ0 =
√
~/Mω¯ whih is on the order of
one µm for typial onnement frequenies. Adding
even small repulsive interations hanges the distribution
quite strongly. Indeed, in the experimentally relevant
limit Na ≫ ℓ0, the density prole n(x) in the presene
of an external trap potential U(x) an be obtained from
a loal density approximation (LDA)
µ [n(x)] + U(x) = µ [n(0)] . (12)
For weakly interating bosons in an isotropi harmoni
trap, the linear dependene µBose = gn of the hemi-
al potential on the density in the homogeneous ase
then leads to a so-alled Thomas-Fermi prole n(x) =
n(0)
(
1− (r/RTF )2
)
. Using the ondition
∫
n(x) = N ,
the assoiated radius RTF = ζℓ0 onsiderably exeeds
the osillator length sine the dimensionless parameter
ζ = (15Na/ℓ0)
1/5
is typially muh larger than one
(Giorgini et al., 1997)
6
. This broadening leads to a sig-
niant derease in the density n(0) at the trap enter
by a fator ζ−3 ompared with the non-interating ase.
The strong eet of even weak interations on the ground
state in a trap may be understood from the fat that the
hemial potential µ = ~ω¯ · ζ2/2 is muh larger than
6
For fermions, the validity of the LDA, whih is in fat just a semi-
lassial approximation (see e.g. Brak and Bhaduri (1997)),
does not require interations. The leading term µFermi ∼ n2/3 of
Eq. (8) leads to a density prole n(x) = n(0)
`
1− (r/RTF )2
´3/2
with a radius RTF = ζℓ0. Here ζ = kF (N)ℓ0 = (24N)
1/6 ≫ 1
and the Fermi wavevetor kF (N) in a trap is dened by ǫF (N) =
~2k2F (N)/2M
7the osillator ground state energy. Interations are thus
able to mix in many single partile levels beyond the har-
moni trap ground state. Near the ritial temperature,
in turn, the ratio µ/kBTc ≃
(
n(0)a3
)1/6
is small. In-
teration orretions to the ondensation temperature,
whih dominate nite size orretions for partile num-
bers muh larger than N ≃ 104, are therefore aessible
perturbatively (Giorgini et al., 1997). In ontrast to the
homogeneous ase, where the density is xed and Tc is
shifted upwards, the dominant eet in a trap arises from
the redued density at the trap enter. Near Tc this eet
is small and the orresponding shift of may be expressed
in the form ∆Tc/Tc = −onsta/λTc (Davis and Blakie,
2006; Giorgini et al., 1997; Holzmann et al., 2004). A
preise measurement of this shift has been performed by
Gerbier et al. (2004). Their results are in quantitative
agreement with mean-eld theory, with no observable
ontribution of ritial utuations at their level of sen-
sitivity. Quite reently, evidene for ritial utuations
has been inferred from measurements of the orrelation
length ξ ∼ (T − Tc)−ν very lose to Tc. The observed
value ν = 0.67 ± 0.13 (Donner et al., 2007) agrees well
with the expeted ritial exponent of the 3D XY-model.
In spite of the strong deviations in the density distribu-
tion ompared to the non-interating ase, the one- and
two-partile orrelations of weakly interating bosons are
well desribed by approximating the many-body ground
state of N bosons by a produt
ΨGP (x1,x2, . . .xN ) =
N∏
i=1
φ1(xi) (13)
in whih all atoms are in the idential single partile state
φ1(x). Taking Eq. (13) as a variational ansatz, the opti-
mal marosopi wave funtion φ1(x) is found to obey the
well known Gross-Pitaevskii equation. More generally, it
turns out that for trapped BEC's the Gross-Pitaevskii
theory an be derived in a mathematially rigorous man-
ner by taking the limits N → ∞ and a → 0 in suh a
way that the ratio Na/ℓ0 is xed (Lieb et al., 2000). A
highly nontrivial aspet of these derivations is that they
show expliitly that in the dilute limit interations en-
ter only via the sattering length. The Gross-Pitaevskii
equation thus remains valid e.g. for a dilute gas of hard
spheres. Sine all the interation energy is of kineti ori-
gin in this ase, the standard mean eld derivation of
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation via the replaement of the
eld operators by a lassial -number Ψˆ(x)→ √Nφ1(x)
is thus inorret in general. From a many-body point
of view, the Ansatz Eq. (13), where the ground state is
written as a produt of optimized single-partile wave
funtions, is just the standard Hartree-approximation.
It is the simplest possible approximation to aount for
interations, however it learly ontains no interation
indued orrelations between dierent atoms at all. A
rst step to go beyond that is the well known Bogoli-
ubov theory. This is usually introdued by onsidering
small utuations around the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
in a systemati expansion in the number of nonondensed
partiles (Castin and Dum, 1998). It is more instrutive
from a many-body point of view, however, to formulate
Bogoliubov theory in suh a way that the boson ground
state is approximated by an optimized produt (Leggett,
2001; Lieb, 1963b)
ΨBog. (x1,x2, . . .xN ) =
∏
i<j
φ2(xi,xj) (14)
of idential, symmetri two-partile wave funtions φ2.
This allows to inlude interation eets beyond the
Hartree potential of the Gross-Pitaevskii theory by sup-
pressing ongurations in whih two partiles are lose
together. The many-body state thus inorporates two-
partile orrelations whih are important e.g. to ob-
tain the standard sound modes and the related oherent
superposition of 'partile' and 'hole' exitations. This
struture, whih has been experimentally veried by
Vogels et al. (2002), is expeted to apply in a qualita-
tive form even for strongly interating BEC's, whose low
energy exitations are exhausted by harmoni phonons
(see Appendix).
Quantitatively, however, the Bogoliubov theory is re-
strited to the regime
√
na3 ≪ 1, where interations
lead only to a small depletion (10) of the ondensate at
zero temperature. Going beyond that requires to speify
the detailed form of the interation potential V (r) and
not only the assoiated sattering length a. The ground
state of a gas of hard sphere bosons, for instane, looses
BEC already for na3 & 0.24 by a rst order transition
to a solid state (Kalos et al., 1974). On a variational
level, hoosing the two-partile wave funtions in (14) of
the form φ2(xi,xj) ∼ exp−u(|xi − xj |) with an ee-
tive two-body potential u(r), desribes so-alled Jastrow
wave funtions. They allow taking into aount strong
short range orrelations, however they still exhibit BEC
even in a regime, where the assoiated one-partile den-
sity desribes a periodi rystal rather than a uniform
liquid, as shown by Chester (1970). Crystalline order
may thus oexist with BEC! For a reent disussion of
this issue in the ontext of a possible supersolid phase of
4
He, see Clark and Ceperley (2006).
For weakly interating fermions at kFa ≪ 1, the vari-
ational ground state whih is analogous to Eq. (13), is a
Slater determinant
ΨHF (x1,x2, . . .xN ) = Det [φ1,i(xj)] , (15)
of optimized single partile states φ1,i(xj). In the trans-
lational invariant ase, they are plane waves φ1,i(x) =
V −1/2 exp ikix, where the momenta ki are lled up to the
Fermi-momentum kF . Although both the Bose and the
Fermi groundstate wave funtions onsist of symmetrized
or anti-symmetrized single-partile states, they desribe
- of ourse - fundamentally dierent physis. In the Bose
ase, the one partile density matrix g(1)(∞) = n0/n ap-
proahes a nite onstant at innite separation, whih is
the basi riterion for BEC (see Appendix). The many-
body wave funtion is thus sensitive to hanges of the
8phase at points separated by distanes r whih are large
ompared to the interpartile spaing. By ontrast, the
Hartree-Fok state (15) for fermions shows no long range
phase oherene and indeed, the one partile density ma-
trix deays exponentially g(1)(r) ∼ exp−γr at any nite
temperature (Ismail-Beigi and Arias, 1999). The pres-
ene of N distint eigenstates in Eq. (15), whih is a ne-
essary onsequene of the Pauli-priniple, thus leads to
a many-body wave funtion whih may be haraterized
as nearsighted. The notion of nearsightedness, depends
on the observable, however. As dened originally by
Kohn (1996), it means that a loalized external potential
around some point x′ is not felt at a point x at a distane
muh larger than the average interpartile spaing . This
requires the density response funtion χ(x,x′) to be short
ranged in position spae. In this respet, weakly interat-
ing bosons, where χ(x,x′) ∼ (exp−|x− x′|/ξ)/|x − x′|
deays exponentially on the sale of the healing length
ξ are more nearsighted than fermions at zero tempera-
ture, where χ(x,x′) ∼ sin(2kF |x−x′|)/|x−x′|3 exhibits
an algebrai deay with Friedel osillations at twie the
Fermi wave vetor 2kF . The haraterization of many-
body wave funtions in terms of the assoiated orre-
lation funtions draws attention to another basi point
emphasized by Kohn (1999): in situations with a large
number of partiles the many-body wave funtion itself is
not a meaningful quantity beause it annot be reliably
alulated for N & 100. Moreover, physially aessi-
ble observables are only sensitive to the resulting one- or
two-partile orrelations. Cold gases provide a onrete
example for the latter statement: the standard time-of-
ight tehnique of measuring the absorption image after
a given free expansion time t provides the one-partile
density matrix in Fourier spae, while the two-partile
density matrix is revealed in the noise orrelations of the
absorption images (see setion III).
C. Feshbah resonanes
The most diret way of reahing the strong interation
regime in dilute, ultraold gases are Feshbah resonanes,
whih allow to inrease the sattering length to values be-
yond the average interpartile spaing. In pratie, this
method works best for fermions beause for them the
lifetime due to three-body ollisions beomes very large
near a Feshbah resonane, in stark ontrast to bosons,
where it goes to zero. The onept of Feshbah reso-
nanes was rst introdued in nulear physis in the on-
text of reations forming a ompound nuleus (Feshbah,
1958). Quite generally, a Feshbah resonane in a two-
partile ollision appears whenever a bound state in a
losed hannel is oupled resonantly with the sattering
ontinuum of an open hannel. The two hannels may
orrespond, for example, to dierent spin ongurations
for the atoms. The sattered partiles are then temporar-
ily aptured in the quasi-bound state and the assoiated
long time delay gives rise to a Breit-Wigner type reso-
nane in the sattering ross-setion. What makes Fes-
hbah resonanes in the sattering of old atoms parti-
ularly useful, is the ability to tune the sattering length
simply by hanging the magneti eld (Tiesinga et al.,
1993). This tunability relies on the dierene in the mag-
neti moments of the losed and open hannels, whih
allows to hange the position of losed hannel bound
states relative to the open hannel threshold by varying
the external, uniform magneti eld. Note that Fesh-
bah resonanes an alternatively be indued optially
via one- or two-photon transitions, (Bohn and Julienne,
1999; Fedihev et al., 1996a) as realized by Theis et al.
(2004). The ontrol parameter is then the detuning of
the light from atomi resonane. Although more exible
in priniple, this method suers, however, from heating
problems for typial atomi transitions, assoiated with
the spontaneous emission proesses reated by the light
irradiation.
On a phenomenologial level, Feshbah resonanes are
desribed by an eetive pseudopotential between atoms
in the open hannel with sattering length
a(B) = abg
(
1− ∆B
B −B0
)
. (16)
Here abg is the o-resonant bakground sattering length
in the absene of the oupling to the losed hannel while
∆B and B0 desribe the width and position of the res-
onane expressed in magneti eld units (see Fig. 2).
In this setion we outline the basi physis of magnet-
ially tunable Feshbah resonanes, providing a onne-
tion of the parameters in Eq. (16) with the interatomi
potentials. Of ourse, our disussion only overs the ba-
si bakground for understanding the origin of large and
tunable sattering lengths. A muh more detailed pre-
sentation of Feshbah resonanes an be found in the
reviews by Timmermans et al. (2001), Duine and Stoof
(2004) and by Köhler et al. (2006).
Open and losed hannels We start with the spei ex-
ample of fermioni
6
Li atoms, whih have eletroni spin
S = 1/2 and nulear spin I = 1. In the presene of
a magneti eld B along the z-diretion, the hyperne
oupling and Zeeman energy lead for eah atom to the
Hamiltonian
Hˆ ′ = ahf Sˆ · Iˆ+
(
2µBSˆz − µnIˆz
)
B . (17)
Here µB is the standard Bohr magneton and µn (≪ µB)
the magneti moment of the nuleus. This hyperne-
Zeeman Hamiltonian atually holds for any alkali atom,
with a single valene eletron with zero orbital angular
momentum. If B → 0 the eigenstates of this Hamilto-
nian are labeled by the quantum numbers f and mf , giv-
ing the total spin angular momentum and its projetion
along the z axis, respetively. In the opposite Pashen-
Bak regime of large magneti elds (B ≫ ~ahf/µB ≃
9FIG. 2 Magneti eld dependene of the sattering length
between the two lowest magneti sub-states of
6
Li with a
Feshbah resonane at B0 = 834G and a zero rossing at
B0 + ∆B = 534G. The bakground sattering length abg =
−1405 aB is exeptionally large in this ase (aB being the
Bohr radius).
30G in Lithium), the eigenstates are labeled by the quan-
tum numbers ms and mI , giving the projetion on the z
axis of the eletron and nulear spins, respetively. The
projetion mf = ms +mI of the total spin along the z
axis remains a good quantum number for any value of
the magneti eld.
Consider a ollision between two lithium atoms, pre-
pared in the two lowest eigenstates |a〉 and |b〉 of the
Hamiltonian (17) in a large magneti eld. The lowest
state |a〉 (with mfa = 1/2) is ≈ |ms = −1/2,mI = 1〉
with a small admixture of |ms = 1/2,mI = 0〉, whereas
|b〉 (with mfb = −1/2) is ≈ |ms = −1/2,mI = 0〉 with
a small admixture of |ms = 1/2,mI = −1〉. Two atoms
in these two lowest states thus predominantly satter in
their triplet state
7
. Quite generally, the interation po-
tential during the ollision an be written as a sum
V (r) =
1
4
(3Vt(r)+Vs(r))+ Sˆ1 · Sˆ2 (Vt(r)−Vs(r)) , (18)
of projetions onto the singlet Vs(r) and triplet Vt(r)
moleular potentials, where the Sˆi's (i = 1, 2) are the
spin operators for the valene eletron of eah atom.
These potentials have the same van der Waals attra-
tive behavior at long distanes, but they dier onsider-
ably at short distanes, with a muh deeper attrative
well for the singlet than for the triplet potential. Now,
in a large but nite magneti eld the initial state |a, b〉
is not a purely triplet state. Beause of the tensorial
nature of V (r), this spin state will thus evolve during
7
The fat that there is a nonvanishing s-wave sattering length
for these states is thus onneted with the dierent nulear and
not eletroni spin in this ase !
FIG. 3 The two-hannel model for a Feshbah resonane.
Atoms prepared in the open hannel, orresponding to the in-
teration potential Vop(r) (in red), undergo a ollision at low
inident energy. In the ourse of the ollision the open han-
nel is oupled to the losed hannel Vcl(r) (in blue). When a
bound state of the losed hannel has an energy lose to zero, a
sattering resonane ours. The position of the losed han-
nel an be tuned with respet to the open one e.g. by varying
the magneti eld B.
the ollision. More preisely, sine the seond term in
Eq. (18) is not diagonal in the basis |a, b〉, the spin state
|a, b〉 may be oupled to other sattering hannels |c, d〉,
provided the z projetion of the total spin is onserved
(mfc+mfd = mfa+mfb). When the atoms are far apart
the Zeeman+hyperne energy of |c, d〉 exeeds the initial
kineti energy of the pair of atoms prepared in |a, b〉 by
an energy on the order of the hyperne energy. Sine the
thermal energy is muh smaller than that for ultraold
ollisions, the hannel |c, d〉 is losed and the atoms al-
ways emerge from the ollision in the open hannel state
|a, b〉. However, due to the strong oupling of (a, b) to
(c, d) via the seond term in Eq. (18), whih is typially
on the order of eV, the eetive sattering amplitude in
the open hannel an be strongly modied.
Two-hannel model We now present a simple two-hannel
model whih aptures the main features of a Feshbah
resonane (see Fig. 3). We onsider a ollision between
two atoms with redued mass Mr, and model the sys-
tem in the viinity of the resonane by the Hamiltonian
(Nygaard et al., 2006)
Hˆ =
(
− ~22Mr∇2 + Vop(r) W (r)
W (r) − ~22Mr∇2 + Vcl(r)
)
. (19)
Before ollision the atoms are prepared in the open han-
nel, whose potential Vop(r) gives rise to the bakground
sattering length abg. Here the zero of energy is ho-
sen suh that Vop(∞) = 0. In the ourse of the ollision
a oupling to the losed hannel with potential Vcl(r)
(Vcl(∞) > 0) ours via the matrix element W (r), whose
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range is on the order of the atomi sale rc. For simpli-
ity, we onsider here only a single losed hannel, whih
is appropriate for an isolated resonane. We also assume
that the value of abg is on the order of the van der Waals
length (2). If abg is anomalously large, as ours e.g. for
the
6
Li resonane shown in Fig. 2, an additional open
hannel resonane has to be inluded in the model, as
disussed by Marelis et al. (2004).
We assume that the magneti moments of the ollid-
ing states dier for the open and losed hannels, and we
denote their dierene by µ. Varying the magneti eld
by δB therefore amounts to shifting the losed hannel
energy by µ δB with respet to the open hannel. In
the following we are interested in the magneti eld re-
gion lose to Bres suh that one (normalized) bound state
φres(r) of the losed hannel potential Vcl(r) has an en-
ergy Eres(B) = µ(B − Bres) lose to 0. It an thus be
resonantly oupled to the ollision state where two atoms
in the open hannel have a small positive kineti energy.
In the viinity of the Feshbah resonane, the situation
is now very similar to the well know Breit-Wigner prob-
lem (see e.g. Landau and Lifshitz (1987), setion 134).
A partile undergoes a sattering proess in a (single
hannel) potential with a quasi or true bound state at
an energy ν, whih is nearly resonant with the inom-
ing energy E(k) = ~2k2/(2Mr). Aording to Breit and
Wigner, this leads to a resonant ontribution
δres(k) = − arctan
[
Γ(k)/2
E(k)− ν
]
(20)
to the sattering phase shift, where ν = µ(B − B0) is
onventionally alled the detuning in this ontext (for the
dierene between Bres and B0 see below).The assoiated
resonane width Γ(k) vanishes near zero energy, with a
threshold behavior linear in k =
√
2MrE/~ due to the
free partile density of states. It is onvenient to dene
a harateristi length r⋆ > 0 by
Γ(k → 0)/2 = ~
2
2Mrr⋆
k . (21)
The sattering length a = − limk→0 tan (δbg + δres)/k
then has the simple form
a = abg − ~
2
2Mrr⋆ν
. (22)
This agrees preisely with Eq. (16) provided the
width parameter ∆B is identied with the ombination
µ∆Babg = ~
2/(2Mrr
⋆) of the two harateristi lengths
abg and r
⋆
.
On a mirosopi level, these parameters may be ob-
tained from the two hannel Hamiltonian (19) by the
standard Green funtion formalism. In absene of ou-
pling W (r) the sattering properties of the open han-
nel are haraterized by Gop(E) = (E −Hop)−1 with
Hop = P
2/(2Mr) + Vop(r). We denote by |φ0〉 the eigen-
state of Hop assoiated with the energy 0 whih behaves
as φ0(r) ∼ (1 − abg/r) for large r. In the viinity of
the resonane the losed hannel ontributes essentially
through the state φres, and its Green funtion reads
Gcl(E,B) ≃ |φres〉〈φres|
E − Eres(B) . (23)
With this approximation one an projet the eigenvalue
equation for the Hamiltonian Hˆ onto the bakground
and losed hannels. One an then derive the sattering
length a(B) of the oupled hannel problem and write
it in the form of Eq. (16). The position of the zero en-
ergy resonane B0 is shifted with respet to the `bare'
resonane value Bres by
µ(B0 −Bres) = −〈φres|WGop(0)W |φres〉 . (24)
The physial origin of this resonane shift is that an in-
nite sattering length requires that the ontributions
to k cot δ(k) in the total sattering amplitude from the
open and the losed hannel preisely anel. In a sit-
uation where the bakground sattering length deviates
onsiderably from its typial value a¯ and where the o-
diagonal oupling measured by ∆B is strong, this an-
ellation appears already when the bare losed hannel
bound state is far away from the ontinuum threshold.
A simple analytial estimate for this shift has been given
by Julienne et al. (2004)
B0 = Bres +∆B · x(1 − x)
1 + (1 − x)2 , (25)
where x = abg/a¯. The harateristi length r
∗
dened in
(21) is determined by the o-diagonal oupling via
〈φres|W |φ0〉 = ~
2
2Mr
√
4π
r⋆
. (26)
We shall be mostly interested in the wide resonane
ase, whih orresponds to the situation where r∗ ≪
|abg|. Sine the bakground sattering length is gener-
ially on the order of the van der Waals length Eq. (2),
this implies that the width µ|∆B| in the detuning over
whih the sattering length deviates onsiderably from
its bakground value is muh larger than the harateris-
ti energy Ec below whih ollisions are in the ultraold
regime. For a quantitative estimate, onsider the spe-
i resonanes in fermioni
6
Li and
40
K at B0 = 834G
and B0 = 202G respetively, whih have been used to
study the BCS-BEC rossover with old atoms (see se-
tion VIII). They are haraterized by the experimentally
determined parameters abg = −1405 aB, ∆B = −300G,
µ = 2µB and abg = 174 aB, ∆B = 7.8G, µ = 1.68µB
respetively, where aB and µB are the Bohr radius and
Bohr magneton. From these parameters, the harater-
isti length assoiated with the two resonanes turns out
to be r⋆ = 0.5 aB and r
⋆ = 28 aB, both obeying the wide
resonane ondition r⋆ ≪ |abg|.
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Weakly bound states lose to the resonane In addition to
the ontrol of sattering properties, an important feature
of the Feshbah resonane onerns the possibility to res-
onantly form weakly bound dimers in the region a > 0.
We briey present below some key properties of these
dimers, restriting for simpliity to the wide resonane
ase and to the viinity of the resonane |B−B0| ≪ |∆B|,
so that the sattering length a(B) deviates substantially
from its bakground value abg.
To determine the bound state for the two-hannel
Hamiltonian (19), one onsiders the Green funtion
G(E) = (E − Hˆ)−1 and looks for the low energy pole
at E = −εb < 0 of this funtion. The orresponding
bound state an be written
〈x|Ψ(b)〉 =
(√
1− Z ψbg(r)√
Z φres(r)
)
, (27)
where the oeient Z haraterizes the losed hannel
admixture. The values of εb and Z an be alulated
expliitly by projeting the eigenvalue equation for Hˆ on
eah hannel. The binding energy
εb =
(
µ(B −B0)
)2
/ε⋆ + . . . (28)
of the weakly bound state vanishes quadratially near the
resonane, with harateristi energy ε⋆ = ~2/2Mr(r
⋆)2.
The length r⋆ thus provides a diret measure of the urva-
ture in the energy of the weakly bound state as a funtion
of the detuning µ(B −B0). In an experimental situation
whih starts from the atom ontinuum, it is preisely
this weakly bound state whih is reahed upon varying
the detuning by an adiabati hange in the magneti eld
around B0. The losed hannel admixture Z an be writ-
ten as
Z ≃ 2 r
∗
|abg|
|B −B0|
|∆B| = 2
|ν|
ǫ∗
. (29)
For a wide resonane, where r⋆ ≪ |abg|, this admixture
is always muh smaller than one over the magneti eld
range |B −B0| . |∆B|. The bound state near the Fesh-
bah resonane an thus be desribed in a single-hannel
piture, without expliitly taking into aount the losed
hannel state.
The bound state |Ψ(b)〉 that we just presented should
not be onfused with the bound state |Φ(b)op 〉, that exists
for abg > 0 in the open hannel, for a vanishing oupling
W (r). The bound state |Φ(b)op 〉 has a binding energy ∼
~
2/(2Mra
2
bg), that is muh larger than that of Eq. (28)
when |B −B0| ≪ |∆B|. For |B −B0| ∼ |∆B| the states
|Ψ(b)〉 and |Φ(b)op 〉 have omparable energies and undergo
an avoided rossing. The universal harater of the above
results is then lost and one has to turn to a spei study
of the eigenvalue problem.
To onlude, Feshbah resonanes provide a exible
tool to hange the interation strength between ultra-
old atoms over a wide range. To realize a proper many-
body Hamiltonian with tunable two-body interations,
however, an additional requirement is that the relaxation
rate into deep bound states due to three-body ollisions
is negligible. As will be disussed in setion VIII.A, this
is possible for fermions, where the relaxation rate is small
near Feshbah resonanes (Petrov et al., 2004b, 2005).
II. OPTICAL LATTICES
In the following, we will disuss how to onne old
atoms by laser light into ongurations of a redued di-
mensionality or in periodi latties, thus generating sit-
uations in whih the eets of interations are strongly
enhaned.
A. Optial potentials
The physial origin of the onnement of old atoms
with laser light is the dipole fore
F =
1
2
α(ωL)∇(|E(r)|2) (30)
due to a spatially varying a-Stark shift whih atoms
experiene in an o-resonant light eld (Grimm et al.,
2000). Sine the time sale for the enter-of-mass mo-
tion of the atoms is muh slower that the inverse laser
frequeny ωL, only the time averaged intensity |E(r)|2
enters. The diretion of the fore depends on the sign
of the polarizability α(ωL). In the viinity of an atomi
resonane from the ground |g〉 to an exited state |e〉
at frequeny ω0, the polarizability has the standard form
α(ωL) ≈ |〈e|dˆE|g〉|2/~(ω0−ωL), with dˆE the dipole oper-
ator in the diretion of the eld. Atoms are thus attrated
to the nodes or to the anti-nodes of the laser intensity for
blue detuned (ωL > ω0) or red detuned (ωL < ω0) laser
light respetively. A spatially dependent intensity pro-
le I(r) therefore reates a trapping potential for neutral
atoms. Within a two level model, an expliit form of the
dipole potential may be derived by using the rotating
wave approximation, whih is a reasonable approxima-
tion provided that the detuning ∆ = ωL−ω0 of the laser
eld is small ompared to the transition frequeny itself
|∆| ≪ ω0. With Γ as the deay rate of the exited state,
one obtains for |∆| ≫ Γ (Grimm et al., 2000)
Vdip(r) =
3πc2
2ω30
Γ
∆
I(r), (31)
whih is attrative or repulsive for red (∆ < 0) or blue
(∆ > 0) detuning, respetively. Atoms are thus attrated
or repelled from an intensity maximum in spae. It is im-
portant to note that, in ontrast to the form suggested
in Eq. (30), the light fore is not fully onservative. In-
deed, spontaneous emission gives rise to an imaginary
part of the polarizability. Within a two level approxima-
tion, the related sattering rate Γsc(r) leads to an ab-
sorptive ontribution ~Γsc(r) to the onservative dipole
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potential (31), whih an be estimated as (Grimm et al.,
2000)
Γsc(r) =
3πc2
2~ω30
(
Γ
∆
)2
I(r) . (32)
As the eqs. (31,32) show, the ratio of sattering rate to
the optial potential depth vanishes in the limit |∆| ≫ Γ.
A stritly onservative potential an thus be reahed in
priniple by inreasing the detuning of the laser eld.
In pratie however, suh an approah is limited by the
maximum available laser power. For experiments with
ultraold quantum gases of alkali atoms, the detuning
is typially hosen to be large ompared to the exited
state hyperne struture splitting and in most ases even
large ompared to the ne struture splitting in order to
suiently suppress spontaneous sattering events.
The intensity prole I(r, z) of a gaussian laser beam
propagating along the z -diretion has the form
I(r, z) =
2P
πw2(z)
e−2r
2/w2(z) . (33)
Here P is the total power of the laser beam, r is the
distane from the enter and w(z) = w0
√
1 + z2/z2R is
the 1/e2 radius. This radius is haraterized by a beam
waist w0 whih is typially around 100µm. Due to the
nite beam divergene, the beam width inreases lin-
early with z on a sale zR = πw
2
0/λ whih is alled the
Rayleigh length. Typial values for zR are in the mm
range. Around the intensity maximum a potential depth
minimum ours for a red detuned laser beam, leading
to an approximately harmoni potential
Vdip(r, z) ≈ −Vtrap
{
1− 2
(
r
w0
)2
−
(
z
zR
)2}
. (34)
The trap depth Vtrap is linearly proportional to the laser
power and typially ranges from a few kHz up to a MHz
(from the Nanokelvin to the Mirokelvin regime). The
harmoni onnement is haraterized by radial ωr and
axial ωz trapping frequenies ωr = (4Vtrap/Mw
2
0)
1/2
and
ωz = (2Vtrap/Mz
2
R). Optial traps for neutral atoms
have a wide range of appliations (Grimm et al., 2000).
In partiular, they are inevitable in situations where mag-
neti trapping does not work for the atomi states under
onsideration. This is often the ase when the intera-
tions are manipulated via Feshbah resonanes, involving
high eld seeking atomi states.
Optial Latties A periodi potential is simply generated
by overlapping two ounterpropagating laser beams. Due
to the interferene between the two laser beams an op-
tial standing wave with period λ/2 is formed, in whih
the atoms an be trapped. More generally, by hoosing
the two laser beams to interfere under an angle less than
180
◦
, one an also realize periodi potentials with a larger
period (Hadzibabi et al., 2004; Peil et al., 2003). The
simplest possible periodi optial potential is formed by
overlapping two ounterpropagating beams. For a gaus-
sian prole, this results in a trapping potential of the
form
V (r, z) = −V0 · e−2r
2/w2(z) · sin2(kz) (35)
where k = 2π/λ is the wave vetor of the laser light and
V0 the maximum depth of the lattie potential. Note
that due to the interferene of the two laser beams V0 is
four times larger than Vtrap if the laser power and beam
parameters of the two interfering lasers are equal.
Periodi potentials in two dimensions an be formed
by overlapping two optial standing waves along dier-
ent, usually orthogonal, diretions. For orthogonal po-
larization vetors of the two laser elds no interferene
terms appear. The resulting optial potential in the en-
ter of the trap is then a simple sum of a purely sinusoidal
potential in both diretions.
In suh a two-dimensional optial lattie potential, the
atoms are onned to arrays of tightly onning one-
dimensional tubes (see Fig. 4a). For typial experimen-
tal parameters the harmoni trapping frequenies along
the tube are very weak and on the order of 10-200Hz,
while in the radial diretion the trapping frequenies
an beome as high as up to 100 kHz. For suiently
deep lattie depths, atoms an thus move only axially
along the tube. In this manner, it is possible to re-
alize quantum wires with neutral atoms, whih allow
to study strongly orrelated gases in one dimension, as
disussed in Setion V. Arrays of suh quantum wires
have been realized by several groups (Greiner et al., 2001;
Kinoshita et al., 2004; Moritz et al., 2003; Paredes et al.,
2004; Tolra et al., 2004).
For the reation of a three-dimensional lattie poten-
tial, three orthogonal optial standing waves have to be
overlapped. The simplest ase of independent standing
waves, with no ross interferene between laser beams of
dierent standing waves an be realized by hoosing or-
thogonal polarization vetors and also by using slightly
dierent wavelengths for the three standing waves. The
resulting optial potential is then simply given by the
sum of three standing waves. In the enter of the trap,
for distanes muh smaller than the beam waist, the trap-
ping potential an be approximated as the sum of a ho-
mogeneous periodi lattie potential
Vp(x, y, z) = V0
(
sin2 kx+ sin2 ky + sin2 kz
)
(36)
and an additional external harmoni onnement due to
the gaussian laser beam proles. In addition to this har-
moni onnement, a onnement due to the magneti
trapping is often used, whih has to be taken into aount
as well for the total harmoni onnement of the atom
loud.
For deep optial lattie potentials, the onnement
on a single lattie site is approximately harmoni. The
atoms are then tightly onned at a single lattie site,
with trapping frequenies ω0 of up to 100 kHz. The en-
ergy ~ω0 = 2Er (V0/Er)
1/2
of loal osillations in the well
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FIG. 4 Two-dimensional (a) and three-dimensional (b) op-
tial lattie potentials formed by superimposing two or three
orthogonal standing waves. For a two-dimensional optial
lattie, the atoms are onned to an array of tightly on-
ning one-dimensional potential tubes, whereas in the three-
dimensional ase the optial lattie an be approximated by
a three dimensional simple ubi array of tightly onning
harmoni osillator potentials at eah lattie site.
is on the order of several reoil energies Er = ~
2k2/2m,
whih is a natural measure of energy sales in optial lat-
tie potentials. Typial values of Er are in the range of
several kHz for
87
Rb.
Spin Dependent Optial Lattie Potentials For large de-
tunings of the laser light forming the optial latties om-
pared to the ne struture splitting of a typial alkali
atom, the resulting optial lattie potentials are almost
the same for all magneti sublevels in the ground state
manifold of the atom. However, for more near-resonant
light elds, situations an be reated for whih the dif-
ferent magneti sublevels an be exposed to vastly dier-
ent optial potentials (Jessen and Deutsh, 1996). Suh
spin dependent lattie potentials an e.g. be reated in
a standing wave onguration formed by two ounter-
propagating laser beams with linear polarization vetors
enlosing an angle θ (Brennen et al., 1999; Jaksh et al.,
1999; Jessen and Deutsh, 1996; Mandel et al., 2003a).
The resulting standing wave light eld an be deom-
posed into a superposition of a σ+ and σ− polarized
standing wave laser eld, giving rise to lattie poten-
tials V+(x, θ) = V0 cos
2(kx + θ/2) and V−(x, θ) =
V0 cos
2(kx − θ/2). By hanging the polarization angle
θ one an thereby ontrol the relative separation be-
tween the two potentials ∆x = θ/π · λx/2. When in-
reasing θ, both potentials shift in opposite diretions
and overlap again when θ = n · π, with n being an
integer. Suh a onguration has been used to oher-
ently move atoms aross latties and realize quantum
gates between them (Jaksh et al., 1999; Mandel et al.,
2003a,b). Spin dependent lattie potentials, further-
more oer a onvenient way to tune the interations
between two atoms in dierent spin states. By shift-
ing the spin dependent latties relative to eah other,
the overlap of the on-site spatial wave funtion an be
tuned between zero and its maximum value, thus on-
trolling the interspeies interation strength within a re-
strited range. Reently, Sebby-Strabley et al. (2006)
have also been able to demonstrate a novel spin depen-
dent lattie geometry, in whih 2D arrays of double well
potentials ould be realized. Suh 'superlattie' stru-
tures allow for versatile intra- and inter-well manipu-
lation possibilities (Fölling et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007;
Sebby-Strabley et al., 2007). A variety of lattie stru-
tures an be obtained by interfering laser beams under
dierent angles, see e.g. (Grynberg and Robillard, 2001;
Jessen and Deutsh, 1996).
B. Band Struture
We onsider in this setion the single partile eigen-
states in an innite periodi potential. Any additional
potential, that ould originate from the intensity pro-
le of the laser beams, or from some magneti onne-
ment is negleted (for the single partile spetrum in
the presene of an additional harmoni onnement see
(Hooley and Quintanilla, 2004)). In a simple ubi lat-
tie, the potential is given by Eq. (36), with a tunable
amplitude V0 and lattie onstant d = π/k. In the limit
V0 ≫ Er, eah well supports a number of vibrational lev-
els, separated by an energy ~ω0 ≫ Er. At low tempera-
tures, the atoms are restrited to the lowest vibrational
level at eah site. Their kineti energy is then frozen,
exept for the small tunneling amplitude to neighboring
sites. The assoiated single-partile eigenstates in the
lowest band are Bloh waves with quasi-momentum q
and energy
ε0(q) =
3
2
~ω0 − 2J (cos qxd+ cos qyd+ cos qzd) + . . .
(37)
The parameter J > 0 is the gain in kineti energy due to
nearest neighbor tunneling. In the limit V0 ≫ Er, it an
be obtained from the width W → 4J of the lowest band
in the 1D Mathieu-equation
J =
4√
π
Er
(
V0
Er
)3/4
exp−2
(
V0
Er
)1/2
. (38)
For lattie depths larger than V0 > 15Er this approxima-
tion yields J to better than 10% auray (see Table I).
More generally, for any periodi potential Vp(r + R) =
Vp(r) whih is not neessarily deep and separable, the
exat eigenstates are Bloh funtions ψn,q(r). They are
haraterized by a disrete band index n and a quasi-
momentum q within the rst Brillouin-zone of the reip-
roal lattie (Ashroft and Mermin, 1976). Sine Bloh
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funtions are multiplied by a pure phase fator exp iq ·R
upon translation by one of the lattie vetorsR, they are
extended over the whole lattie. An alternative single-
partile basis, whih is more useful for desribing the
hopping of partiles among the disrete lattie sites R,
are the Wannier funtions wn,R(r). They are onneted
with the Bloh funtions by a Fourier transform
ψn,q(r) =
∑
R
wn,R(r)e
iq·R
(39)
on the lattie. The Wannier funtions depend only on
the relative distane r − R and, at least for the lowest
bands, they are entered around the lattie sites R (see
below). By hoosing a onvenient normalization, they
obey the orthonormality relation∫
d3r w∗n(r−R)wn′(r−R′) = δn,n′ δR,R′ (40)
for dierent bands n and sites R. Sine the Wannier
funtions for all bands n and sites R form a omplete
basis, the operator ψˆ(r) whih destroys a partile at an
arbitrary point r an be expanded in the form
ψˆ(r) =
∑
R,n
wn(r−R) aˆR,n . (41)
Here, aˆR,n is the annihilation operator for partiles in the
orresponding Wannier states, whih are not neessarily
well loalized at site R. The Hamiltonian for free motion
on a periodi lattie then has the form
Hˆ0 =
∑
R,R′,n
Jn(R−R′) aˆ†R,naˆR′,n . (42)
It desribes the hopping in a given band n with matrix
elements Jn(R), whih in general onnet lattie sites
at arbitrary distane R. The diagonalization of this
Hamiltonian by Bloh states (39) shows that the hop-
ping matrix elements Jn(R) are uniquely determined by
the Bloh band energies εn(q) via∑
R
Jn(R) exp iq ·R = εn(q) . (43)
In the ase of seperable periodi potentials Vp(r) =
V (x)+V (y)+V (z), generated by three orthogonal optial
latties, the single partile problem is one-dimensional,
and a omplete analysis of Wannier funtions has been
given by Kohn (1959). Choosing appropriate phases for
the Bloh funtions, there is a unique Wannier fun-
tion for eah band, whih is real and exponentially lo-
alized. The deay ∼ exp−hn|x| is haraterized by
a deay onstant hn, whih is a dereasing funtion
of the band index n. For the lowest band n = 0,
where the Bloh funtion at q = 0 is nite at the ori-
gin, the Wannier funtion w(x) an be hoosen to be
symmetri around x = 0 (and orrespondingly it is
V0/Er 4J/Er W/Er J(2d)/J |〈w|φ〉|2
3 0.444109 0.451894 0.101075 0.9719
5 0.263069 0.264211 0.051641 0.9836
10 0.076730 0.076747 0.011846 0.9938
15 0.026075 0.026076 0.003459 0.9964
20 0.009965 0.009965 0.001184 0.9975
TABLE I Hopping matrix elements to nearest (J) and next
nearest neighbors (J(2d)), bandwidthW and overlap between
the Wannier funtion and the loal gaussian ground state in
1D optial latties. Table ourtesy of M. Holthaus.
antisymmetri for the rst exited band). More pre-
isely, the asymptoti behavior of the 1D Wannier fun-
tions and the hopping matrix elements is |wn(x)| ∼
|x|−3/4 exp−hn|x| and Jn(R) ∼ |R|−3/2 exp−hn|R|, re-
spetively (He and Vanderbilt, 2001). In the partiular
ase of a purely sinusoidal potential V0 sin
2(kx) with lat-
tie onstant d = λ/2, the deay onstant h0 inreases
monotonially with V0/Er. In the deep lattie limit
V0 ≫ Er, it approahes h0d = π
√
V0/Er/2. It is im-
portant to realize, that even in this limit, the Wannier
funtion does not uniformly onverge to the loal har-
moni osillator ground state φ of eah well: the wn(x)
deay exponentially rather than in a Gaussian manner
and they always have nodes in order to guarantee the or-
thogonality relation (40). Yet, as shown in Table I, the
overlap is near one even for shallow optial latties.
C. Time-of-ight and adiabati mapping
Sudden release When releasing ultraold quantum gases
from an optial lattie, two possible release methods an
be hosen. If the lattie potential is turned o abruptly
and interation eets an be negleted, a given Bloh
state with quasi-momentum q will expand aording to
its momentum distribution as a superposition of plane
waves with momenta pn = ~q ± n × 2~k. This is a
diret onsequene of the fat that Bloh waves an
be expressed as a superposition of plane wave states
exp i(q+G) · r with momenta q+G, whih inlude ar-
bitrary reiproal lattie vetors G. In a simple ubi
lattie with lattie spaing d = π/k, the vetors G are
integer multiples of the fundamental reiproal lattie
vetor 2k. After a ertain time-of-ight time, this mo-
mentum distribution an be imaged using standard ab-
sorption imaging methods. If only a single Bloh state
is populated, as is the ase for a Bose-Einstein onden-
sate with quasi-momentum q = 0, this results in a se-
ries of interferene maxima that an be observed after
a time-of-ight period t (see Fig. 5). As will be shown
in setion III.A below, the density distribution observed
after a xed time-of-ight at position x, is nothing but
the momentum distribution of the partiles trapped in
the lattie
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FIG. 5 Shemati setup for absorption imaging after a time-
of-ight period (a). Absorption image for a BEC released
from a harmoni trap (b). Absorption image for a BEC re-
leased from a shallow optial lattie (V0 = 6Er)(). Note the
learly visible interferene peaks in the image.
n(x) =
(
M
~t
)3
|w˜(k)|2G(k). (44)
Here k is related to x by k = Mx/~t due to the as-
sumption of ballisti expansion while w˜(k) is the Fourier
transform of the Wannier funtion. The oherene prop-
erties of the many-body state are haraterized by the
Fourier transform
G(k) =
∑
R,R′
eik·(R−R
′)G(1)(R,R′) (45)
of the one-partile density matrix G(1)(R,R′)=〈aˆ†RaˆR′〉.
In a BEC, the long range order in the amplitudes
leads to a onstant value of the rst order oherene
funtion G(1) (R,R′) at large separations |R −R′| (see
Se. X). The resulting momentum distribution oinides
with the standard multiple wave interferene pattern ob-
tained with light dirating o a material grating (see
Fig. 5 and setion IV.B below). The atomi density
distribution observed after a xed time-of-ight time,
thus yields information on the oherene properties of
the many-body system. It should be noted, however,
that the observed density distribution after time-of-ight
an deviate from the in-trap momentum distribution, if
interation eets during the expansion our, or the ex-
pansion time is not so long that the initial size of the
atom loud an be negleted ("far-eld approximation")
(Gerbier et al., 2007; Pedri et al., 2001). It is important
to be aware of these disrepanies and take them into
aount for an interpretation of the experimental data.
Adiabati mapping One of the advantages of using optial
lattie potentials is that the lattie depth an be dynam-
ially ontrolled by simply tuning the laser power. This
opens another possibility for releasing the atoms from the
lattie potential e.g. by adiabatially onverting a deep
optial lattie into a shallow one and eventually om-
pletely turning o the lattie potential. Under adiabati
FIG. 6 (a) Bloh bands for dierent potential depths. During
an adiabati ramp down the quasi momentum is onserved
and (b) a Bloh wave with quasi momentum q in the nth
energy band is mapped onto a free partile with momentum
p in the nth Brillouin zone of the lattie. Reprinted with
permission from Greiner et al. (2001).
FIG. 7 (a) Brillouin zones of a 2D simple ubi optial lat-
tie. For a homogeneously lled lowest Bloh band, an adia-
bati shut o of the lattie potential leads to a homogeneously
populated rst Brillouin zone, whih an be observed through
absorption imaging after a time-of-ight expansion (b). If in
addition higher Bloh bands were populated, higher Brillouin
zones beome populated as well (). Reprinted with permis-
sion of Greiner et al. (2001).
transformation of the lattie depth, the quasi-momentum
q is preserved and during the turn o proess a Bloh
wave in the nth energy band is mapped onto a orre-
sponding free partile momentum p in the nth Brillouin
zone (see Fig. 6) (Greiner et al., 2001; Kastberg et al.,
1995; Köhl et al., 2005a).
The adiabati mapping tehnique has been used
with both bosoni (Greiner et al., 2001) and fermioni
(Köhl et al., 2005a) atoms. For the situation of a ho-
mogeneous lled lowest energy band, an adiabati ramp
down of the lattie potential leaves the entral Brillouin
zone - a square of width 2~k - fully oupied (see Fig. 7b).
If on the other hand higher energy bands are populated,
one also observes populations in higher Brillouin zones
(see Fig. 7). As in this method eah Bloh wave is
mapped onto a spei free-partile momentum state, it
an be used to eiently probe the distribution of the
partiles over Bloh states in dierent energy bands.
D. Interations and two-partile eets
So far we have only disussed single partile behavior
of ultraold atoms in optial latties. However, the short-
ranged s-wave interations between the partiles give rise
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to an on-site interation energy, when two or more atoms
oupy a single lattie site. Within the pseudopotential
approximation, the interation between bosons has the
form
Hˆ
′
=
g
2
∫
d3r ψˆ†(r)ψˆ†(r)ψˆ(r)ψˆ(r) . (46)
Inserting the expansion Eq. (41) leads to interations in-
volving Wannier states both in dierent bands and dif-
ferent lattie sites. The situation simplies, however, for
a deep optial lattie and the assumption that only the
lowest band is oupied. The overlap integrals are then
dominated by the on-site term UnˆR(nˆR − 1)/2, whih is
non-zero, if two or more atoms are in the same Wannier
state. At the two-partile level, the interation between
atoms in Wannier states loalized around R and R′ is
thus redued to a loal form U · δR,R′ with
U = g
∫
d3r |w(r)|4 =
√
8
π
kaEr
(
V0
Er
)3/4
(47)
(for simpliity, the band index n = 0 is omitted for the
lowest band). The expliit result for the on-site inter-
ation U is obtained by taking w(r) as the Gaussian
ground state in the loal osillator potential. As men-
tioned above, this is not the exat Wannier wave funtion
of the lowest band. In the deep lattie limit V0 ≫ Er,
however , the result (47) provides the asymptotially or-
ret behavior. Note that the strength |U | of the on-site
interation inreases with V0, whih is due to the squeez-
ing of the Wannier wave funtion w(r).
Repulsively bound pairs Consider now an optial lattie
at very low lling. An oasional pair of atoms at the
same site has an energy U above or below the enter of
the lowest band. In the attrative ase U < 0, a two-
partile bound state will form for suiently large values
of |U |. In the repulsive ase, in turn, the pair is expeted
to be unstable with respet to breakup into two separate
atoms at dierent lattie sites, to save repulsive intera-
tion. This proess, however, is forbidden if the repulsion
is above a ritial value U > Uc. The physial origin
for this surprising result is that momentum and energy
onservation do not allow the two partiles to separate.
There are simply no free states available if the energy lies
more than zJ above the band enter, whih is the upper
edge of the tight binding band. Here z denotes the num-
ber of nearest neighbours on a lattie. Two bosons at
the same lattie site will thus stay together if their inter-
ation is suiently repulsive. In fat, the two-partile
bound state above the band for a repulsive interation is
the preise analog of the standard bound state below the
band for attrative interations, and there is a perfet
symmetry around the band enter.
Suh 'repulsively bound pairs' have been observed in a
reent experiment by Winkler et al. (2006). A dilute gas
of
87
Rb2 Feshbah moleules was prepared in the vibra-
tional ground state of an optial lattie. Ramping the
FIG. 8 Repulsively bound atom pairs. (a) Spetrum of en-
ergy E of the 1D Bose-Hubbard hamiltonian for U/J = 8 as a
funtion of the enter of mass quasi-momentumK. The Bloh
band for respulsively bound pairs is loated above the ontin-
uum of unbound states. (b) Experimentally measured quasi-
momentum distribution of repulsively bound pairs vs. lat-
tie depth V0. Reprinted with permission from Winkler et al.
(2006).
magneti eld aross a Feshbah resonane to negative
a, these moleules an be adiabatially dissoiated and
then brought bak again to positive a as repulsive pairs.
Sine the bound state above the lowest band is built from
states in whih the relative momentum of the two parti-
les is near the edge of the Brillouin zone, the presene of
repulsively bound pairs an be inferred from orrespond-
ing peaks in the quasi-momentum distribution observed
in a time-of-ight experiment (see Fig. 8) (Winkler et al.,
2006). The energy and dispersion relation of these pairs
follows from solving the equation UGK(E, 0) = 1 for a
bound state of two partiles with enter-of-mass momen-
tum K. In lose analogy to Eq. (79) below, GK(E, 0)
is the loal Green funtion for free motion on the lattie
with hopping matrix element 2J . Experimentally, the
optial lattie was strongly anisotropi suh that tunnel-
ing is possible only along one diretion. The orrespond-
ing bound state equation in one dimension an be solved
expliitely, giving (Winkler et al., 2006)
E(K,U1) = 2J
√
(2 cosKd/2)2 + (U1/2J)2 − 4J (48)
for the energy with respet to the upper band edge. Sine
E(K = 0, U1) > 0 for arbitrary small values of U1 >
0, there is always a bound state in one dimension. By
ontrast, in 3D there is a nite ritial value, whih is
Uc = 7.9136 J for a simple ubi lattie. The relevant
on-site interation U1 in one dimension is obtained from
Eq. (78) below for the assoiated pseudopotential. With
ℓ0 the osillator length for motion along the diretion of
hopping, it is given by
U1 = g1
∫
dx |w(x)|4 =
√
2
π
~ω⊥ · a
ℓ0
. (49)
Evidently, U1 has the transverse onnement energy ~ω⊥
as the harateristi sale, rather than the reoil energy
Er of Eq. (47) in the 3D ase.
Tightly onned atom pairs The trunation to the low-
est band requires that both the thermal and the on-site
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interation energy U are muh smaller than ~ω0. In the
deep lattie limit V0 ≫ Er, the ondition U ≪ ~ω0 leads
to ka(V0/Er)
1/4 ≪ 1 using (47). This is equivalent to
a≪ ℓ0, where ℓ0 =
√
~/Mω0 = (Er/V0)
1/4d/π is the os-
illator length assoiated with the loal harmoni motion
in the deep wells of the optial lattie. The assumption
of staying in the lowest band in the presene of a repul-
sive interation, thus requires the sattering length to be
muh smaller than ℓ0 whih is itself smaller, but of the
same order, than the lattie spaing d. For standard val-
ues a ≈ 5 nm and d ≈ 0.5µm, this ondition is very well
justied. In the viinity of Feshbah resonanes, however,
the sattering lengths beome omparable to the lattie
spaing. A solution of the two-partile problem in the
presene of an optial lattie for arbitrary values of the
ratio a/ℓ0 has been given by Fedihev et al. (2004). Ne-
gleting interation indued ouplings to higher bands,
they have shown that the eetive interation at energies
smaller than the bandwidth is again desribed by a pseu-
dopotential. For repulsive interations a > 0, the assoi-
ated eetive sattering length reahes a bound aeff ≈ d
on the order of the lattie spaing, even if a → ∞ near
a Feshbah resonane. In the ase where the free spae
sattering length is negative, aeff exhibits a geometri res-
onane whih preisely desribes the formation of a two-
partile bound state at |U | = 7.9136J disussed above.
This analysis is based on the assumption that the parti-
les remain in a given band even in the presene of strong
interations. Near Feshbah resonanes, however, this is
usually not the ase. In order to adress the question of
interation indued transitions between dierent bands,
it is useful to onsider the simple problem of two inter-
ating partiles in a harmoni well (Bush et al., 1998).
Provided the range of the interation is muh smaller
than the osillator length ℓ0, the interation of two par-
tiles in a single well is still desribed by a pseudopo-
tential. The ratio of the sattering length a to ℓ0, how-
ever, may be arbitrary. The orresponding energy levels
E = ~ω0(3/2 − Ω) as a funtion of the ratio ℓ0/a follow
from the transendental equation
ℓ0
a
=
√
2Γ(Ω/2)
Γ((Ω− 1)/2) = f3(Ω) . (50)
where Γ(z) is the standard Gamma funtion. In fat, this
is the analytial ontinuation to an arbitrary sign of the
dimensionless binding energy Ω in Eq. (82) below, for the
ase n = 3, sine a harmoni onnement is present in
all three spatial diretions.
As shown in Fig. 9, the disrete levels for the relative
motion of two partiles form a sequene whih, at in-
nite sattering length, is shifted upwards by preisely
~ω0 ompared to the non-interating levels at zero angu-
lar momentum E(0)(nr) = ~ω0(2nr + 3/2). In partiu-
lar, a hange of the sattering length from small positive
to small negative values, through a Feshbah resonane
where a diverges, inreases the energy by 2~ω0 while the
partiles are transferred to the next higher level nr = 1.
Feshbah resonanes an thus be used to swith pairs
FIG. 9 Energy spetrum of two interating partiles in a 3D
harmoni osillator potential from Eq. (50). The arrows in-
diate the transfer of a pair in the ground state to the rst
exited level by sweeping aross a Feshbah resonane. There
is a single bound state below the lowest osillator level, whose
energy has been measured by Stöferle et al. (2006). .
FIG. 10 Experimentally observed interation indued tran-
sitions between Bloh bands. a Two Feshbah resonanes
between the |F = 9/2, mF = −9/2〉 and |F = 9/2, mF =
−7/2〉 states (left) and the |F = 9/2, mF = −9/2〉 and
|F = 9/2, mF = −5/2〉 states (right) are exploited to tune
the interations in the gas. b Quasi-momentum distribution
for a nal magneti eld of B = 233G. Arrows indiate the
atoms in the higher bands. Reprinted with permission from
Köhl et al. (2005a). .
of partiles in individual wells of a deep optial lattie,
where tunneling is negligible, to higher bands. Experi-
mentally, this has been studied by Köhl et al. (2005a).
Starting from a two-omponent gas of fermioni
40
K at
a ≈ 0 and unit lling, i.e. with two fermions at eah lat-
tie site in the enter of the trap, the atoms were trans-
ferred to a dierent hyperne state and the magneti eld
was then inreased beyond the assoiated Feshbah reso-
nane at B0 = 224G
8
. The resulting transfer of partiles
into higher bands is then revealed by observing the quasi-
momentum distribution in time-of-ight images after adi-
abatially turning o the optial lattie, see Fig. 10. It
was pointed out by Ho (2006) that suh Feshbah sweeps
open novel possibilities to reate fermioni Mott insulat-
8
Changing a from positive to negative values avoids reation of
moleules in an adiabati ramp.
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ing states.
III. DETECTION OF CORRELATIONS
In order to probe interating many-body quantum
states with strong orrelations, it is essential to use
detetion methods that are sensitive to higher order
orrelations. Here, reent proposals for using ana-
logues of quantum optial detetion tehniques have
proven to be novel tools for analyzing strongly interat-
ing quantum matter (Altman et al., 2004; Duan, 2006;
Gritsev et al., 2006; Niu et al., 2006; Polkovnikov et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2007). Most of these tehniques make
use of the fat that the quantum utuations in many
observables, suh as e.g. the visibility of the interfer-
ene pattern between two released quantum gases or
the utuations in the momentum distribution after re-
lease from the trap, ontain information of the initial
orrelated quantum state. Whereas in the usual time-
of-ight momentum distributions one essentially probes
rst order oherene properties of the system, the noise-
orrelation tehniques introdued below will yield infor-
mation on the seond (or higher) order orrelation prop-
erties and therefore possible long range order in real
spae. Suh orrelation tehniques in expanding atom
louds have begun to be suessfully employed in re-
ent experiments, probing the momentum orrelations
between atomi fragments emerging from a dissoiated
moleule (Greiner et al., 2005b), revealing the quantum
statistis of bosoni or fermioni atoms in an optial lat-
tie (Fölling et al., 2005; Rom et al., 2006), or in explor-
ing the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in two-dimensional
Bose-Einstein ondensates (Hadzibabi et al., 2006). All
the orrelation tehniques for strongly orrelated quan-
tum gases an also greatly benet from eient single
atom detetors that have reently begun to be used in
the ontext of old quantum gases (Jeltes et al., 2007;
Öttl et al., 2005; Shellekens et al., 2005).
A. Time-of-ight versus noise orrelations
Let us begin by onsidering a quantum gas released
from a trapping potential. After a nite time-of-ight
time t, the resulting density distribution yields a three-
dimensional density distribution n3D(x)
9
. If interations
an be negleted during time-of-ight, the average den-
sity distribution is related to the in-trap quantum state
via:
〈nˆ3D(x)〉tof = 〈aˆ†tof (x)aˆtof (x)〉tof (51)
≈ 〈aˆ†(k)aˆ(k)〉trap = 〈nˆ3D(k)〉trap,
9
In this setion, we denote in-trap spatial oordinates by r and
spatial oordinates after time-of-ight by x for larity.
where k and x are related by the ballisti expansion on-
dition k = Mx/~t (a fator (M/~t)3 from the transfor-
mation of the volume elements d3x → d3k is omitted,
see Eq. (44)). Here we have used the fat that for long
time-of-ight times, the initial size of the atom loud in
the trap an be negleted. It is important to realize,
that in eah experimental image, a single realization of
the density is observed, not an average. Moreover, eah
pixel in the image reords on average a substantial num-
ber Nσ of atoms. For eah of those pixels, however, the
number of atoms reorded in a single realization of an
experiment will exhibit shot noise utuations of relative
order 1/
√
Nσ whih will be disussed below. As shown
in Eq. (51), the density distribution after time-of-ight
represents a momentum distribution reeting the rst
order oherene properties of the in-trap quantum state.
This assumption is however only orret, if during the
expansion proess interations between the atoms do not
modify the initial momentum distribution, whih we will
assume throughout the text. When the interations be-
tween the atoms have been enhaned, e.g. by a Fesh-
bah resonane, or a high density sample is prepared,
suh an assumption is not always valid. Near Feshbah
resonanes one therefore often ramps bak to the zero
rossing of the sattering length before expansion.
Density-density orrelations in time-of-ight images Let
us now turn to the observation of density-density or-
relations in the expanding atom louds (Altman et al.,
2004). These are haraterized by the density-density
orrelation funtion
〈nˆ(x)nˆ(x′)〉 = 〈nˆ(x)〉〈nˆ(x′)〉g(2)(x,x′) + δ(x− x′)〈nˆ(x)〉
(52)
whih ontains the normalized pair distribution
g(2)(x,x′) and a self orrelation term. Relating the
operators after time-of-ight expansion to the in-trap
momentum operators, using Eq. (51), one obtains:
〈nˆ3D(x)nˆ3D(x′)〉tof ≈ 〈aˆ†(k)aˆ(k)aˆ†(k′)aˆ(k′)〉trap =
〈aˆ†(k)aˆ†(k′)aˆ(k′)aˆ(k)〉trap + δkk′〈aˆ†(k)aˆ(k)〉trap .(53)
The last term on the rhs of the above equation is the
autoorrelation term and will be dropped in the subse-
quent disussion, as it only ontributes to the signal for
x = x′ and ontains no more information about the ini-
tial quantum state, than the momentum distribution it-
self. The rst term, however, shows that for x 6= x′,
subtle momentum-momentum orrelations of the in-trap
quantum states are present in the noise-orrelation signal
of the expanding atom louds.
Let us disuss the obtained results for two ases that
have been analyzed in the experiment: (1) Ultraold
atoms in a Mott insulating state or a fermioni band in-
sulating state released from a 3D optial lattie and (2)
two interfering one-dimensional quantum gases separated
by a distane d.
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FIG. 11 Noise orrelations of a Mott insulator released from a
3D optial lattie. (a) Single shot absorption image of a Mott
insulator released from an optial lattie and assoiated ut
through the image (b). A statistial orrelation analysis over
several independent images suh as the one in (a) yields the
orrelation funtion (). A ut through this two-dimensional
orrelation funtion reveals a Hanbury-Brown & Twiss type
bunhing of the bosoni atoms (d). Reprinted with permis-
sion from Fölling et al. (2005).
B. Noise orrelations in bosoni Mott and fermioni band
insulators
Consider a bosoni Mott insulating state or a fermioni
band insulator in a three-dimensional simple ubi lat-
tie. In both ases, eah lattie site R is oupied by a
xed atom number nR. Suh a quantum gas is released
from the lattie potential and the resulting density dis-
tribution is deteted after a time-of-ight t. In a deep
optial lattie, the (in-trap) eld operator ψˆ(r) an be
expressed as a sum over destrution operators aˆR of lo-
alized Wannier states, by using the expansion (41) and
negleting all but the lowest band. The eld operator
for destroying a partile with momentum k is therefore
given by
aˆ(k) =
∫
e−ikrψˆ(r)d3r ≃ w˜(k)
∑
R
e−ikRaˆR, (54)
where w˜(k) denotes the Wannier funtion in momentum
spae.
For the two states onsidered here, the expetation
value in Eq. (53) fatorizes into one-partile density ma-
tries 〈aˆ†RaˆR′〉 = nR δR,R′ with vanishing o-diagonal
order. The density-density orrelation funtion after a
time-of-ight is then given by (omitting the autoorrela-
tion term of order 1/N)
〈nˆ3D(x)nˆ3D(x′)〉 = |w˜(Mx/~t)|2|w˜(Mx′/~t)|2N2
×

1± 1
N2
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
R
ei(x−x
′)·R(M/~t)nR
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 . (55)
FIG. 12 Noise orrelations of a band insulating Fermi gas. In-
stead of the orrelation bunhing peaks observed in Fig. 11
the fermioni quantum gas shows an HBT type antibunh-
ing eet, with dips in the observed orrelation funtion.
Reprinted with permission from Rom et al. (2006)
The plus sign in the above equation orresponds to the
ase of bosoni partiles and the minus sign to the ase
of fermioni partiles in a lattie. Both in a Mott state
of bosons and in a lled band of fermions, the loal ou-
pation numbers nR are xed integers. The above equa-
tion then shows that orrelations or antiorrelations in
the density-density expetation value appear for bosons
or fermions, whenever the dierene k − k′ is equal to
a reiproal lattie vetor G of the underlying lattie.
In real spae, where the images are atually taken, this
orresponds to spatial separations for whih
|x− x′| = ℓ = 2ht
λM
. (56)
Suh spatial orrelations or antiorrelations in the
quantum noise of the density distribution of expand-
ing atom louds an in fat be traed bak to
the famous Hanbury Brown & Twiss eet (Baym,
1998; Brown and Twiss, 1956a,b) and its analogue for
fermioni partiles (Henny et al., 1999; Iannuzzi et al.,
2006; Jeltes et al., 2007; Kiesel et al., 2002; Oliver et al.,
1999; Rom et al., 2006). For the ase of two atoms lo-
alized at two lattie sites this an be readily understood
in the following way: there are two possible ways for
the partiles to reah two detetors at positions x and
x′ whih dier by exhange. A onstrutive interferene
for the ase of bosons or a destrutive interferene for the
ase of fermions then leads to orrelated or antiorrelated
quantum utuations that are registered in the density-
density orrelation funtion (Altman et al., 2004; Baym,
1998).
The orrelations for the ase of a bosoni Mott in-
sulating state and antiorrelations for the ase of a
fermioni band insulating state have reently been ob-
served experimentally (Fölling et al., 2005; Rom et al.,
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2006; Spielman et al., 2007). In these experiments sev-
eral single images of the desired quantum state are
reorded after releasing the atoms from the optial trap-
ping potential and observing them after a nite time-of-
ight time (for a single of these images see e.g. Fig. 11a or
Fig. 12a). These individually reorded images only dier
in the atomi shot noise from eah other. A set of suh
absorption images is then proessed to yield the spatially
averaged seond order orrelation funtion g
(2)
exp(b):
g(2)exp(b) =
∫ 〈n(x+ b/2) · n(x− b/2)〉 d2x∫ 〈n(x+ b/2)〉〈n(x− b/2)〉 d2x . (57)
As shown in Fig. 11, the Mott insulating state ex-
hibits long range order in the pair orrelation funtion
g(2)(b). This order is not onneted with the trivial pe-
riodi modulation of the average density imposed by the
optial lattie after time-of-ight, whih is fatored out
in g(2)(x,x′) (see Eq. (52)). Therefore, in the superuid
regime, one expets g(2)(x,x′) ≡ 1 despite the periodi
density modulation in the interferene pattern after time-
of-ight. It is interesting to note that the orrelations or
antiorrelations an also be traed bak to the enhaned
utuations in the population of the Bloh waves with
quasi momentum q for the ase of the bosoni partiles
and the vanishing utuations in the population of Bloh
waves with quasi momentum q for the ase of fermioni
partiles (Rom et al., 2006).
Note that in general the signal amplitude obtained in
the experiments for the orrelation funtion deviates sig-
niantly from the theoretially expeted value of 1. In
fat, one typially observes signal levels of 10−4 − 10−3
(see Figs. (11,12)). This an be explained by the nite
optial resolution when imaging the expanding atomi
louds, thus leading to a broadening of the deteted or-
relation peaks and thereby a dereased amplitude, as the
signal weight in eah orrelation peak is preserved in
the detetion proess. Using single atom detetors with
higher spatial and temporal resolution suh as the ones
used in Shellekens et al. (2005) and Jeltes et al. (2007),
one an overome suh limitations and thereby also eval-
uate higher order orrelation funtions.
C. Statistis of interferene amplitudes for low-dimensional
quantum gases
As a seond example, we onsider two bosoni
one-dimensional quantum gases oriented along the
z−diretion and separated by a distane d along the
x−diretion. The density-density orrelation funtion at
positions x = (x, y = 0, z) and x′ = (x′, y′ = 0, z′) after
time-of-ight is then given by formula:
〈nˆ3D(x)nˆ3D(x′)〉 = 〈aˆ†tof (x)aˆ†tof (x′)aˆtof (x)aˆtof (x′)〉
+δxx′n(x)n(x
′). (58)
The operators for the reation aˆ†tof(x) and destrution
aˆtof (x) of a partile after a time-of-ight period at posi-
tion x an be related to the in-trap operators desribing
the trapped quantum gases 1 and 2. Sine the expansion
mostly ours along the initially strongly onned dire-
tions x and y, we an neglet for simpliity the expansion
along the axial diretion z and obtain for y = 0
aˆtof (x) = aˆ1(z)e
ik1x + aˆ2(z)e
ik2x, (59)
with k1,2 = M(x± d/2)/~t. The interferene part
〈aˆ†2(z1)aˆ1(z1)aˆ†1(z2)aˆ2(z2)〉 ×
[
eik(x1−x2) + c.c.
]
, (60)
of the orrelation funtion in Eq. (58) is an osillatory
funtion, with wavevetor k = Md/~t. In a standard
absorption image, with the propagation diretion of the
imaging beam pointing along the z−diretion, one has to
additionally take into aount an integration along this
diretion over a length L from whih a signal is reorded.
Using the above equation, one obtains for this ase:
〈nˆ(x)nˆ(x′)〉int = 〈|Aˆk|2〉
[
eik(x1−x2) + c.c.
]
, (61)
with the observable
Aˆk =
∫ L/2
−L/2
dz aˆ†1(z)aˆ2(z). (62)
The above observable haraterizes the visibility of an
interferene pattern obtained in a single run of the ex-
periment. Note that the density-density orrelations in
the expanding atom louds are however determined by
the expetation value of
〈|Aˆk|2〉 =
∫
dz1
∫
dz2 〈aˆ†2(z1)aˆ1(z1)aˆ†1(z2)aˆ2(z2)〉, (63)
whih an be obtained by a statistial analysis of the
visibility of the interferene patterns obtained in sev-
eral runs of the experiment. The basi example in
this ontext is the observation of a pronouned interfer-
ene pattern in a single realization of two overlapping
but independent ondensates with xed partile num-
bers by Andrews et al. (1997). As disussed e.g. by
Castin and Dalibard (1997), the detetion of partiles at
ertain positions entails a non-vanishing interferene am-
plitude in a single realization, whose typial visibility is
determined by 〈|Aˆk|2〉 6= 0. Averaging over many real-
izations, in turn, ompletely eliminates the interferene
beause 〈Aˆk〉 = 0 (Leggett, 2001).
For the ase of idential (but still independent) quan-
tum gases, one an simplify Eq. (63), to yield:
〈|Aˆk|2〉 ≈ L
∫ L/2
−L/2
dz〈aˆ†(z)aˆ(0)〉2 = L
∫
|G(1)(z)|2dz.
(64)
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The utuations in the interferene pattern are thus
diretly linked to the oherene properties of the one-
dimensional quantum systems. For the ase of Lut-
tinger liquids, the one-partile density matrix G(1)(z) ∼
z−1/(2K) at zero temperature deays algebraially with
an exponent determined by the Luttinger parameter K
(see setion V.B). As a result, the interferene ampli-
tudes exhibit an anomalous saling 〈|Aˆk|2〉 ∝ L−1/K
(Polkovnikov et al., 2006). By determining higher mo-
ments 〈|Aˆk|2n〉 of arbitrary order n of the visibility in
an interferene experiment, one an haraterize the full
distribution funtion of the normalized random variable
|Aˆk|2/〈|Aˆk|2〉. Full knowledge of the distribution fun-
tion in fat amounts to a omplete haraterization of the
orrelations in the many-body systems, as has been re-
ently shown by Gritsev et al. (2006). For the ase of 1D
Bose-Einstein ondensates, this has reently been tested
by Hoerbeth et al. (2007).
The above analysis for one-dimensional quantum sys-
tems an be readily extended to the ase of two-
dimensional systems (Polkovnikov et al., 2006) and has
been diretly used to detet a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless-transition (Hadzibabi et al., 2006) with ultra-
old quantum gases (see se. VI). For the ase of lat-
tie based systems it has been shown that noise or-
relations an be a powerful way to reveal e.g. an
antiferromagnetially ordered phase of two-omponent
bosoni or fermioni quantum gases (Altman et al., 2004;
Werner et al., 2005), to haraterize Bose-Fermi mix-
tures (Ahunger et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005) and
quantum phases with disorder (Rey et al., 2006), as well
as to detet supersolid phases (Sarola et al., 2006).
IV. MANY-BODY EFFECTS IN OPTICAL LATTICES
As a rst example, illustrating how old atoms in op-
tial latties an be used to study genuine many-body
phenomena in dilute gases, we disuss the Mott-Hubbard
transition for bosoni atoms. Following the original idea
by Jaksh et al. (1998), this transition was rst observed
experimentally by Greiner et al. (2002a). The theory
of the underlying quantum phase transition is based
on the Bose-Hubbard model, originally introdued by
Fisher et al. (1989) to desribe the destrution of super-
uidity due to strong interations and disorder.
A. Bose-Hubbard model
A oneptually simple model to desribe old atoms
in an optial lattie at nite density is obtained by om-
bining the kineti energy (42) in the lowest band with
the on-site repulsion arising from (46) in the limit of
a suiently deep optial lattie. More preisely, the
Bose-Hubbard model (BHM) is obtained from a general
many-body Hamiltonian with a pseudoptential intera-
tion under the assumptions
• both the thermal and the mean interation energies
at a single site are muh smaller than the separation
~ω0 to the rst exited band.
• the Wannier funtions deay essentially within a
single lattie onstant.
Under these assumptions, only the lowest band needs
to be taken into aount in Eq. (41). Moreover, the hop-
ping matrix elements J(R) are non-negligible only for
R = 0 or to nearest neighbors (NN) in Eq. (42) and the
interation onstants are dominated by the on-site on-
tribution (47). This leads to the Bose-Hubbard model
(BHM)
Hˆ = −J
∑
〈R,R′〉
aˆ†RaˆR′ +
U
2
∑
R
nˆR(nˆR−1) +
∑
R
ǫRnˆR .
(65)
(〈R,R′〉 denotes a sum over all lattie sites R and its
nearest neighbors at R′ = R+ d, where d runs through
the possible nearest neighbor vetors). The hopping ma-
trix element J(d) = −J < 0 to nearest neighbors is al-
ways negative in the lowest band, beause the ground
state must have zero momentum q = 0 in a time-reversal
invariant situation. For a separable lattie and in the
limit V0 ≫ Er, it is given by Eq. (38). More gen-
erally, the hopping matrix elements are determined by
the exat band energy using Eq. (43). An alternative,
but more indiret, expression is J(R) = 〈w(R)|Hˆ0|w(0)〉
(Jaksh et al., 1998).
Sine the standard BHM inludes next neighbor hop-
ping only, a onvenient approximation for J in Eq. (65) is
obtained by simply adjusting it to the given bandwidth.
Conerning the on-site repulsion U , whih disfavors on-
gurations with more than one boson at a given site, its
preise value as determined by Eq. (47) requires the ex-
at Wannier funtion. In the low lling n¯ ∼ 1 regime, it
follows from the single-partile Bloh states via Eq. (39).
For higher llings, the mean-eld repulsion on eah lat-
tie site leads to an admixture of exited states in eah
well and eventually to a desription, where for n¯ ≫ 1
one has a lattie of oupled Josephson juntions with
a Josephson oupling EJ = 2n¯J and an eetive 'harg-
ing energy' U (Cataliotti et al., 2001; Fisher et al., 1989).
For intermediate llings, the Wannier funtions entering
both the eetive hopping matrix element J and on-site
repulsion U have to be adjusted to aount for the mean-
eld interation (Li et al., 2006). The hange in the on-
site interation energy with lling has been observed ex-
perimentally by Campbell et al. (2006). In a more de-
tailed desription, the eets of interations at higher ll-
ing an be aounted for by a multi-orbital generalization
of the Gross-Pitaevskii ansatz (Alon et al., 2005). This
leads to eetive 'dressed' Wannier states whih inlude
higher bands and oupling between dierent sites. The
last term with a variable on-site energy ǫR = V˜ (R) de-
sribes the eet of the smooth trapping potential V˜ (r).
It inludes the onstant band enter energy, arising from
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the J(R=0) -term of the hopping ontribution (42) and
ats like a spatially varying hemial potential.
The BHM desribes the ompetition between the ki-
neti energy J whih is gained by deloalizing partiles
over the lattie sites in an extended Bloh state and
the repulsive on-site interation U , whih disfavors hav-
ing more than one partile at any given site. In an
optial lattie loaded with old atoms, the ratio U/J
between these two energies an be hanged easily by
varying the dimensionless depth V0/Er of the optial
lattie. Indeed, from Eqs. (38) and (47), the ratio
U/J ∼ (a/d) · exp (2
√
V0/Er) inreases exponentially
with the lattie depth. Of ourse, to see strong inter-
ation eets, the average site oupation 〈nˆR〉 needs to
be on the order of one, otherwise the atoms never see
eah other. This was the situation for old atoms in op-
tial latties in the 90's, studied e.g. by Grynberg et al.
(1993); Hemmerih and Hänsh (1993); Kastberg et al.
(1995); Westbrook et al. (1990).
B. Superuid-Mott-Insulator transition
The BHM Eq. (65) is not an exatly soluble model,
not even in one dimension, despite the fat that the
orresponding ontinuum model in 1D, the Lieb-Liniger
model, is exatly soluble. Nevertheless, the essential
physis of the model and, in partiular, the existene
and properties of the quantum phase transition whih
the BHM exhibits as a funtion of U/J are rather well
understood (Fisher et al., 1989). In fat, for the 3D ase
and eetively unit lling, the existene of a quantum
phase transition from a homogeneous BEC to a MI with
a nonzero gap has been proven rigorously in a model of
hard ore bosons in the presene of a staggered eld by
Aizenman et al. (2004). Let us rst disuss the limiting
ases, whih desribe the two possible phases within the
BHM.
Superuid phase In the trivial limit U = 0, the many-
body ground state is simply an ideal BEC where all N
atoms are in the q = 0 Bloh-state of the lowest band.
Inluding the normalization fator in a lattie with NL
sites, this state an be written in the form
|ΨN 〉(U = 0) = 1√
N !
(
1√
NL
∑
R
aˆ†R
)N
|0〉 . (66)
In the limit U/J → 0 therefore, the ground state of
the BHM is a Gross-Pitaevskii type state with a on-
densate fration whih is trivially equal to one. The
ritial temperature of the ideal Bose gas in an optial
lattie at lling n¯ = 1 an be obtained from the on-
dition
∫
dε g(ε)nB(βcε) = 1, where g(ε) is the density
of states in the lowest band and nB(x) = (exp (x)− 1)−1
the Bose-Einstein distribution. This gives kBTc = 5.59 J .
In the presene of an optial lattie, therefore, the rit-
ial temperature for BEC is signiantly redued om-
pared with the free spae situation, essentially due to
the inreased eetive mass M∗ of the partiles in the
lattie. The relevant parameter, however, is not the tem-
perature but the entropy. Indeed, by starting with a
deeply degenerate gas and adiabatially swithing on the
optial lattie, the degeneray parameter stays onstant
and the temperature is essentially redued by a fator
M/M∗ (Blakie and Porto, 2004; Hofstetter et al., 2002;
Olshanii and Weiss, 2002).
For a suiently large system N,NL → ∞ at xed
(not neessarily integer) density N/NL (in the experi-
ment (Greiner et al., 2002a), the total number of ou-
pied lattie sites was about 105), the perfet ondensate
Eq. (66) beomes indistinguishable in pratie from a o-
herent state
exp
(√
Naˆ†q=0
)
|0〉 =
∏
R
(
exp
[√
N
NL
aˆ†R
]
|0〉R
)
. (67)
It fatorizes into a produt of loal oherent states at
every lattie site R with average n¯ = 〈nˆ〉 = N/NL be-
ause boson operators at dierent sites ommute. The
probability distribution for the number of atoms at any
given site for a perfet BEC in an optial lattie is
therefore Poissonian with a standard deviation given by
σ(n¯) =
√
n¯. Taking N = NL, i.e. an average density
suh that there is one atom for eah lattie site, there
is a 1 − 2/e = 0.27 probability that any given site is
oupied with more than one atom. The kineti energy
minimization requirement that every atom wants to be
at all lattie sites with equal amplitude thus neessarily
leads to a substantial probability of nding more than
one atom on a given site. At nite repulsion U > 0, suh
ongurations are, of ourse, disfavoured.
Mott insulating phase To understand the behavior in the
opposite limit U ≫ J , it is useful to onsider the ase of
unit lling, i.e. the number N of atoms is preisely equal
to the number NL of lattie sites. In the limit U ≫ J ,
hopping of the atoms is negligible and the obvious ground
state
|ΨN=NL〉(J = 0) =
(∏
R
aˆ†R
)|0〉 (68)
is a simple produt of loal Fok-states with preisely
one atom per site. With inreasing J , the atoms start
to hop around, whih neessarily involves double ou-
pany, inreasing the energy by U . Now as long as the
gain J in kineti energy due to hopping is smaller than
U , the atoms remain loalized. For any J 6= 0, however,
the ground state is no longer a simple produt state as
in Eq. (68). One J beomes of order or larger than U ,
the gain in kineti energy outweighs the repulsion due to
double oupanies. The atoms then undergo a transi-
tion to a superuid, in whih they are deloalized over
the whole lattie. This is a sharp quantum phase transi-
tion in the thermodynami limit, beause the state (66),
in ontrast to (68), exhibits o-diagonal long range or-
der, whih annot disappear in a ontinuous manner. By
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ontrast, the evolution between these two states is om-
pletely smooth for say two partiles in two wells, where
a simple rossover ours from a state with a well de-
ned relative phase at J ≫ U to one with a well dened
partile number in eah well at J ≪ U .
Phase diagram The zero temperature phase diagram of
the homogeneous BHM is shown shematially in Fig. 13a
as a funtion of J/U , with the density ontrolled by a
hemial potential µ. At U/J → 0, the kineti energy
dominates and the ground state is a deloalized super-
uid, desribed by Eq. (67) to lowest order. At large
values of U/J , interations dominate and one obtains a
series of Mott-insulating (MI) phases with xed integer
lling n¯ = 1, 2, . . .. These states are inompressible, im-
plying that their density remains unhanged upon vary-
ing the hemial potential. In fat, it is the property
∂n/∂µ = 0, whih is the dening property of a MI, and
not the existene of loal Fok states whih only ex-
ist at J = 0. The transition between the SF and MI
phases is assoiated with the loss of long range order in
the one-partile density matrix g(1)(x). In the 3D ase,
the order parameter of the SF-MI transition is therefore
the ondensate fration n0/n, whih drops ontinuously
from one at U/J ≪ 1 to zero at (U/J)c. The on-
tinuous nature of the SF-MI quantum phase transition
in any dimension follows from the fat that the ee-
tive eld theory for the omplex order parameter ψ is of
that of a d+1-dimensional XY-model (Fisher et al., 1989;
Sahdev, 1999). More preisely, this is valid only for the
speial transition at integer density, whih is driven by
phase utuations only. By ontrast, rossing the SF-MI
phase boundary by a hange in the hemial potential,
the assoiated hange in the density gives rise to a dier-
ent ritial behavior (Fisher et al., 1989). For instane,
the exitation gap in the MI phase vanishes linearly with
the distane from the boundary of the Mott lobe in this
more generi ase.
Within a mean-eld approximation, the ritial value
for the transition from a MI to a SF in a three di-
mensional optial lattie, is given by (U/J)c = 5.8z for
n¯ = 1 and (U/J)c = 4n¯z for n¯ ≫ 1 (Fisher et al., 1989;
van Oosten et al., 2001; Sheshadri et al., 1993). Here z
is the number of nearest neighbors and thus 2zJ is the
total bandwidth of the lowest Bloh band, whih is the
relevant parameter whih has to be ompared with U .
Reently, preise Quantum Monte-Carlo simulations by
Capogrosso-Sansone et al. (2007) have determined the
ritial value for the n¯ = 1 transition in a simple u-
bi lattie to be at (U/J)c = 29.36 with an auray
of about 0.1%. In one dimension, the SF-MI transition
is of the Kosterlitz-Thouless type, with a nite jump of
the superuid density at the transition. Preise values
for the ritial oupling are available from DMRG al-
ulations, giving (U1/J)c = 3.37 (Kollath et al., 2004;
Kühner et al., 2000) for the n¯ = 1 transition. For n¯≫ 1,
the BHM is equivalent to a hain of Josephson juntions
with oupling energy EJ = 2n¯J . The SF-MI transition
FIG. 13 Shemati zero temperature phase diagram of the
Bose-Hubbard model. The dashed lines of onstant integer
density 〈nˆ〉 = 1, 2, 3 in the SF hit the orresponding MI phases
at the tips of the lobes at a ritial value of J/U , whih de-
reases with density n¯. For 〈nˆ〉 = 1 + ε the line of onstant
density stays outside the n¯ = 1 MI beause a fration ε of the
partiles remains superuid down to the lowest values of J .
In an external trap with a n¯ = 2 MI phase in the enter, a
series of MI and SF regions appear by going towards the edge
of the loud, where the loal hemial potential has dropped
to zero
is then desribed by the 1 + 1-dimensional O(2)-model,
whih gives (U1/J)c = 2.2 n¯ (Hamer and Kogut, 1979;
Roomany and Wyld, 1980).
From Eqs. (38) and (47), the ritial value of the di-
mensionless lattie depth V0/Er for rather deep latties
is obtained from
(V0/Er)c =
1
4
ln2
(√2d
πa
· (U/J)c
)
(69)
Using the experimental parameters d = 426 nm and
a = 5.7 nm (Greiner et al., 2002a), the preise result for
(U/J)c in a simple ubi lattie gives a ritial value
V0/Er|c = 11.89 for the SF-MI transition with n¯ = 1.
Given that Eq. (38), on whih the above estimate for
the ritial lattie depth is based, is not very preise in
this regime, this result is in reasonable agreement with
the lattie depth of V0 = 12 − 13Er, where the tran-
sition is observed experimentally (Gerbier et al., 2005b;
Greiner et al., 2002a).
Consider now a lling with 〈nˆ〉 = 1+ε whih is slightly
larger than one. For large J/U the ground state has
all the atoms deloalized over the whole lattie and the
situation is hardly dierent from the ase of unit lling.
Upon lowering J/U , however, the line of onstant density
remains slightly above the n¯ = 1 'Mott-lobe', and stays
in the SF regime down to the lowest J/U (see Fig. 13).
For any noninteger lling, therefore, the ground state
remains SF as long as the atoms an hop at all. This is
a onsequene of the fat, that even for J ≪ U there is
a small fration ε of atoms whih remain SF on top of
a frozen MI-phase with n¯ = 1. Indeed this fration an
still gain kineti energy by deloalizing over the whole
lattie without being bloked by the repulsive interation
U beause two of those partiles will never be at the
same plae. The same argument applies to holes when ε
is negative. As a result, in the homogeneous system, the
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quantum phase transition from a SF to a MI only appears
if the density is equal to a ommensurate, integer value.
In-trap density distribution Fortunately, the situation is
muh less restritive in the presene of a harmoni trap.
Indeed, within a loal density approximation, the inho-
mogeneous situation in a harmoni trap is desribed by
a spatially varying hemial potential µR = µ(0) − ǫR
with ǫR = 0 at the trap enter. Assuming e.g. that the
hemial potential µ(0) at trap enter falls into the n¯ = 2
'Mott-lobe', one obtains a series of MI domains separated
by a SF by moving to the boundary of the trap where µR
vanishes (see Fig. 13b). In this manner, all the dierent
phases whih exist for given J/U below µ(0) are present
simultaneously ! The SF phase has a nite ompressiblity
κ = ∂n/∂µ and a gapless exitation spetrum of the form
ω(q) = cq beause there is a nite superuid density ns.
By ontrast, in the MI-phase both ns and κ vanish. As
predited by Jaksh et al. (1998), the inompressibility
of the MI phase allows to distinguish it from the SF by
observing the loal density distribution in a trap. Sine
κ = 0 in the MI, the density stays onstant in the Mott
phases, even though the external trapping potential is
rising. In the limit of J → 0 the SF regions vanish and
one obtains a 'wedding ake' type density prole, with
radii Rn of the dierent Mott insulating regions, given
by Rn =
√
(2[µ(0)− nU ]/Mω2) (DeMaro et al., 2005).
The existene of suh wedding-ake like density
proles of a Mott insulator has been supported by
Monte-Carlo (Batrouni et al., 2002; Kashurnikov et al.,
2002; Rigol et al., 2006; Wessel et al., 2004) and DMRG
(Kollath et al., 2004) alulations in one, two, and three
dimensions. Very reently number state resolved, in-
trap density proles have been deteted experimentally
by Campbell et al. (2006) and Fölling et al. (2006). In
the latter ase it has been possible to diretly observe the
wedding ake density proles and thus onrm the inom-
pressibility of the Mott insulating regions of the atomi
gas in the trapping potential. A sharp drop in the radii
of the n = 2 oupied regions has been observed when
the rossing the transition point (Fölling et al., 2006). It
should be noted that the in-trap density proles an be
used as a sensitive thermometer for the strongly interat-
ing quantum gas. For typial experimental parameters,
one nds that for temperatures around T ∗ & 0.2U/kB,
the wedding ake proles beome ompletely washed out
(Gerbier, 2007). Within the strongly interating regime,
the superuid shells aomodate most of the entropy of
the system and an turn already into a normal thermal
gas at a lower temperature Tc ∼ zJ with the Mott insu-
lating shells still intat (Capogrosso-Sansone et al., 2007;
Gerbier, 2007; Ho and Zhou, 2007). In order to reah the
lowest temperatures in this regime, it is advantageous to
keep the external harmoni onnement as low as possi-
ble, or even derease it during an inrease of the lattie
depth (Gerbier, 2007; Ho and Zhou, 2007).
Phase oherene aross the SF-MI transition The disap-
pearane of superuidity (or better of BEC) at the SF-
MI transition was initially observed experimentally by a
time-of-ight method (Greiner et al., 2002a). The orre-
sponding series of images is shown in Fig. 14 for dierent
values of V0, ranging between V0 = 0 (a) and V0 = 20Er
(h). One observes a series of interferene peaks around
the harateristi 'zero-momentum' peak of a ondensate
in the absene of an optial lattie. With inreasing V0
these peaks beome more pronouned. Beyond a ritial
lattie depth around V0 ≈ 12 − 13Er (e), whih agrees
very well with the above estimate for the SF-MI tran-
sition for one Boson per site, this trend is suddenly re-
versed, however, and the interferene peaks eventually
disappear ompletely. In order to understand why these
pitures indeed provide a diret evidene for a SF to MI
transition predited by the Bose-Hubbard model, it is
useful to onsider the idealized situation of a perfet pe-
riodi lattie in the absene of any trapping potential.
From Eq. (44) the observed density at position x reets
the momentum distribution at k = Mx/~t. Fatoring
out the number of lattie sites, it is proportional to the
lattie Fourier transform
n(k) ∼ |w˜(k)|2
∑
R
eik·RG(1)(R). (70)
of the one-partile density matrix G(1)(R) at separation
R. For optial lattie depths below the ritial value,
the ground state in a 3D situation is a true BEC, where
G(1)(|R| → ∞) = n0 approahes a nite value at large
separation. For the MI phase, in turn, G(1)(R) deays to
zero exponentially. The SF phase of old atoms in a ho-
mogeneous optial lattie is thus haraterized by a mo-
mentum distribution whih exhibits sharp peaks at the
reiproal lattie vetors k = G (dened by G ·R = 2π
times an integer, see e.g. (Ashroft and Mermin, 1976))
plus a smooth bakground from the short range orrela-
tions. The fat that the peaks in the momentum distri-
bution at k = G initially grow with inreasing depth of
the lattie potential is a result of the strong derease in
spatial extent of the Wannier funtion w(r), whih entails
a orresponding inrease in its Fourier transform w˜(k) at
higher momenta. In the MI regime, where G(1)(R) de-
ays to zero, remnants of the interferene peaks still re-
main (see e.g. Fig. 14f) as long as G(1)(R) extends over
several lattie spaings, beause the series in Eq. (70)
adds up onstrutively at k = G. A more detailed pi-
ture for the residual short range oherene features be-
yond the SF-MI transition is obtained by onsidering per-
turbations deep in the Mott insulating regime at J = 0.
There, G(1)(R) vanishes beyond R = 0 and the momen-
tum distribution is a strutureless Gaussian, reeting
the Fourier transform of the Wannier wave funtion (see
Fig. 14h). With inreasing tunneling J , the Mott state at
J/U → 0 is modied by a oherent admixture of partile-
hole pairs. However due the presene of a gapped exita-
tion spetrum, suh partile hole pairs annot spread out
and are rather tightly bound to lose distanes. They do,
however, give rise to a signiant degree of short range
oherene. Using rst order perturbation theory with the
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FIG. 14 Absorption images of multiple matter wave interfer-
ene patterns after releasing the atoms from an optial lattie
potential with a potential depth of a 0Er,  3Er  7Er d
10Er e 13Er f 14Er, g 16Er and b 20Er. The ballisti
expansion time was 15ms. Reprinted with permission from
Greiner et al. (2002a).
tunneling operator as a perturbation on the dominating
interation term, one nds that the amplitude of the o-
herent partile hole admixtures in a Mott insulating state
is proportional to J/U :
|Ψ〉U/J ≈ |Ψ〉U/J→∞ +
J
U
∑
〈R,R′〉
aˆ†RaˆR′ |Ψ〉U/J→∞. (71)
Close to the transition point, higher order perturba-
tion theory or a Green funtion analysis an aount for
oherene beyond nearest neighbors and the omplete lib-
eration of the partile-hole pairs, whih eventually leads
to the formation of long range oherene in the superuid
regime. The oherent partile hole admixture and its
onsequene on the short range oherene of the system
have been investigated theoretially and experimentally
in (Gerbier et al., 2005a,b; Sengupta et al., 2005).
The SF-MI quantum phase transition therefore shows
up diretly in the interferene pattern. For the homo-
geneous system it reveals the existene or not of o-
diagonal long range order in the one-partile density
matrix. The relevant order parameter is the onden-
sate fration. Of ourse the atual system is not ho-
mogeneous and a numerial omputation of the inter-
ferene pattern is neessary for a quantitative ompari-
son with experiment. This has been done e.g. for the
3D ase in (Kashurnikov et al., 2002) and for 1D ase in
(Batrouni et al., 2002; Kollath et al., 2004). Due to the
nite size and the fat that dierent MI phases are in-
volved, the pattern evolves ontinuously from the SF to
the MI regime. While the ritial values for J/U are dif-
ferent for the MI phases with n¯ = 1 and n¯ = 2 whih
are present in the experiment (Greiner et al., 2002a),
the transition seen in the time-of-ight images ours
rather rapidly with inreasing lattie depth. Indeed,
from Eq. (69), the experimental ontrol parameter V0/Er
depends only logarithmially on the relevant parameter
U/J of the BHM. The small hange from V0 = 13Er in
(e) to V0 = 14Er in (f) thus overs a range in J/U wider
than that, whih would be required to distinguish the
n¯ = 1 from the n¯ = 2 transition. For a quantitative eval-
uation of the interferene patterns, one must also take
into aount the broadening mehanism during time-of-
ight expansion, as disussed in Se. II.C.
When approahing the SF-MI transition from the su-
peruid regime, the inreasing interations tend to in-
rease the depletion of the ondensate and thereby re-
due the long range phase oherent omponent with in-
reasing U/J (Hadzibabi et al., 2004; Orzel et al., 2001;
Shori et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2006). For inreasing lat-
tie depth, the ondensate density as a measure of the
long range oherent fration, then dereases ontinu-
ously and vanishes at the transition point. The vis-
ibility of the interferene pattern in general, however,
evolves smoothly aross the SF-MI transition, due to
the presene of a strong short range oherent fration
in the MI just aross the transition point (see disussion
above). Above the transition point the visibility of the
momentum distribution an also show kinks as the lat-
tie depth is inreased, whih have been attributed to the
beginning formation of shell strutures in the MI state
(Gerbier et al., 2005a,b; Sengupta et al., 2005).
Exitation spetrum A seond signature of the SF-MI
transition is the appearane of a nite exitation gap
∆ 6= 0 in the Mott insulator. Deep in the MI phase,
this gap has size U , whih is just the inrease in en-
ergy if an atom tunnels to an already oupied adjaent
site (note that U is muh smaller than the gap ~ω0 for
the exitation of the next vibrational state). The ex-
istene of a gap has been observed experimentally by
applying a potential gradient in the MI (Greiner et al.,
2002a) or by using a modulation spetrosopy method
(Stöferle et al., 2004) and measuring the resulting exi-
tations. Reent alulations indiate that suh measure-
ments simultaneously probe global (Huber et al., 2007;
Iui et al., 2006) and loal properties of the system.
In partiular, e.g. a peaked exitation spetrum an
also appear in a strongly interating superuid regime,
where U > J (Kollath et al., 2006). A way to probe
global features of the many-body exitation spetrum,
also lose to the transition point, might be ahieved by
employing Bragg spetrosopy tehniques as proposed in
(van Oosten et al., 2005; Pupillo et al., 2006; Rey et al.,
2005).
In the SF regime, there is no exitation gap. Instead,
the homogeneous system exhibits a sound like mode with
frequeny ω(q) = cq. As shown in the appendix, the as-
soiated sound veloity c is determined by Mc2 = ns/κ
and thus gives information about the superuid density
ns. The existene of a sound like exitation even in
the presene of an underlying lattie whih expliitely
breaks translation invariane is a onsequene of long
range phase oherene in the SF. Its observation would
therefore diretly probe superuidity, in ontrast to the
peaks in the interferene pattern, whih measure BEC.
Number statistis Assoiated with the transition from a
superuid to a Mott insulating state is a profound hange
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in the atom number statistis per lattie site. As noted
above, in the homogeneous system the ground state in
the extreme MI limit (J/U → 0) is a produt of Fok
states with an integer number n¯ of partiles at eah site.
At nite hopping J 6= 0, this simple piture breaks down
beause the atoms have a nite amplitude to be at dif-
ferent sites. The many-body ground state an then no
longer be written as a simple produt state. In the oppo-
site limit U → 0, the ground state is a ondensate of zero
quasi-momentum Bloh states. In the limit N,NL →∞
at xed (not neessarily integer) density n¯ = N/NL, the
assoiated perfet ondensate is a produt of oherent
states on eah lattie site
|α〉 = e−|α|2/2
∑
n
αn√
n!
|n〉 (72)
with α desribing the amplitude and phase of the oher-
ent matter wave eld. This orresponds to a Poissonian
atom number distribution on eah lattie site with aver-
age |α|2 = n¯.
A remarkable onsequene of the representation (67) is
that, at least for integer densities n¯ = 1, 2, . . ., the many-
body ground state may be fatorized into a produt over
single sites
|ΨGW 〉 =
∏
R
(
∞∑
n=0
cn|n〉R
)
(73)
in both limits J → 0 and U → 0. The assoiated
atom number probability distribution pn = |cn|2 is ei-
ther a pure Fok or a full Poissonian distribution. It
is now very plausible to use the fatorized form in
Eq. (73) as an approximation for arbitrary J/U , tak-
ing the oeients cn as variational parameters whih
are determined by minimizing the ground state energy
(Rokhsar and Kotliar, 1991; Sheshadri et al., 1993). As
pointed out by Rokhsar and Kotliar (1991), this is ee-
tively a Gutzwiller ansatz for bosons. Beyond being very
simple omputationally, this ansatz desribes the SF to
MI transition in a mean-eld sense, beoming exat in in-
nite dimensions. In addition, it provides one with a very
intuitive piture of the transition to a MI state, whih o-
urs preisely at the point, where the loal number distri-
bution beomes a pure Fok distribution. Indeed, within
the Gutzwiller approximation, the expetation value
〈ΨGW |aˆR|ΨGW 〉 =
∞∑
n=1
√
nc∗n−1cn (74)
of the loal matter wave eld vanishes if and only if the
probability for nding dierent partile numbers at any
given site is equal to zero. It is important, however, to
emphasize that the Gutzwiller ansatz fails to aount for
the nontrivial orrelations between dierent sites present
at any nite J . These orrelations imply that the one
partile density matrix G(1)(R) is dierent from zero at
nite distane |R| 6= 0, beoming long ranged at the
transition to a SF. By ontrast, in the Gutzwiller ap-
proximation, the one partile density matrix has no spa-
tial dependene at all: it is zero at any |R| 6= 0 in the MI
and is ompletely independent of R in the SF. Moreover,
in the Gutzwiller approximation, the phase transition is
diretly reeted in the loal number utuations, with
the variane of nR vanishing throughout the MI phase.
In reality, however, loal variables like the on-site num-
ber distribution will hange in a smooth manner near the
transition and the variane of the loal partile number
will only vanish in the limit J → 0.
Crossing the SF-MI transition, therefore, the num-
ber statistis evolves rather smoothly from a Poissonian
distribution to Fok states on eah lattie site. Re-
ent experimental progress has allowed measurements
of the number distribution in the optial lattie via
mirowave spetrosopy exploiting ollisional frequeny
shifts (Campbell et al., 2006) or spin hanging ollisions
(Gerbier et al., 2006). When rossing the SF-MI tran-
sition, Campbell et al. (2006) were able to observe the
emergene of a disrete exitation spetrum with Hz res-
olution. In the seond experiment, the hange in atom
number statistis from Poissonian to Fok states ould
be revealed (Gerbier et al., 2006). Another possibility
to observe the number squeezing of the initially Poisso-
nian atom number distribution in the weakly interat-
ing regime due to inreasing interatomi interations has
been to use a matter wave beam splitter and observe
the timesale of the ollapse in the ensuing phase dif-
fusion dynamis (Greiner et al., 2002b; Jo et al., 2007;
Sebby-Strabley et al., 2007), whih is disussed in the fol-
lowing paragraph.
C. Dynamis near quantum phase transitions
One of the major advantages of old atoms in study-
ing many-body phenomena is the possibility to hange
the parameters haraterizing the relative strength of the
kineti and interation energy dynamially. This opens
the possibility to study the real time dynamis of strongly
orrelated systems in a ontrolled manner. As a simple
example, we disuss the quenh of the system from the
superuid into the Mott insulating regime. This issue
has been investigated in an experiment, observing ol-
lapses and revivals of the matter wave due to the oher-
ent superposition of states with dierent atom numbers
in the SF (Greiner et al., 2002b). In the weakly inter-
ating regime of a BEC in an optial lattie potential,
the ground state (67) is a produt of oherent states on
eah lattie site with a Poissonian atom number distribu-
tion. If the lattie depth is now suddenly inreased to a
parameter regime, where the ground state of the system
is a Mott insulating state, the initial atom number u-
tuations of the oherent state will be frozen out, as the
system is not given enough time to redistribute towards
the novel many-body ground state. The evolution with
time of suh a oherent state an be evaluated by tak-
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ing into aount the time evolution of the dierent Fok
states forming the oherent state:
|α〉(t) = e−|α|2/2
∑
n
αn√
n!
e−i
1
2
Un(n−1)t/~|n〉. (75)
The oherent matter wave eld ψ on eah lat-
tie site an then simply be evaluated through ψ =
〈α(t)|aˆ|α(t)〉, whih exhibits an intriguing dynamial evo-
lution (Castin and Dalibard, 1997; Dunningham et al.,
1998; Imamoglu et al., 1997; Sols, 1994; Wright et al.,
1996; Yurke and Stoler, 1986). At rst, the dierent
phase evolutions of the atom number states lead to a ol-
lapse of ψ. However, at integer multiples in time of h/U
all phase fators in the above equation re-phase modulo
2π and thus lead to a revival of the initial oherent state .
In fat, preise revivals appear as long as the initial state
an be written in the fatorized form of Eq. (73). Sine
the time evolution operator exp−iHˆt/~ fatorizes into a
produt of on-site terms exp−in(n− 1)Ut/2~, the time
dependene is perfetly periodi with period trev = h/Uf ,
where Uf is the value of the on-site repulsion after the
quenh. Clearly the period is independent of the preise
form of the initial number distribution |cn|2. The ol-
lapse time tc ≈ trev/σn in turn, depends on the variane
σ2n = 〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2 of the loal number distribution. Its
measurement thus provides information about how the
oherent superposition of dierent partile numbers in
the SF state is eventually destroyed by approahing the
MI regime (Greiner et al., 2002b).
The ollapse and revival of the oherent matter wave
eld of a BEC is reminisent to the ollapse and revival
of the Rabi osillations in the interation of a single atom
with a single mode eletromagneti eld in avity quan-
tum eletrodynamis (Brune et al., 1996; Rempe et al.,
1987). There, the nonlinear atom-eld interation in-
dues the ollapse and revival of the Rabi osillations
whereas here the nonlinearity due to the interations be-
tween the atoms themselves leads to the series of ollapse
and revivals of the matter wave eld. It should be pointed
out that suh a behavior has also been theoretially pre-
dited to our for a oherent light eld propagating in
a nonlinear medium (Yurke and Stoler, 1986) but to our
knowledge has never been observed experimentally. Suh
a dynamial evolution of the atomi quantum state due
to the nonlinear interations between the partiles is also
known as quantum phase diusion and has been deteted
in (Greiner et al., 2002b) for low atom numbers on eah
site. For larger atom numbers, the initial time evolution
of the quantum phase diusion ould be reently observed
by Jo et al. (2007) in a double well senario.
The simple single site desription is valid only in the
limits Ui ≪ J of a nearly perfet SF in the initial state
and Uf ≫ J of negligible tunneling in the nal state. To
determine the dynamis in a more general situation, is
a ompliated non-equilibrium many-body problem. Nu-
merial results for arbitrary values of Ui and Uf have
been obtained for the 1D BHM by Kollath et al. (2007),
using the time-dependent density matrix renormalization
group (Shollwök, 2005).
In a related senario it has be proposed that when
jumping from an initial Mott insulating state into the su-
peruid regime, one should observe osillations of the su-
peruid order parameter (Altman and Auerbah, 2002;
Polkovnikov et al., 2002). For large lling fators, osil-
lating oherene has been observed after a quenh from
a deep to a shallow lattie by Tuhman et al. (2006).
The formation of a superuid from an initial Mott in-
sulating phase poses a general problem of interest in the
ontext of the dynamis of strongly orrelated quantum
systems. Both experiment (Greiner et al., 2002a) and
theory (Clark and Jaksh, 2004) have onrmed that the
emergene of oherene in the system an our rather
rapidly on timesales of a few tunneling times ~/J . It is
an an open question, however, whether o-diagonal long
range order in the one-partile density matrix indeed sets
in within suh a short time and what length sales are
relevant over whih order has established in order to ob-
serve oherene in a time-of-ight piture.
D. Bose-Hubbard model with nite urrent
The SF-MI transition disussed in IV.B above is a on-
tinuous phase transition in the ground state of a many-
body Hamiltonian. The observation from the time-of-
ight images, that long range phase oherene is lost be-
yond a ritial value of U/J , provides a signature for the
disappearane of BEC. The expeted simultaneous loss
of superuidity aross this transition may be studied by
onsidering the phase boundary, where stationary states
with a nite urrent loose their stability. Suh station-
ary out-of-equilibrium states may be reated experimen-
tally by boosting the ondensate to a nite momentum
state (Fallani et al., 2004), or by induing a enter-of-
mass osillation in the trap (Fertig et al., 2005). The
question, what happens to the equilibrium SF-MI tran-
sition in a situation with a nite urrent has been ad-
dressed by Polkovnikov et al. (2005). For a given number
n¯ of bosons per site, the kineti energy term in the BHM
(65) gives rise to a Josephson oupling energy EJ = 2n¯J
due to next neighbor-tunneling whih favors a vanish-
ing relative phase between adjaent lattie sites. In the
limit EJ ≫ U , there is non-vanishing matter wave eld
ψR = 〈aˆR〉. In the ground state, all bosons have zero
momentum and ψR is uniform. States with a nite ur-
rent, in turn, are BEC's in whih single partile states
with non-zero momentum q are marosopially ou-
pied. To zeroth order in U/EJ , their energy is the Bloh
band energy Eq. (37). The assoiated urrent per parti-
le J = (2J/~) sin qxd for motion along the x -diretion
has a maximum at p = qxd = π/2. States with a larger
momentum are unstable in a linear stability analysis
(Polkovnikov et al., 2005). This instability was observed
experimentally by Fallani et al. (2004). A moving opti-
al lattie is reated by two ounterpropagating beams
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at frequenies whih dier by a small detuning δν. Av-
eraged over the optial frequenies, this gives rise to an
interferene pattern whih is a standing wave moving at
veloity v = λδν/2. Adiabatially swithing on suh a
lattie in an existing BEC then leads to a ondensate
in a state with quasi-momentum q = Mv/~. Its lifetime
shows a very rapid derease for momenta near the ritial
value qc.
In the strongly interating regime near the SF-MI
transition, suh a single partile piture is no longer
valid. At the mean-eld level, the problem may be
solved by using the eld theoretial desription of the
SF-MI transition. The SF phase is then haraterized
by a nonzero omplex order parameter ψ, whose equilib-
rium value |ψ| ∼ ξ−1 vanishes like the inverse of the
orrelation length ξ (this relation holds in the mean-
eld approximation, whih is appropriate for the tran-
sition at integer densities in 3D). The stationary so-
lutions of the dimensionless order parameter equation
∇2ψ + ξ−2ψ = |ψ|2ψ with nite momentum are of the
form ψ(x) =
√
ξ−2 − p2 exp (ipx). Evidently, suh solu-
tions exist only if |p| < 1/ξ. The ritial value of the di-
mensionless momentum p, where urrent urrying states
beome unstable, thus approahes zero ontinuously at
the SF-MI transition (Polkovnikov et al., 2005). In fat,
the same argument an be used to disuss the vanishing
of the ritial urrent in superonduting wires near Tc,
see Tinkham (1996). The omplete mean eld phase di-
agram, shown in Fig. 15 interpolates smoothly between
the lassial instability at pc = π/2 and pc → 0 in the
limits U → 0 and U → Uc respetively. In ontrast to the
equilibrium transition at p = 0 whih is ontinuous, the
dynamial transition is of rst order. Crossing the phase
boundary at any nonzero urrent is therefore onneted
with an irreversible deay of the urrent to zero. Exper-
imentally, the derease of the ritial momentum near
the SF-MI transition has been observed by Mun et al.
(2007). Their results are in good agreement with the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 15.
In the mean-eld piture, states of a SF with non-zero
momentum have an innite lifetime. More preisely, how-
ever, suh states an only be metastable, beause the
ground state of any time-reversal invariant Hamiltonian
neessarily has zero urrent. The ruial requirement for
SF in pratie, therefore, is that urrent arrying states
have lifetimes whih by far exeed experimentally rele-
vant sales. This requires these states to be separated
from the state with vanishing urrent by energy barriers,
whih are muh larger than the thermal or relevant zero
point energy
10
. The rate for phase slips near the ritial
line in Fig. 15 has been alulated by Polkovnikov et al.
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This is dierent from the well known Landau riterion of super-
uid ow below a nite ritial veloity (Pitaevskii and Stringari,
2003). Indeed, the existene of phase slips implies that the rit-
ial veloity is always zero in a strit sense.
FIG. 15 Mean-eld phase diagram separating stable and un-
stable motion of ondensate regions. The vertial axis denotes
the ondensate momentum in inverse lattie units and the hor-
izontal axes denotes the normalized interation. Reprinted
with permission from (Polkovnikov et al., 2005).
(2005). It turns out, that the mean-eld transition sur-
vives utuations in 3D, so in priniple it is possible to
loate the equilibrium SF-MI transition by extrapolat-
ing the dynamial transition line to zero momentum. In
the experiments of Fertig et al. (2005), the system still
showed sharp interferene peaks even in the 'overdamped'
regime where the ondensate motion was loked by the
optial lattie (see Fig. 16). This may be due to loal-
ized atoms at the sample edges, whih blok the dipole
osillation even though the atoms in the enter of the
trap are still in the SF regime.A theoretial study of
the damped osillations of 1D bosons has been given by
(Gea-Banalohe et al., 2006).
A dierent method to drive a SF-MI transition dy-
namially has been suggested by Ekardt et al. (2005).
Instead of a uniformly moving optial lattie, it employs
an osillating linear potential K cos (ωt) · xˆ along one of
the lattie diretions (in a 1D BHM xˆ =
∑
j jnˆj is the di-
mensionless position operator). For modulation frequen-
ies suh that ~ω is muh larger than the harateristi
sales J and U of the unperturbed BHM, the driven sys-
tem behaves like the undriven one, however with a renor-
malized tunneling matrix element Jeff = J · J0(K/(~ω)),
where J0(x) is the standard Bessel funtion. Sine U is
unhanged in this limit, the external perturbation om-
pletely supresses the tunneling at the zero's of the Bessel
funtion. Moreover, it allows to invert the sign of Jeff
to negative values, where e.g. the superuid phase or-
responds to a ondensate at nite momentum q = π. It
has been shown numerially (Ekardt et al., 2005) that
by a slow variation of the driving amplitude K from zero
to K = 2.4 ~ω (where Jeff ≈ 0) and bak to zero al-
lows to adiabatially transform a superuid into a Mott
insulator and then bak to a superuid. In reent experi-
ments by Lignier et al. (2007), the dynamial supression
of tunneling with inreasing drivingK has been observed
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FIG. 16 Inhibition of transport in a one-dimensional bosoni
quantum system with an axial optial lattie. For lattie
depths above approx. 2Er, an atom loud displaed to the
side of the potential minimum (see inset) is stuk at this po-
sition and does not relax bak to the minimum. Reprinted
with permission from Fertig et al. (2005).
through a measurement of the expansion veloity along
the diretion of the optial lattie after swithing o the
axial onnement.
E. Fermions in optial latties
In this setion we would like to fous on fermions
in 3D optial lattie potentials and experimental re-
sults that have been obtained in these systems (see also
Giorgini et al. (2007)). Interating fermions in an peri-
odi potential an be desribed by the Hubbard hamil-
tonian. Let us for now restrit the disussion to the ase
of atoms onned to the lowest energy band and to two
possible spin states | ↑〉, | ↓〉 for the fermioni partiles.
The single band Hubbard hamiltonian thus reads:
H = −J
∑
〈R,R′〉,σ
(
cˆ†R,σ cˆR′,σ + h.c.
)
+ U
∑
R
nˆR↑nˆR↓
+
1
2
Mω2
∑
R,σ
R2nˆR,σ (76)
As in the ase of bosoni partiles, the phase diagram
depends strongly on the interation strength vs. kineti
energy of the atoms in the optial latties. An important
dierene between the bosoni and fermioni Hubbard
hamiltonian an also be seen in the form of the intera-
tion term, where only two partiles of dierent spin states
are allowed to oupy the same lattie site, giving rise to
an interation energy U between the atoms.
Filling fator and Fermi surfaes A ruial parameter
in the fermioni Hubbard model is the lling fator of
the atoms in the lattie. Due to the overall harmoni
onnement of the atoms (last term in Eq. (76)), this
lling fration hanges over the loud of trapped atoms.
FIG. 17 Fermi surfaes vs band-lling for ultraold fermioni
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K atoms in a three-dimensional simple ubi lattie poten-
tial. From (a) to (e) the lling fator has been ontinuously
inreased, bringing the system from a onduting to a band
insulating state. Reprinted with permission from Köhl et al.
(2005a).
One an however speify an average harateristi lling
fator,
ρc =
NFd
3
ζ3
, (77)
with ζ =
√
2J/Mω2 desribing the typial deloalization
length of the single partile wave-funtions in the om-
bined periodi lattie and external harmoni trapping po-
tential (Köhl et al., 2005a; Rigol and Muramatsu, 2004).
The harateristi lling fator an be ontrolled ex-
perimentally, by either inreasing the total number of
fermioni atoms NF , by reduing J via an inrease of
the lattie depth or via an inrease of the overall har-
moni onnement. The latter ase however has the dis-
advantage that a strong harmoni onnement will lead
to a deoupling of the independent lattie sites, as the
tunnel oupling J will not be large enough to overome
the potential energy oset due to the overall harmoni
onnement. One is then left with an array of unou-
pled, independent harmoni osillators. The harater-
isti lling fator of the system an be revealed exper-
imentally by observing the population of the dierent
Bloh states via adiabati band mapping, introdued in
Se. II.C. By hanging the atom number or the lattie
depth, Köhl et al. (2005a) ould thus observe a hange
from a low lling to a band insulating state, where the
single speies partiles are ompletely loalized to indi-
vidual lattie sites (see Fig. 17).
Thermometry and pair orrelations An important ques-
tion regarding fermioni quantum gases in optial lat-
ties is the temperature of the many-body system. It has
been shown that for non-interating 50/50 spin mixtures
of fermions, the number of doubly oupied spin-states
an be used to determine the temperature of the system.
For zero temperature and deep optial latties, one would
expet all lattie sites to be oupied by a spin-up and
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spin-down atom equally. For nite temperatures, how-
ever, atoms ould be thermally exited to higher lying
lattie sites at the border of the system, thus reduing
the number of doubly oupied lattie sites. By on-
verting doubly oupied sites into fermioni moleules, it
has been possible to determine the number of doubly vs.
singly oupied sites and obtain an estimate for the tem-
perature of the spin-mixture (Köhl, 2006; Stöferle et al.,
2006). Another possibility to determine the temperature
of the system even for a single speies fermioni quantum
gas in the lattie has been provided by the use of quan-
tum noise orrelations, as introdued in Se. III . For
higher temperatures of the quantum gas, the atoms tend
to spread out in the harmoni onnement and thus in-
rease the spatial size of the trapped atom loud. As the
shape of eah noise-orrelation peak essentially represents
the Fourier transform of the in-trap density distribution,
but with xed amplitude of 1 (see Eq. (55)), an inrease
in the size of the fermioni atom loud by temperature
will lead to a derease in the observed orrelation signal,
as has reently been deteted in (Rom et al., 2006).
When inreasing a red-detuned optial lattie on top
of a fermioni atom loud, this usually also leads to an
inreased overall harmoni onnement of the system. It
has been shown that for suh a ase, the density of states
of the system an be signiantly modied, thus leading
to an adiabati heating of the fermioni system by up to
a fator of two for a strong overall harmoni onnement
(Köhl, 2006). In order to reah low temperatures for the
fermioni system, it would thus be advantageous to keep
the harmoni onnement as low as possible or even de-
rease it as the optial lattie depth is inreased. Suh a
onguration is e.g. possible with a blue-detuned optial
lattie in onjuntion with a red-detuned optial dipole
trap.
V. COLD GASES IN ONE DIMENSION
In the following it is shown that the onnement
of old atoms in a quantum wire geometry whih an
be ahieved via strong optial latties (Kinoshita et al.,
2004; Paredes et al., 2004) provides a means of reahing
the strong interation regime in dilute gases. This opens
the possibility to realize both bosoni and fermioni Lut-
tinger liquids and a number of exatly soluble models in
many-body physis.
A. Sattering and bound states
Consider old atoms subjet to a strong 2D optial
lattie in the y, z -plane whih onnes the motion to the
(axial) x -diretion. In the regime, where the exitation
energy ~ω⊥ for motion in the radial y, z -diretions is
muh larger than the hemial potential, only the low-
est transverse eigenmode is aessible. In terms of the
osillator length ℓ⊥ =
√
~/Mω⊥ for the transverse mo-
tion, this requires the 1D density n1 = nπℓ
2
⊥ to obey
n1a ≪ 1. The eetive interation of atoms onned
in suh a geometry has rst been disussed by Olshanii
(1998). In the realisti ase, where ℓ⊥ is muh larger
than the eetive range re of the atom-atom interation
11
, the two-partile sattering problem at low energies
an again be desribed by a (3D) pseudopotential. How-
ever the asymptoti sattering states are now of the form
φ0(y, z) exp±ikx, where φ0(y, z) is the Gaussian ground
state wave funtion for the transverse motion and k the
wavevetor for motion along the axial diretion. Now,
away from Feshbah resonanes, the 3D sattering length
is muh smaller than the transverse osillator length. In
this weak onnement limit |a| ≪ ℓ⊥, the eetive 1D in-
teration is simply obtained by integrating the 3D pseu-
dopotential g
∫
d3x |φ0(y, z)|2δ(x) over the ground state
density of the transverse motion. The resulting eetive
1D interation is then of the form V (x) = g1 δ(x) with
g1
(|a| ≪ ℓ⊥) = g|φ0(0, 0)|2 = 2~ω⊥ · a . (78)
Trivially, an attrative or repulsive pseudopotential lead
to a orresponding sign of the 1D interation. In or-
der to disuss what happens near Feshbah resonanes,
where the weak onnement assumption breaks down,
we onsider the question of possible bound states of two
partiles in a strong transverse onnement. Starting
with an attrative 3D pseudopotential a < 0, the ee-
tive 1D potential (78) has a bound state with binding
energy εb =Mrg
2
1/2~
2
. With inreasing magnitude of a,
this binding energy inreases, nally diverging at a Fesh-
bah resonane. In turn, upon rossing the resonane to
the side were a > 0, the eetive potential (78) beomes
repulsive. The bound state, therefore, has disappeared
even though there is one in the 3D pseudopotential for
a > 0. Obviously, this annot be orret. As pointed
out above, the result (78) only applies in the weak on-
nement limit |a| ≪ ℓ⊥. In the following we present a
treatment of the sattering properties of onned par-
tiles for arbitrary values of the ratio |a|/ℓ⊥. To this
end, we will rst onsider the issue of two-partile bound
states with a pseudopotential interation in quite general
terms by mapping the problem to a random walk proess.
Subsequently, we will derive the low energy sattering
amplitudes by analyti ontinuation.
Connement indued bound states Quite generally, two-
partile bound states may be determined from the ondi-
tion V Gˆ = 1 of a pole in the exat T-matrix. In the ase
of a pseudopotential with sattering length a, the matrix
11
For a typial frequeny ω⊥ = 2π ·67 kHz, the transverse osillator
length is equal to 41.5 nm for 87Rb
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elements 〈x| . . . |0〉 of this equation lead to
1
4πa
=
∂
∂r
(r G(E,x))r=0 = limr→0
(
G(E,x) +
1
4πr
)
,
(79)
in units, where ~ = 2Mr = 1. Here, G(E,x) = 〈x|(E −
Hˆ0)
−1|0〉 is the Green funtion of the free Shrödinger
equation and Hˆ0 inludes both the kineti energy and
the harmoni onning potential. As r → 0, the Green
funtion diverges like −(4πr)−1, thus providing the reg-
ularization for the pseudopotential through the seond
term of Eq. (79). For energies E below the bottom
of the spetrum of Hˆ0, the resolvent (E − Hˆ0)−1 =
− ∫∞0 dt exp (E − Hˆ0)t an be written as a time inte-
gral. Moreover, by the Feynman-Ka formulation of
quantum mehanis, the (imaginary time) propagator
P (x, t) = 〈x| exp−Hˆ0t|0〉 an be interpreted as the sum
over Brownian motion trajetories from x = 0 to x in
time t weighted with exp− ∫ t0 U [x(t′)], where U(x) is the
external potential in the free Hamiltonian Hˆ0. Similarly,
the ontribution (4πr)−1 =
∫∞
0
dt P (0)(x, t) an be writ-
ten in terms of the probability density of free Brownian
motion with, again, diusion onstant D = 1 in units
where ~ = 2Mr = 1. Taking the limit r → 0, Eq. (79)
nally leads to the exat equation
1
4πa
=
∫ ∞
0
dt
[
P (0)(t)− eEtP (t)
]
(80)
for the bound state energies E of two partiles with
a pseudopotential interation and sattering length a.
Here P (0)(t) = (4πt)−3/2 is the probability density at
the origin of a free random walk after time t, starting
and ending at x = 0, while P (t) is the same quan-
tity in the presene of an additional onning potential.
Note that in the formulation of Eq. (80), the regulariza-
tion of the 1/r -singularity in G(E,x) is aounted for
by the anellation of the short time divergene due to
P (t → 0) = (4πt)−3/2, beause the random walk does
not feel the onnement as t → 0. For two partiles in
free spae, where P (t) = P (0)(t) at all times, Eq. (80)
gives the standard result that a bound state at E = −εb
below the ontinuum at E = 0 exists only for a > 0, with
the standard value εb = ~
2/2Mra
2
. In the presene of an
additional onnement however, there is a bound state
for arbitrary sign of the sattering length. The quasi-
bound state in the ontinuum at a < 0 thus beomes a
true bound state, i.e. it is shifted upwards by less than
the ontinuum threshold Ec. The physis behind this is
the fat that the average time ∼ ∫ dt P (t) expEct spent
near the origin is innite for the onned random walk.
This provides an intuitive understanding for why an in-
nitesimally small (regularized) delta potential is able to
bind a state.
For harmoni onnement, the probability density
P (t) =
(
(4π)3 det Jˆ(t)
)−1/2
an be alulated from the
determinant det Jˆ(t) for small utuations around the
FIG. 18 The funtions fn(Ω) dened in Eq. (82) for n =
1, 2. The limiting dependene f1(Ω) = ln (piΩ/B)/
√
2pi and
f2(Ω) = −1/
√
Ω + A on the dimensionless binding energy Ω
for Ω≪ 1 is indiated by the dashed lines.
trivial Brownian path x(t′) ≡ 0. Here, Jˆ(t) obeys the
simple 3 by 3 matrix equation (Shulman, 1981)
(−∂2t + ωˆ2) Jˆ(t) = 0 with Jˆ(0) = 0 ∂tJˆ(t)|t=0 = 1 ,
(81)
where ωˆ2 is the (diagonal) matrix of the trap frequenies.
The utuation determinant thus is equal to det Jˆ(t) =
t(sinh(ω⊥t)/ω⊥)
2
for the situation with two onning di-
retions and to det Jˆ(t) = t2 sinh(ωzt)/ωz in the ase of
a panake geometry. Sine the ontinua start at ~ω⊥ and
~ωz/2, respetively, we write the bound state energies as
E = ~ω⊥−εb or E = ~ωz/2−εb. The dimensionless bind-
ing energy Ω = εb/~ω⊥,z in the presene of onnement
then follows from the transendental equation
ℓ⊥,z
a
=
∫ ∞
0
du√
4πu3
(
1− e
−Ωu
[(1− exp−2u)/2u]n/2
)
= fn(Ω)
(82)
where n = 1, 2 is the number of onned diretions.
The funtions f1,2 are shown in Fig. 18. For small
binding energies Ω ≪ 1, their asymptoti behavior is
f1(Ω) = ln (πΩ/B)/
√
2π and f2(Ω) = −1/
√
Ω + A with
numerial onstants A = 1.036 and B = 0.905. In the
range Ω . 0.1, where these expansions are quantitatively
valid, the resulting bound state energies are
εb = ~ωz · B
π
exp
(
−
√
2πℓz/|a|
)
(83)
in a 2D panake geometry or
εb =
~ω⊥
(ℓ⊥/|a|+A)2
(84)
in a 1D waveguide. These results were obtained, using
dierent methods, by Petrov and Shlyapnikov (2001) and
by Bergeman et al. (2003), respetively. With inreasing
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values of |a| the binding energy inreases, reahing nite,
universal values εb = 0.244 ~ωz or εb = 0.606 ~ω⊥ pre-
isely at the Feshbah resonane for one or two onned
diretions. Going beyond the Feshbah resonane, where
a > 0, the binding energy inreases further, nally reah-
ing the standard 3D result in the weak onnement limit
a≪ ℓ⊥. Here the binding is unaeted by the nature of
onnement and fn(Ω≫ 1) =
√
Ω = f0(Ω).
Experimentally, onnement indued bound states
have been observed by rf spetrosopy in an array of 1D
quantum wires using a mixture of fermioni
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K atoms
in their two lowest hyperne states mF = −9/2 and
mF = −7/2 (Moritz et al., 2005). The dierent states
allow for a nite s-wave sattering length whih may be
tuned using a Feshbah resonane at B0 = 202G. In the
absene of the optial lattie a nite binding energy ap-
pears only for magneti elds below B0, where a > 0. In
the situation with a strong transverse onnement, how-
ever, there is a nonzero binding energy both below and
above B0. Using Eq. (16) for the magneti eld depen-
dene of the sattering length, its magnitude is in perfet
agreement with the result obtained from Eq. (82). In par-
tiular, the predition of a universal value εb = 0.606 ~ω⊥
of the binding energy right at the Feshbah resonane has
been veried by hanging the onnement frequeny ω⊥.
Sattering amplitudes for onned partiles Consider now
two-partile sattering in the ontinuum, i.e. for ener-
gies E = ~ω⊥ + ~
2k2/2Mr above the transverse ground
state energy. Quite generally, the eetive 1D sattering
problem is desribed by a unitary S-matrix Sˆ =
(
t r
r t
)
,
with reetion and transmission amplitudes r and t.
They are related to the even and odd sattering phase
shifts δe,o(k) by the eigenvalues exp (2iδe,o(k)) = t ± r
of the S-matrix. In analogy to the 3D ase, the orre-
sponding sattering amplitudes are dened as fe,o(k) =
(exp (2iδe,o(k)) − 1) /2. For the partiular ase of a delta-
funtion interation, the odd sattering amplitude and
phase shift vanish identially. The relevant dimension-
less sattering amplitude fe(k) = r(k) = t(k)− 1 is thus
simply the standard reetion amplitude. In the low en-
ergy limit, a representation analogous to Eq. (4) allows
to dene a 1D sattering length a1 by
12
f(k) =
−1
1 + i cot δ(k)
→ −1
1 + ika1
(85)
with orretions of order k3 beause cot δ(k) is odd in
k. The universal limit f(k = 0) = −1 reets the fat
that nite 1D potentials beome impenetrable at zero
energy. For a delta-funtion potential V (x) = g1 δ(x),
the low energy form of Eq. (85) holds for arbitrary k,
12
As in the 3D ase, the sattering length is nite only for poten-
tials deaying faster than 1/x3. Dipolar interations are therefore
marginal even in one dimension.
with a sattering length a1 ≡ −~2/Mrg1, whih ap-
proahes a1 → −ℓ2⊥/a in the weak onnement limit.
More generally, the exat value of a1 for an arbitrary
ratio a/ℓ⊥ may be determined by using the onnetion
εb = ~
2κ2/2Mr between the bound state energy and a
pole at k = iκ = i/a1 of the 1D sattering amplitude
(85) in the upper omplex k -plane. Using Eq. (84) for
the bound state energy in the regime a < 0 and the fat
that a1 must be positive for a bound state, one nds
a1(a) = −ℓ2⊥/a+Aℓ⊥. Sine the eetive 1D pseudopo-
tential is ompletely determined by the sattering length
a1, two-partile sattering is desribed by an interation
of the form
V1D(x) = g1 δ(x) with g1(a) =
2~ω⊥ · a
1−Aa/ℓ⊥ . (86)
From its derivation, this result appears to be valid only
for g1 small and negative, suh that the resulting dimen-
sionless binding energy Ω . 0.1 is within the range of va-
lidity of Eq. (84). Remarkably, however, the result (86)
is exat, as far as sattering of two partiles above the
ontinuum is onerned, at arbitrary values of a/ℓ⊥. This
is a onsequene of the fat that Eq. (86) is the unique
pseudopotential onsistent with the behavior of f(k) up
to order k3. The exat sattering length thus is xed
by the binding energy (84) at small values of Ω. More-
over, the result uniquely extends into the regime where
a1 beomes negative, i.e. the pseudopotential eases to
support a bound state. The assoiated hange of sign in
g1 at a = ℓ⊥/A is alled a onnement indued resonane
(Olshanii, 1998). It allows to hange the sign of the inter-
ation between atoms by purely geometrial means ! As
shown by Bergeman et al. (2003), it an be understood as
a Feshbah resonane where a bound state in the losed
hannel drops below the ontinuum of the ground state.
Now, in a 1D waveguide, the separation between energy
levels of suessive transverse eigenstates with zero angu-
lar momentum is exatly 2~ω⊥, independent of the value
of a (Bergeman et al., 2003). The onnement indued
resonane thus appears preisely when the exat bound
state energy εb - whih annot be determined from the
pseudopotential (86) unless Ω < 0.1 - reahes 2~ω⊥. An
analogous onnement indued resonane appears in a
2D panake geometry, see Petrov et al. (2000a).
B. Bosoni Luttinger-liquids, Tonks-Girardeau gas
To desribe the many-body problem of bosons onned
to an eetively 1D situation, the basi mirosopi start-
ing point is a model due to Lieb and Liniger (1963)
H = − ~
2
2M
N∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
+ g1
∑
i<j
δ(xi − xj) . (87)
It is based on pairwise interations with a pseudopoten-
tial ∼ g1δ(x), as given in Eq. (86). This is a valid desrip-
tion of the atual interatomi potential provided that the
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two-body sattering amplitude has the low energy form of
Eq. (85 for all relevant momenta k. In the limit µ≪ ~ω⊥
of a single transverse mode, they obey kℓ⊥ ≪ 1. Remark-
ably, in this regime, the pseudopotential approximation
is always appliable. Indeed, it follows from the lead-
ing orretion ∼ Ω in the low binding energy expansion
f2(Ω) = −1/
√
Ω + A + bΩ + . . . of the funtion dened
in Eq. (82), that the denominator of the 1D sattering
amplitude (85) has the form 1 + ika1 − ib(kℓ⊥)3 + . . .
at low energies with a numerial oeient b = 0.462.
Sine a1 ≈ −ℓ2⊥/a in typial situations where a ≪ ℓ⊥,
the ondition k2 < 1/(aℓ⊥) for a negligible ubi term
∼ k3 in the sattering amplitude is always obeyed in the
regime kℓ⊥ ≪ 1 of a single transverse mode. In this
limit, the interation between old atoms in a 1D tube is
therefore generially desribed by the integrable Hamil-
tonian (87). In the homogeneous ase, stability requires
g1 to be positive
13
, i.e. the 3D sattering length obeys
ℓ⊥ > Aa > 0. At a given 1D density n1 = N/L the
strength of the interations in Eq. (87) is haraterized
by a single dimensionless parameter
γ =
g1n1
~2n21/M
=
2
n1|a1| ≈
2a
n1ℓ2⊥
if ℓ⊥ ≫ a . (88)
In marked ontrast to the 3D situation, the dimensionless
interation strength γ sales inversely with the 1D den-
sity n1 (Petrov et al., 2000b). In one dimension, there-
fore it is the low density limit where interations domi-
nate. This rather ounterintuitive result an be under-
stood physially by noting that the sattering amplitude
Eq. (85) approahes −1 as k → 0. Sine, at a given
interation strength g1, the low energy limit is reahed
at low densities, the atoms in this regime are perfetly
reeted by the repulsive potential of the surrounding
partiles. For γ ≫ 1, therefore, the system approahes a
gas of impenetrable bosons where all the energy is kineti
14
. In partiular, as was shown by Girardeau (1960), at
γ =∞, the hard-ore ondition of a vanishing wave fun-
tion whenever two partile oordinates oinide is fullled
by a wave funtion
ΨB(x1 . . . xN ) =
∏
i<j
| sin [π(xj − xi)/L] | (89)
whih oinides with the absolute value of the wave fun-
tion of a non-interating spinless Fermi gas. Strongly
interating bosons in 1D thus aquire a fermioni har-
ater, a fat well known from the exat solution of a hard
ore Bose or spin 1/2 system on a 1D lattie in terms of
non-interating fermions by the Jordan-Wigner transfor-
mation, see e.g. Wen (2004).
13
For a possible extension to a metastable 'super-Tonks' regime at
g1 < 0 see Astrakharhik et al. (2005a)
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In fat, it follows from the Lieb-Liniger solution disussed below,
that the ratio of the interation and kineti energy per partile
diverges like 1/
√
γ for γ ≪ 1 and dereases monotonially to zero
as 1/γ for γ ≫ 1
Crossover diagram in a harmoni trap In the presene of
an additional harmoni onnement V (x) = Mω20x
2/2
along the axial diretion, the relative interation strength
depends, in addition to the parameter γ introdued
above, also on the ratio α = ℓ0/|a1| ≈ 2aℓ0/ℓ2⊥ be-
tween the osillator length ℓ0 =
√
~/Mω0 and the mag-
nitude of the 1D sattering length. For a tight radial
onnement ℓ⊥ ≈ 40nm and typial values ℓ0 ≈ 2µm
for the axial osillator length, one obtains α ≈ 12 for
87
Rb. This is in fat the interesting regime, sine for
α ≪ 1 the typial relative momenta k ≈ 1/ℓ0 of two
partiles are so large that the strong interation limit
k|a1| ≪ 1 annot be reahed at all. The onditions for
realizing the Tonks-Girardeau (TG) limit in a trap have
been disussed by Petrov et al. (2000b) using a quantum
hydrodynami desription (see also Ho and Ma (1999)
and the review by Petrov et al. (2004a) on trapped gases
in low dimensions). Using Eq. (160) in the appendix,
the phase utuations in a 1D Bose gas behave like
δφ2(x) =
(
ln (|x|/ξ))/K at zero temperature. From the
Lieb-Liniger solution disussed below, both the hara-
teristi healing length ξ ≈ K(γ)/n1 and the dimension-
less so-alled Luttinger parameter K = π~κc are mono-
tonially dereasing funtions of the interation strength.
In partiular, K(γ)→
√
π/γ is muh larger than one in
the limit γ ≪ 1. In this limit, the 1D Bose gas looses
its phase oherene on a sale ℓφ(T = 0) = ξ expK (de-
ned by δφ2(x = ℓφ) ≈ 1), whih exeeds the healing
length by an exponentially large fator. The gas behaves
like a true ondensate as long as its size R is smaller
than ℓφ. Applying the Gross-Pitaevskii equation plus
the loal density approximation, the radius of the asso-
iated Thomas-Fermi prole n1(x) is RTF ≃ (Nα)1/3ℓ0
(Petrov et al., 2000b). The ondition RTF ≫ ℓ0 for the
validity of the Thomas-Fermi approximation is thus al-
ways obeyed if α & 1. In ontrast to the analogous situ-
ation in 3D, however, the weak oupling regime requires
high densities. The loal value n1(0)ξ ≈ K(γ(0)) of the
Luttinger parameter at the trap enter must thus be large
ompared to one. This requires γ(0)≪ 1 or, equivalently,
n1(0)ℓ0 ≈ Nℓ0/RTF ≫ α. As a result, the Thomas-
Fermi prole beomes invalid if N < N⋆ = α
2 ≫ 1. For
partile numbers below N⋆, the trapped gas reahes the
TG-regime. The density distribution is eventually that
of a free Fermi gas, with a hemial potential µ = N~ω0
and a loud size RTG =
√
2Nℓ0. The ontinuous evo-
lution of the density prole and loud size between the
weak oupling and the TG-limit has been disussed by
Dunjko et al. (2001).
At nite temperatures, the dominant phase utu-
ations are thermal and give rise to a linear inrease
δφ2(x) = |x|/ℓφ(T ) with distane on a sale ℓφ(T ) =
~
2ns/MkBT , whih only depends on the 1D superuid
density ns
15
. In a trap of size R, these utuations are
15
To simplify the notation, the dimensionality is not indiated in
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negligible if ℓφ > R. Using ns ≈ N/R and the zero tem-
perature result for the Thomas-Fermi radius at N > N⋆,
this translates into kBT . ~ω0 (N/N⋆)
1/3
. In this range,
the trapped gas is eetively a true BEC with a Thomas-
Fermi density prole and phase oherene extending over
the full loud size. With inreasing temperature, phase
utuations are nongegligible, however density utua-
tions beome only relevant if T exeeds the degeneray
temperature Td = N~ω0 (Petrov et al., 2000b). Dening
a harateristi temperature Tφ = Td/(Nα)
2/3 ≪ Td be-
low whih phase utuations are irrelevant over the sys-
tem size, there is a wide range Tφ < T < Td in whih the
density prole is still that of a BEC, however phase oher-
ene is lost. The system an be thought of as a olletion
of independently utuating loal BEC's and is alled a
quasi-ondensate (Petrov et al., 2000b). At higher tem-
peratures kBT & N~ω0 the gas eventually evolves into
a non-degenerate regime of a Boltzmann gas. The om-
plete rossover diagram is shown in Fig. 19.
Experimentally, the presene of strong phase utua-
tions in a 1D situation already shows up in very elon-
gated 3D ondensates whih still have a Thomas-Fermi
density prole in the radial diretion (i.e. µ ≫ ~ω⊥
suh that many transverse modes are involved). In a
trap, the strong interation prevents that loal veloity
elds due to phase utuations show up in the density
prole. Swithing o the trap, however, the interation
beomes negligible after a ertain expansion time and
then phase utuations are indeed onverted into density
utuations. These have been seen as stripes in absorp-
tion images of highly elongated BEC's by Dettmer et al.
(2001). The linear inrease of the phase utuations
δφ2(x) at nite temperature leads to an exponential de-
ay of the rst order oherene funtion. The resulting
Lorentzian momentum distribution was observed exper-
imentally by Rihard et al. (2003) and by Hellweg et al.
(2003), using Bragg spetrosopy. This enabled a quan-
titative measurement of ℓφ(T ). Moreover, at very low
temperatures, no signiant density utuations were
present, thus onrming the quasi-BEC piture in whih
〈n(x)2〉 ≈ 〈n(x)〉2.
Lieb-Liniger solution As shown by Lieb and Liniger
(1963) the model Eq. (87) an be solved by the Bethe
ansatz. The essential physial property whih lies be-
hind the possibility of this exat solution is the fat that
in one dimension interations only give rise to sattering
but not to diration. All eigenstates of the many-body
problem in the domain 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 . . . ≤ xN ≤ L an
thus be written as a sum
ΨB(x1 . . . xN ) =
∑
P
a(P ) exp i
N∑
l=1
kP (l)xl (90)
the superuid or quasi-ondensate densities ns and n˜0.
FIG. 19 Phase diagram for a 1D Bose gas in a harmoni
trap with α = 10. The Tonks-Girardeau regime is reahed
for small partile numbers N < N⋆ = α
2
and temperatures
below the degeneray limit N~ω0. Reprinted with permission
from Petrov et al. (2000b).
of plane waves with N distint wave vetors kl. They
are ombined with the oordinates xl in all N ! possible
permutations kP (l) of the kl. The assoiated amplitude
a(P ) =
∏
(ij) e
iθij
fatorizes into two-partile satter-
ing phase shifts θij = π + 2 arctan (ki − kj)a1/2, with
a1 the 1D sattering length assoiated with the pseu-
dopotential g1δ(x). Here, the produt (ij) runs over all
permutations of two wavenumbers whih are needed to
generate a given permutation P of the kl from the iden-
tity. Due to a1 ∼ −1/g1, the two-partile phase shifts
θij ∼ g1/(ki − kj) are singular as a funtion of the mo-
menta in the limit g1 → 0 of an eventually ideal Bose gas.
In the limit γ ≫ 1, the phase shifts approah θij = π for
all momenta. Thus a(P )γ=∞ = (−1)|P | is just the parity
of the permutation P and the Bethe ansatz wave fun-
tion Eq. (90) is redued to the free fermion type wave
funtion Eq. (89) of a Tonks-Girardeau gas. For arbi-
trary oupling, both the ground state energy per parti-
le E0/N = n
2
1~
2/2M · e(γ) and the hemial potential
µ = ∂E0/∂N are monotonially inreasing funtions of
γ at xed density n1. For weak interations γ ≪ 1,
the hemial potential µ = g1n1 follows the behavior ex-
peted from a mean eld approah, whih is valid here
for high densities n1|a1| ≫ 1. In the low density regime
γ ≫ 1, in turn, µ = ~2(πn1)2/2M approahes a ou-
pling independent value whih is just the Fermi energy
assoiated with kF = πn1. The energy per partile in
this regime is of ompletely kineti origin, independent
of the interation strength γ. This remarkable property
of the Tonks-Girardeau gas has been observed experi-
mentally by Kinoshita et al. (2004) (see Fig. 20). They
have measured the axial expansion energy of an array of
1D Bose gases as a funtion of the strength U0 of the
transverse onnement. Sine ω⊥ ∼
√
U0, the dimen-
sionless oupling γ is monotonially inreasing with U0
at xed density n1. In the weak onnement limit, the
expansion energy sales linearly with
√
U0, reeting the
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FIG. 20 Average axial energy per partile and equivalent tem-
perature T1D as a funtion of the transverse onnement U0.
With inreasing values of U0, the energy rosses over from a
weakly interating Bose gas (long-dashed line) to a Tonks-
Girardeau gas (short-dashed line), where T1D is indepen-
dent of U0. Reprinted with permission from Kinoshita et al.
(2004).
mean eld behavior e(γ) = γ(1 − 4√γ/3π + . . .) of the
average energy per partile. By ontrast, for large values
of
√
U0, where |a1| beomes shorter than the average in-
terpartile spaing, the energy e(γ) = π2(1−4/γ+ . . .)/3
saturates at a value whih is xed by the density.
The low lying exitations of the Lieb-Liniger model
have been obtained exatly by Lieb (1963a). Surpris-
ingly, it turned out that there are two types of exita-
tions, both with a linear spetrum ω = cq at low mo-
menta. One of them has a Bogoliubov like dispersion,
linear at qξ ≪ 1 and quadrati at qξ ≫ 1. The rossover
from olletive to single-partile behavior ours at a
harateristi length ξ, whih is related to the hemi-
al potential in the ground state via µ = ~2/(2Mξ2). In
the limit γ ≪ 1, the rossover length an be expressed
in the form ξn1 = γ
−1/2 ≫ 1. Similar to the situa-
tion in three dimensions, the weak oupling regime an
therefore be haraterized by the fat that the healing
length is muh larger than the average interpartile spa-
ing n−11 , By ontrast, for strong oupling γ ≫ 1, where
the hemial potential approahes the Fermi energy of
a spinless, non-interating Fermi gas at density n1, the
healing length ξ is essentially idential with the aver-
age interpartile distane. The sound veloity c turns
out to oinide with the simple thermodynami formula
Mc2 = ∂µ/∂n whih is obtained from the quantum hy-
drodynami Hamiltonian Eq. (158) under the assumption
that the superuid density at T = 0 oinides with the
full density. The ground state of the Lieb-Liniger gas is in
fat fully superuid at arbitrary values of γ in the sense of
Eq. (156), despite the fat that phase utuations destroy
plain BEC even at zero temperature. The sound veloity
inreases monotonially with γ, approahing the nite
value c(∞) = vF = ~πn1/M of an ideal Fermi gas in the
Tonks-Girardeau limit. The seond type of exitations
found by Lieb (1963a) also has a linear dispersion at small
FIG. 21 Axial momentum distribution of a lattie based one-
dimensional bosoni quantum gas for (a) γL ≈ 14 and (b)
γL ≈ 24. The solid urve is the theoretial momentum distri-
bution based on fermionization and the short and long-dashed
urves in (a) denote the expeted values for a non-interating
Bose gas and a non-interating Fermi gas, respetively. The
insets show the orresponding in-trap density distributions.
Reprinted with permission from Paredes et al. (2004).
q with the same veloity. However, in ontrast to the
Bogoliubov-like spetrum disussed before, it is restrited
to a nite range |q| ≤ πn1 and terminates with a vanish-
ing group veloity. It turns out, that these exitations are
preisely the solitons of the nonlinear Shrödinger equa-
tion (Ishikawa and Takayama, 1980), for a disussion in
the old gas ontext see Jakson and Kavoulakis (2002).
Momentum distribution in the Luttinger liquid regime To
obtain the momentum distribution of a strongly orre-
lated 1D Bose gas, it is onvenient to start from a quan-
tum hydrodynami desription of the one-partile den-
sity matrix. At zero temperature, the logarithmi in-
rease δφ2(x) =
(
ln |x|/ξ)/K of the phase utuations
with distane (see Eq. (160)), leads to an algebrai de-
ay of g(1)(x) at sales beyond the healing length ξ. The
assoiated exponent 1/(2K) is rather small in the weak
oupling regime and approahes its limiting value 1/2 in
the TG-limit. The resulting momentum distribution thus
exhibits a power-law divergene n˜(k) ∼ k−(1−(1/2K)) for
kξ ≪ 1. At any nite temperature, however, this di-
vergene is uto due to thermal phase utuations. In-
deed, these utuations inrease linearly with distane
δφ2(x) = |x|/ℓφ(T ) on a sale ℓφ(T ), implying an ex-
ponential deay of the one-partile density matrix for
|x| > ℓφ. This leads to a rounding of the momentum
distribution at small k ≃ 1/ℓφ.
Experimentally, the momentum distribution of a
Tonks-Girardeau gas has been observed for ultraold
atoms in a 2D optial lattie by Paredes et al. (2004).
There a weak optial lattie along the one-dimensional
quantum gases was applied in order to tune the system
into the strongly interating regime, where K is lose to
one. Indeed, for the low lling fators f ≪ 1 used in the
experiment, there is no Mott insulating phase. The 1D
Bose-Hubbard model at f ≪ 1 desribes a bosoni Lut-
tinger liquid with K ≈ 1 + 4πf/γL (Cazalilla, 2004b),
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where γL = U/J is the eetive oupling parameter on
a lattie. Inreasing the axial lattie depth, this ratio
beomes very large, of order γL = 5 − 200. As shown
in Fig. 21, the resulting momentum distributions exhibit
a power-law deay over a wide momentum range. They
are in very good agreement with a fermionization-based
alulation of a hard-ore Bose gas in a harmoni on-
nement. The momentum distributions at nite values
of U have been studied by Quantum Monte Carlo al-
ulations, noting that although the nal hardore limit
is only reahed for large values of γL →∞ (Pollet et al.,
2004), the deviations in the momentum distribution om-
pared to fermionized bosons are less than a few perent
already for γL > 5 (Wessel et al., 2005). In the exper-
iment, a signiant deviation from the limiting value of
1−1/(2K)→ 1/2 of the exponent in the momentum dis-
tribution at small values of k is found, whih is masked
by nite temperature eets and nite size ut-os. For
larger momenta, the momentum distribution of the quan-
tum gas is determined by short-range orrelations be-
tween the partiles, whih an inrease the oeient of
the power-law deay in the momentum distribution above
1/2 in the experiment. In fat, it has been shown by
Olshanii and Dunjko (2003), that the momentum distri-
bution of a homogeneous 1D Bose gas at large momenta
kξ ≫ 1 should behave like 1/k4 as long as kre ≪ 1.
The parameter K = π~κc determines the asymptoti
behavior not only of the one-partile density matrix but
in fat of all orrelation funtions. This may be un-
derstood from Haldane's desription of 1D Bose liquids
16
in terms of their long wavelength density osillations
(Haldane, 1981). In its most elementary form, this is just
the 1D version of the quantum hydrodynami Hamilto-
nian Eq. (158). Introduing a eld θˆ(x) whih is related
to the small utuations around the average density by
δnˆ1(x) = ∂xθˆ(x)/π, the eetive Hamiltonian desribing
the low lying exitations is of the form
Hˆ =
~c
2π
∫
dx
[
K(∂xφˆ)
2 +
1
K
(∂xθˆ)
2
]
(91)
with sound veloity c. The low energy physis of a 1D
Bose liquid is thus ompletely determined by the ve-
loity c and the dimensionless parameter K. In the
translation invariant ase, K = π~n1/Mc is xed by
c and the average density. Moreover, for interations
whih may be desribed by a 1D pseudopotential, K
may be expressed in terms of the mirosopi oupling
onstant γ by using the Lieb-Liniger solution. The re-
sulting value of K = vF /c dereases monotonially from
K(γ) = π/
√
γ ≫ 1 in the weak interation, high density
limit toK(γ) = 1+4/γ+. . . in the Tonks-Girardeau limit
(see Cazalilla (2004a)). The propertyK > 1 for repulsive
16
In the ontext of old gases the notion of a quantum liquid is -
of ourse - purely onventional. These systems are stable only in
the gaseous phase, yet may be strongly interating.
bosons is valid quite generally for interations whih de-
ay faster than 1/x3 suh that the 1D sattering length a1
is nite. Formally, the algebrai deay of g(1)(x) in a 1D
gas at zero temperature is very similar to the situation in
2D at nite temperatures, where g(1)(r) exhibits a power
law deay with exponent η (see Eq. (100)). Apart from
the dierent nature of the phase utuations (quantum
versus thermal), there is, however, an important dier-
ene between both situations. In the 2D ase, superu-
idity is lost via the BKT-transition one η > 1/4 (see
Eq. (101)). By ontrast, in one dimension, there is no
suh restrition on the exponent and superuidity still
persists if K < 2. The origin of this dierene is related
to the fat that phase slips in one dimension require a
non-zero modulation of the potential, e.g. by a weak op-
tial lattie (Bühler et al., 2003). Formally, it is related
to a Berry phase term beyond Eq. (91), whih onnes
vortex-antivortex pairs in this ase, see Wen (2004).
Two-and three-partile orrelations An intuitive under-
standing of the evolution from a weakly interating quasi-
ondensate to a Tonks-Girardeau gas with inreasing val-
ues of γ is provided by onsidering the pair distribution
funtion g(2)(x). It is dened by the density orrelation
funtion 〈nˆ(x)nˆ(0)〉 = n1δ(x) + n21 g(2)(x) and is a mea-
sure of the probability to nd two partiles to be sepa-
rated by a distane x. For an ideal BEC in three dimen-
sions, the pair distribution funtion is equal to g(2)(x) ≡
1 at arbitrary distanes. Above Tc, it drops monotoni-
ally from g(2)(0) = 2 to the trivial limit g(2)(∞) = 1
of any homogeneous system on the sale of the thermal
wavelength λT . For old atoms in 3D, these basi results
on bosoni two-partile orrelations have been veried ex-
perimentally by Öttl et al. (2005) and Shellekens et al.
(2005). For the Lieb-Liniger gas, the loal value of the
pair orrelation g(2)(0) = de(γ)/dγ an be obtained di-
retly from the derivative of the dimensionless ground
state energy (Gangardt and Shlyapnikov, 2003). The ex-
at result for e(γ) then gives g(2)(0) = 1−2√γ/π+. . . and
g(2)(0) =
(
2π/
√
3γ
)2 → 0 in the limits γ ≪ 1 and γ ≫ 1,
respetively. For weak oupling, therefore, there is only
a small repulsive orrelation hole around eah partile.
By ontrast, in the strong oupling limit, the probabil-
ity to nd two bosons at the same point vanishes like
1/γ2. In the Tonks-Girardeau limit, the equivalene of
density orrelations to that of a free Fermi gas allows
to determine the full pair distribution funtion exatly
as g(2)(x) = 1 − (sin(πn1x)/πn1x)2. For low densities,
therefore, the zero range repulsion strongly suppresses
ongurations in whih two bosons ome loser than their
mean interpartile distane. Note that the pair orre-
lation exhibits appreiable osillations with wave ve-
tor 2kF = 2πn1 even though the momentum distribu-
tion is ompletely ontinuous at kF . Experimentally, the
loal value g(2)(0) of the pair orrelation funtion has
be determined by Kinoshita et al. (2005), using photo-
assoiation. As suggested by Gangardt and Shlyapnikov
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FIG. 22 Loal pair orrelation funtion from photo-
assoiation measurements as a funtion of the interation pa-
rameter γeff averaged over an ensemble of 1D Bose gases. The
theoretial predition is shown as a solid line. Reprinted with
permission from Kinoshita et al. (2005).
(2003), the rate K1 = K3 · g(2)(0) for stimulated transi-
tions in whih two atoms in a ontinuum state are trans-
ferred to a bound moleule is simply redued by a fator
g(2)(0) from the orresponding value in 3D, provided the
transfer ours loally on a length sale muh less than
the transverse osillator length. The photo-assoiation
rate in a one dimensional situation is thus strongly re-
dued at γ ≫ 1 due to the muh smaller probability for
two atoms to be at the same point. From measurements
of the atom loss after a variable time of photo-assoiation
in an array of several thousand 1D traps with partile
numbers in the range 40 < N < 240, Kinoshita et al.
(2005) have thus extrated the value of g(2)(0). As shown
in Fig. 22 the results are in very good agreement with
theory over a wide range of interation onstants up to
γ ≈ 10.
The loal value of three-body orrelation
funtion g(3)(0) has also been alulated by
Gangardt and Shlyapnikov (2003). It behaves like
g(3)(0) = 1− 6√γ/π+ . . . and g(3)(0) ∼ (π/γ)6 for small
or large γ respetively. The predited suppression of
three-body reombination losses has been observed by
Tolra et al. (2004), using the strong onnement in a 2D
optial lattie.
In-situ measurements of density utuations have been
performed by Esteve et al. (2006). They observe a
rossover from an eetively high temperature regime
at low densities n1 ≪ (|a1|/λ4T )1/3, where the number
utuations exeed the shot noise level due to bunh-
ing in an essentially ideal Bose gas. At high densities,
a quasi-ondensate regime is reahed with n1a ≃ 0.7,
lose to the limit of a single transverse mode. There,
the number utuations are strongly suppressed and may
be desribed by a 1D Bogoliubov desription of quasi-
ondensates (Mora and Castin, 2003).
Weak optial latties and oupled 1D gases The problem of
a 1D Bose gas in a weak optial lattie has been disussed
by Bühler et al. (2003). Using the extension in 1D of the
phase-density representation (159) of the eld operator
in a quantum hydrodynami desription whih aounts
for the disrete nature of the partiles (Haldane, 1981),
a periodi potential ommensurate with the average par-
tile density gives rise to an additional nonlinear term
cos 2θ(x) in (91). This is the well known sine-Gordon
model (Giamarhi, 2004), whih exhibits a transition at
a ritial value Kc = 2. For K > 2 the ground state of
the Lieb-Liniger gas remains superuid in a weak optial
lattie. For (1 <)K < 2, in turn, the atoms are loked in
an inompressible Mott state even in an arbitrary weak
periodi lattie. From the exat Lieb-Liniger result for
K(γ), the ritial value Kc = 2 is reahed at γc ≈ 3.5.
In a onguration using 2D optial latties, a whole
array of typially several thousand parallel 1D gases are
generated. For a very large amplitude of the optial lat-
tie V⊥ & 30Er, hopping between dierent 1D gases is
negligible and the system deouples into independent 1D
tubes. By ontinuously lowering V⊥, however, it is pos-
sible to study the rossover from a 1D to a 3D situation.
The equilibrium phase diagram of an array of 1D tubes
with an adjustable transverse hopping J⊥ has been stud-
ied by (Ho et al., 2004). It exhibits a fully phase oherent
BEC for suiently large values of J⊥ and the 1D Lut-
tinger parameter K. For a detailed disussion of weakly
oupled 1D gases see Cazalilla et al. (2006).
C. Repulsive and attrative fermions
As mentioned in subsetion A, ultraold Fermi gases
in a truly 1D regime εF ≪ ~ω⊥ have been realized using
strong optial latties. In the presene of an additional
axial onnement with frequeny ω0, the Fermi energy
is εF = N~ω0. The requirement that only the low-
est transverse mode is populated therefore requires small
partile numbers N ≪ ω⊥/ω0. Typial temperatures
in these gases are around kBT ≈ 0.2εF (Moritz et al.,
2005), whih is not small enough, to observe non-trivial
many-body eets. We will therefore disuss the basi
phenomena whih may be studied with ultraold fermions
in one dimension only briey.
In a spin-polarised 1D Fermi gas, only p-wave inter-
ations are possible. As shown by Granger and Blume
(2004), the orresponding Feshbah resonanes are
shifted due to the onnement in a similar way as
in (86) above. This was onrmed experimentally by
Günter et al. (2005). In the ase of two dierent states,
s-wave sattering dominates in the ultraold limit. For
repulsive interations one obtains a fermioni Luttinger
liquid, whih is basially a two omponent version of
the quantum hydrodynami Hamiltonian (91). It has
a twofold linear exitation spetrum for utuations of
the total density and the density dierene ('spin den-
sity') respetively. Generially, the veloities of 'harge'
and spin exitations are dierent. This is the most el-
ementary form of 'spin-harge separation', whih
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been veried experimentally in semiondutor quantum
wires (Auslaender et al., 2005). In the ontext of ultra-
old Fermi gases in a harmoni trap, spin-harge sepa-
ration eets show up in olletive exitation frequenies
(Reati et al., 2003) or in the propagation of wavepak-
ets (Kollath et al., 2005). A genuine observation of spin-
harge separation, however, requires to study single par-
tile orrelations and annot be inferred from olletive
exitations only.
For attrative interations, a spin 1/2 Fermi gas whih
is desribed by the basi Hamiltonian Eq. (87) is a so-
alled Luther-Emery liquid. Its utuations in the to-
tal density still have a linear spetrum ω(q) = cq, how-
ever there is a nite gap for spin exitations (Giamarhi,
2004). The origin of this gap is the appearane of bound
pairs of fermions with opposite spin. The spetrum
ωs(q) =
√
(∆s/2~)2 + (vsq)2 for small osillations of the
spin density is similar to that of quasipartiles in the BCS
theory. In analogy to Eq. (88) for the bosoni problem,
the dimensionless oupling onstant γ = −2/n1a1 < 0 is
inversely proportional to both the 1D sattering length
a1 = −ℓ2⊥/a+Aℓ⊥ (now for fermions in dierent states,
note that attrative interations a < 0 imply a positive
1D sattering length a1) and to the total 1D density
n1 = n1↑ + n1↓. As shown by Gaudin (1967) and Yang
(1967), the model is exatly soluble by the Bethe ansatz.
For weak oupling, |γ| . 1, the spin gap ∆s ≡ 2∆BCS
∆s(γ) =
16εF
π
√
|γ|
π
e−π
2/2|γ| . (92)
has a form similar to that in BCS theory, exept for an
interation dependent prefator ∼
√
|γ|. Note, however,
that the weak oupling regime is reahed at high den-
sities n1|a1| ≫ 1, in ontrast to 3D, where kF |a| ≪ 1
in the BCS limit. At low densities, where 1/γ → 0−,
the spin gap approahes the two-body bound state en-
ergy ∆s → εb, whih was measured by rf-spetrosopy
(Moritz et al., 2005), as disussed above. In this regime,
the tightly bound fermion pairs behave like a hard ore
Bose gas. The strong oupling BEC limit of attrative
fermions in 1D thus appears to be a Tonks-Girardeau gas,
very dierent from the nearly ideal Bose gas expeted in a
3D situation (see setion VIII). However, in the presene
of a harmoni waveguide, the assoiated transverse osil-
lator length ℓ⊥ ≡
√
~/Mω⊥ denes an additional length,
not present in a stritly 1D desription. As shown in se-
tion V.A, the exat solution of the sattering problem
for two partiles in suh a waveguide always exhibits a
two-body bound state, whatever the sign and magnitude
of the sattering length a. Its binding energy right at the
onnement indued resonane is equal to εb = 2~ω⊥.
Sine ~ω⊥ ≫ εF in the limit of a singly oupied trans-
verse hannel, the two-partile bound state energy ǫb is
the largest energy sale in the problem beyond this point.
In the regime after the onnement indued resonane,
where γ beomes positive, the appropriate degrees of free-
dom are therefore no longer the single atoms, but instead
are strongly bound fermion pairs. An exat solution of
the four-body problem in a quasi 1D geometry with tight
harmoni onnement shows, that these dimers have
a repulsive interation (Mora et al., 2005). Attrative
fermions in 1D thus ontinuously evolve from a fermioni
Luther-Emery liquid to a gas of repulsive bosons. As
realized by Fuhs et al. (2004) and Tokatly (2004), the
1D BCS-BEC rossover problem an be solved exatly
by the Bethe ansatz, onneting the Gaudin-Yang model
on the fermioni side with the Lieb-Liniger model on the
bosoni side.
The problem of attrative Fermi gases in one dimen-
sion at dierent densities n↑ 6= n↓ of the two ompo-
nents has reently been solved by Hu et al. (2007b) and
Orso (2007). The superuid ground state with equal
densities beomes unstable above a ritial eld hc =
∆s/2. This is the analog of the Clogston-Chandrasekhar
limit (Chandrasekhar, 1962; Clogston, 1962), where the
paired ground state is destroyed by the paramagneti,
or Pauli, mehanism. In 3D this has been observed by
Zwierlein et al. (2006). In ontrast to the 3D ase, how-
ever, the transition is ontinuous in 1D and the result
hc = ∆s/2 holds for arbitrary oupling strengths. More-
over, sine the gap beomes large at low densities, the SF
phase with zero density imbalane appears at the trap
edge. The phase in the trap enter, in turn, is a partially
polarized phase whih still has superuid orrelations.
As argued by Yang et al. (2001) using Bosonization, this
phase exhibits an osillating superuid order parame-
ter similar to that predited by Fulde and Ferrell (1964);
Larkin and Ovhinnikov (1965) in a narrow range above
the Clogston-Chandrasekhar limit. In ontrast to the 3D
situation, non-onventional superuid order is thus ex-
peted in a rather wide range of parameters.
VI. TWO-DIMENSIONAL BOSE GASES
The two-dimensional Bose gas is a system whih
presents many interesting features from a many-body
physis perspetive. The rst question that arises on-
erns the possibility to reah Bose-Einstein ondensation
in a uniform system. The answer to this question is neg-
ative, both for the ideal and the interating gas. In-
deed in redued dimensionality long range order is de-
stroyed by thermal utuations at any nite tempera-
ture. However in an interating 2D gas the destrution
of order is only marginal and superuidity an still o-
ur below a nite ritial temperature Tc. Above Tc,
the quasi-long range order is destroyed via the meh-
anism that was eluidated by Berezinskii (1971), and
Kosterlitz and Thouless (1973) and whih onsists in the
breaking of pairs of vorties with opposite irulations.
As shown by Nelson and Kosterlitz (1977) this senario
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implies a jump in the superuid density
17
from a nite
and universal value ns(Tc)/(kBTc) = 2M/(π~
2) to zero,
right at Tc. Equivalently, the thermal wavelength λT
obeys ns(Tc)λ
2
T = 4. This predition has been experi-
mentally tested using helium lms (Bishop and Reppy,
1978, 1980).
Quantum atomi gases provide a new system where
this onept of a quasi-long range order an be exper-
imentally tested. However the addition of a harmoni
potential to onne the gas in the plane hanges the
problem signiantly. For example onventional Bose-
Einstein ondensation of an ideal gas is possible in a 2D
harmoni potential. For an interating gas, the situa-
tion is more involved; a true BEC is still expeted at
extremely low temperature. At slightly higher tempera-
ture phase utuations may destabilize it and turn it into
a quasi-ondensate phase, whih is turned into a normal
gas above the degeneray temperature. We review in
this setion the main features of atomi 2D gases and we
disuss the experimental results obtained so far.
We start with an ideal gas of N bosons at temperature
T , onned in a square box of size L2. Using the Bose-
Einstein distribution and assuming a smooth variation of
the population of the various energy states, we an take
the thermodynami limit N,L → ∞ in suh a way that
the density n = N/L2 stays onstant. We then nd a
relation between the density n, the thermal wavelength
λT = h/(2πMkBT )
1/2
and the hemial potential µ:
nλ2T = − ln
(
1− eµ/(kBT )
)
. (93)
This relation allows one to derive the value of µ for any
value of the degeneray parameter nλ2T . It indiates
that no ondensation takes plae in 2D, ontrarily to the
3D ase. In the latter ase the relation between n3Dλ
3
T
and µ eases to admit a solution above the ritial value
n3Dλ
3
T = 2.612, whih is the signature for BEC.
Consider now N bosons onned by the potential
V (r) = Mω2r2/2 in the xy plane. The presene of a
trap modies the density of states and BEC is predited
to our for an ideal gas when the temperature is be-
low the ritial temperature T0 (Bagnato and Kleppner,
1991):
N =
π2
6
(
kBT0
~ω
)2
. (94)
However it should be pointed out that the ondensation
remains a very fragile phenomenon in a 2D harmoni
potential. To show this point we alulate the spatial
density n(x) using the loal density and semilassial ap-
proximations, whih amounts to replaing µ by µ−V (x)
in Eq. (93)
n(x)λ2T = − ln(1− e(µ−V (x))/kBT ) . (95)
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Note that, unless expliitly indiated, all densities in this setion
are areal and not volume densities
Taking µ → 0 to reah the ondensation threshold and
integrating over x, we reover the result (94). But we
also note that nmax(0) = ∞, whih means that the on-
densation in a 2D harmoni potential ours only when
the 2D spatial density at the enter of the trap is in-
nite. This should be ontrasted with the result for
a 3D harmonially trapped Bose gas, where ondensa-
tion ours at a entral density n3D,max(0) = ζ(3/2)/λ
3
T ,
whih is equal (in the semi-lassial approximation) to
the threshold density in a homogenous system (see e.g.
Pitaevskii and Stringari (2003)).
A. The uniform Bose gas in two dimensions
We now turn to the more realisti ase of a system
with repulsive interations and we onsider in this se-
tion the ase of a uniform gas. We will restrit here to
well established results, the main goal being to prepare
the disussion of the trapped gas ase, that will be ad-
dressed in the next setion. The rst task is to model
the atom interation in a onvenient way. As it has been
done for a 1D system, it is tempting to use a ontat term
g2 δ(x), whih leads to a hemial potential µ = g2n in
a mean-eld approximation. However two-dimensional
sattering has very peuliar properties and we will see
that in general it is not possible to desribe interations
in 2D by a oupling onstant g2, and that one has to turn
to an energy dependent oeient. We will then disuss
the many-body state expeted at low temperature, and
present briey the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless tran-
sition.
We start by some onsiderations onerning quantum
sattering in two dimensions. We onsider two partiles
of mass M moving in the xy plane and we restrit here
to low energy motion where the sattering is isotropi.
The sattering state an be written (Adhikari, 1986)
ψk(x) ∼ eik·x −
√
i
8π
f(k)
eikr√
kr
(96)
where k is the inident wave vetor and f(k) the di-
mensionless sattering amplitude for the relative energy
E = ~2k2/M . At low energy, one gets for the sattering
amplitude the following variation
f(k) =
4
− cot δ0(k) + i →
4π
2 ln(1/ka2) + iπ
, (97)
whih denes the 2D sattering length a2. Taking for
instane a square well interation potential of depth V0
and diameter b it is equal to a2= bF (k0b), with F (x) =
exp [J0(x)/(xJ1(x))] and k0 =
√
2MV0/~. Note that, in
ontrast to the situation in 3D, where limk→0 f(k) = −a,
in 2D f(k) tends to 0 when k → 0. The total ross-setion
λ = |f(k)|2/4k (dimension of a length), however, tends
to innity.
Sine the oupling oeient g2 is diretly related to
the sattering amplitude, it appears that 2D systems are
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peuliar in the sense that the oupling oeient is intrin-
sially energy dependent, by ontrast to 1D and 3D sys-
tems. In addition to the sattering amplitude f(k), one
may need the o-shell T−matrix when addressing many-
body problems. It has been alulated for 2D hard disks
by Morgan et al. (2002). The extension of the notion of
a zero-range interation potential to the two-dimensional
ase is disussed by Olshanii and Prioupenko (2002).
We now turn to a marosopi assembly of bosoni
partiles and we rst address the T = 0 situation. The
ase of a gas of hard disks of diameter b and surfae den-
sity n has been studied by Shik (1971). The onlu-
sion is that Bose-Einstein ondensation is reahed with a
large ondensate fration, provided
(
ln(1/nb2)
)−1 ≪ 1.
This onstitutes the small parameter of the problem, to
be ompared with
√
na3 in 3D. The hemial poten-
tial is then µ ≃ 4π~2n/ [M ln(1/nb2)], indiating that
the proper hoie for g2 is (within logarithmi au-
ray) g2 = ~
2g˜2/M , where the dimensionless number
g˜2 is equal to the sattering amplitude f(k) taken for
the energy E = 2µ. Corretions to the result of Shik
(1971) for more realisti densities have been alulated
by Andersen (2002); Pilati et al. (2005); Prioupenko
(2004).
In the nite temperature ase, the impossibility for 2D
BEC already mentioned for an ideal gas remains valid
for an interating gas with repulsive interations. This
was antiipated by Peierls (1935) in the general ontext
of long range order in low dimensional systems. It was
shown rigorously for interating bosons by Hohenberg
(1967), based on arguments by Bogoliubov (1960). A
ompletely equivalent argument was given for lattie spin
systems byMermin and Wagner (1966). To prove this re-
sult one an make a redutio ad absurdum. Suppose that
the temperature is small, but nite (T 6= 0) and that a
ondensate is present in the mode k = 0, with a density
n0. By the Bogoliubov inequality the number of partiles
n˜k in state k 6= 0 satises
n˜k +
1
2
≥ kBT
~2k2/M
n0
n
. (98)
In the thermodynami limit, the number of partiles N ′
in the exited states is
N ′ =
∑
k
n˜k =
L2
4π2
∫
n˜k d
2k . (99)
When k tends to zero the dominant term in the lower
bound given above varies as 1/k2. In 2D, this leads
to a logarithmially diverging ontribution of the inte-
gral originating from low momenta. This means that the
starting hypothesis (existene of a ondensate in k = 0)
is wrong in 2D.
Even though there is no BEC for a homogeneous, in-
nite 2D Bose gas, the system at low temperature an be
viewed as a quasi-ondensate, i.e. a ondensate with a
utuating phase (Kagan et al., 1987; Popov, 1987). The
state of the system is well desribed by a wave funtion
FIG. 23 Mirosopi mehanism at the origin of the superuid
transition in the uniform 2D Bose gas. Below the transition
temperature vorties only exist in the form of bound pairs
formed by two vorties with opposite irulation. Above the
transition temperature free vorties proliferate, ausing an
exponential deay of the one-body orrelation funtion g1(r).
ψ(x) =
√
n˜0(x) e
iφ(x)
and the two dimensional harater
is revealed by the spei statistial behavior of the spa-
tial orrelation funtions of the phase φ(x) and the quasi-
ondensate density n˜0(x). Atually repulsive interations
tend to redue the density utuations and one an in
rst approximation fous on phase utuations only. The
energy arising from these phase utuations has two on-
tributions. The rst one originates from phonon-type ex-
itations, where the phase varies smoothly in spae. The
seond one is due to quantized vorties, i.e. points where
the density is zero and around whih the phase varies by
a multiple of 2π. For our purpose it is suient to on-
sider only singly harged vorties, where the phase varies
by ±2π around the vortex ore.
Berezinskii (1971) and Kosterlitz and Thouless (1973)
have identied how a phase transition an our in this
system, when the temperature is varied (Fig. 23). At low
temperature the gas has a nite superuid density ns.
The one-body orrelation funtion deays algebraially
at large distane:
T < Tc : ng
(1)(r) = 〈ψˆ(x) ψˆ(0)〉 ∝ r−η (100)
with η = (nsλ
2
T )
−1
. The remarkable fat that there is an
exat relation between the oherene properties of the
system and the superuid density is explained in the ap-
pendix. Free vorties are absent in this low temperature
phase and vorties exist only in the form of bound pairs,
formed by two vorties with opposite irulations. At
very low temperatures the ontribution of these vortex
pairs to the orrelation funtion g(1) is negligible, and the
algebrai deay of g(1) is dominated by phonons. When
T inreases, bound vortex pairs lead to a renormalisation
of ns, whih remains nite as long as T is lower than the
ritial temperature Tc dened by
T = Tc : nsλ
2
T = 4 . (101)
Above Tc the deay of g
(1)(r) is exponential or even Gaus-
sian, one the temperature is large enough that the gas
is lose to an ideal system. With inreasing temperature,
therefore, the superuid density undergoes a jump at the
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ritial point from 4/λ2T (Tc) to 0 (Nelson and Kosterlitz,
1977). Note that Eq. (101) is atually an impliit equa-
tion for the temperature sine the relation between the
superuid density ns(T ) and the total density n remains
to be determined. The physial phenomenon at the ori-
gin of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transi-
tion is related to the breaking of the pairs of vorties
with opposite irulation. For T slightly above Tc, free
vorties proliferate and form a disordered gas of phase de-
fets, whih are responsible for the exponential deay of
g(1). For higher temperatures the gas eventually exhibits
strong density utuations and the notion of vorties be-
omes irrelevant.
The value given above for the transition temperature
an be reovered rather simply by evaluating the likeli-
hood to have a free vortex appearing in a superuid ou-
pying a disk of radius R (Kosterlitz and Thouless, 1973).
One needs to alulate the free energy F = E − TS of
this state. The energy E orresponds to the kineti en-
ergy of the superuid; assuming that the vortex is at
the enter of the disk, the veloity eld is v = ~/(Mr),
hene E = πns
∫
v2(r) r dr = π~2/M ln(R/ξ), where we
set the lower bound of the integral equal to the healing
length ξ, sine it gives approximately the size of the vor-
tex ore. The entropy assoiated with positioning the
vortex ore of area πξ2 in the superuid disk of area πR2
is kB ln(R
2/ξ2), hene the expression of the free energy:
F
kBT
=
1
2
(
nsλ
2
T − 4
)
ln(R/ξ) . (102)
For nsλ
2
T > 4 the free energy is large and positive for a
large system (R≫ ξ), indiating that the appearane of a
free vortex is very unlikely. On the opposite for nsλ
2
T < 4,
the large and negative free energy signals the prolifera-
tion of free vorties. The ritial temperature estimated
above from a single vortex piture turns out to oinide
with the temperature where pairs of vorties with oppo-
site irulation dissoiate. Suh pairs have a nite en-
ergy even in an innite system (Kosterlitz and Thouless,
1973).
The question remains how to relate the various spa-
tial densities appearing in this desription, suh as the
total density n, and the superuid density ns. In the
Coulomb gas analogy where positive and negative harges
orrespond to lokwise and ounterlokwise vorties
(see e.g. Minnhagen (1987)) these two quantities are
related by ns/n = 1/ε(T ), where ε(T ) is the dieletri
onstant of the 2D Coulomb gas. For an extremely di-
lute Bose gas the relation between n and ns has been
addressed by Fisher and Hohenberg (1988). Their treat-
ment is valid in the limit of ultra weak interations
ǫ = 1/ ln(ln(1/(na22))) ≪ 1, where a2 is the 2D satter-
ing length. They obtain the result ns/n ∼ ǫ on the low
temperature side of the transition point. Using Monte-
Carlo alulation, Prokof'ev et al. (2001) have studied
the ase of weak, but more realisti interations. De-
noting ~
2g˜2/m the eetive long wavelength interation
onstant, they obtain the following result for the total
density at the ritial point: nλ2T = ln(C/g˜2) where the
dimensionless number C = 380 ± 3. A typial value for
g˜2 in old atom experiments is in the range 0.010.2,
whih leads to a total phase spae density at the rit-
ial point nλ2T in the range 7.510.5. Prokof'ev et al.
(2001) also evaluate the redution of density utuation
with respet to the expeted result 〈n2〉 = 2〈n〉2 for
an ideal gas. They observe that these utuations are
strongly redued at the transition point for the domain
of oupling parameters relevant for atomi gases. These
high preision Monte-Carlo methods also allow one to
study the utuation region around the transition point
(Prokof'ev and Svistunov, 2005).
The BKT mehanism has been the subjet of sev-
eral studies and onrmations in various branhes of
ondensed matter physis (for a review see Minnhagen
(1987)). In the ontext of Bose uids, Bishop and Reppy
(1978) performed an experiment with helium lms ad-
sorbed on an osillating substrate. The hange in the mo-
ment of inertia of the system gave aess to the superuid
fration and showed a lear evidene for the BKT tran-
sition. In an experiment performed with atomi hydro-
gen adsorbed on superuid helium, Safonov et al. (1998)
observed a rapid variation of the reombination rate of
the 2D hydrogen gas when the phase spae density was
approahing the ritial value Eq. (101). However it is
still a matter of debate whether one an reah a quan-
titative agreement between these experimental observa-
tions and the theoretial models (Andersen et al., 2002;
Kagan et al., 2000; Stoof, 1994).
B. The trapped Bose gas in 2D
The reent progress onerning the manipulation, ool-
ing and trapping of neutral atomi gases with eletromag-
neti elds has naturally opened the way to the study
of planar Bose gases. In order to prepare 2D atomi
gases one freezes the motion along the z diretion us-
ing either light indued fores or magneti fores. This
onning potential V (z) has to be strong enough so that
all relevant energies for the gas (hemial potential, tem-
perature) are well below the exitation energy from the
ground state to the rst exited state in V (z). The two
other diretions x, y are muh more weakly onned. The
potential in the xy plane is harmoni in all experiments so
far. Here we rst review the main experimental shemes
that have been implemented. We then disuss the new
features that appear beause of the harmoni onne-
ment in the xy plane and we present the urrent status
of experimental investigations onerning the oherene
properties of these trapped 2D gases.
Experimental realizations of a 2D gas The oneptually
simplest sheme to produe a 2D gas is to use a sheet
of light with a red detuning with respet to the atomi
resonane. The dipole potential then attrats the atoms
towards the loations of high light intensity, and ensures
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a strong onnement in the diretion perpendiular to
the light sheet. This tehnique has been implemented
at MIT by Görlitz et al. (2001) for sodium atoms. A
1064 nm laser was foused using ylindrial lenses, and
provided a trapping frequeny ωz/(2π) around 1000 Hz
along the z diretion. The red-detuned light sheet also
ensured harmoni trapping in the xy plane, with muh
smaller frequenies (30 and 10 Hz along the x and y di-
retions, respetively). An adjustable number of atoms,
varying between 2 × 104 and 2 × 106, was loaded in the
dipole trap starting with a 3D ondensate. The measure-
ments were essentially devoted to the size of the atom
loud after free ballisti expansion. For small numbers of
atoms (below 105) it was observed that the z motion was
indeed frozen, with a release energy essentially equal to
the kineti energy of the ground state ~ωz/4. For larger
atom numbers, the interation energy exeeded ~ωz and
the gas was approahing the 3D Thomas-Fermi limit.
Another way of implementing a 2D trap onsists in
using an evanesent wave propagating at the surfae of
a glass prism. In 2004 the group of R. Grimm in Inns-
bruk loaded suh a trap with a ondensate of esium
atoms (Ryhtarik et al., 2004). The light was blue de-
tuned from resonane, so that the atoms levitated above
the light sheet, at a distane ∼ 4 µm from the horizontal
glass surfae (ωz/(2π) ∼ 500Hz). The onnement in the
horizontal xy plane was provided by an additional hol-
low laser beam, whih was blue detuned from the atomi
resonane and propagating vertially. This provided an
isotropi trapping with a frequeny ω⊥/(2π) ∼ 10 Hz.
As in the MIT experiment, a time-of-ight tehnique re-
vealed that for small atom numbers the vertial expan-
sion energy was approximately equal to ~ωz/4, meaning
that the z motion was frozen. The number of atoms
was dereased together with temperature, and a signa-
ture of a rapid inrease of the spatial density, ausing
an inrease of losses due to 3-body reombination, was
observed when the gas approahed quantum degeneray.
These data were onsistent with the formation of a on-
densate or a quasi-ondensate at the bottom of the trap.
A hybrid trap has been investigated in Oxford, where a
blue detuned, single node, Hermite Gaussian laser beam
trapped Rb atoms along the z diretion, whereas the on-
nement in the xy plane was provided by a magneti trap
(Smith et al., 2005). This allowed to ahieve a very large
anisotropy fator (∼ 700) between the z axis and the
transverse plane. Here also the 2D regime was reahed
for a degenerate gas with ∼ 105 atoms.
Trapping potentials that are not based on light beams
have also been investigated. One possibility disussed
by Hinds et al. (1998) onsists in trapping paramagneti
atoms just above the surfae of a magnetized mate-
rial, produing an exponentially deaying eld. The ad-
vantage of this tehnique lies in the very large ahiev-
able frequeny ωz, typially in the MHz range. One
drawbak is that the optial aess in the viinity of
the magneti material is not as good as with opti-
ally generated trapping potentials. Another appeal-
ing tehnique to produe a single 2D sheet of atoms
uses the so-alled radio-frequeny dressed state poten-
tials (Zobay and Garraway, 2001). The atoms are plaed
in an inhomogeneous stati magneti eld, superimposed
with a radio-frequeny eld, whose frequeny is of the or-
der of the energy splitting between two onseutive Zee-
man sublevels. The dressed states are the eigenstates of
the atomi magneti moment oupled to the stati and
radio-frequeny elds. Sine the magneti eld is not ho-
mogeneous, the exat resonane ours on a 2D surfae.
There, one dressed state (or possibly several, depending
on the atom spin) has an energy minimum, and the atoms
prepared in this dressed state an form a 2D gas. This
method was implemented experimentally for a thermal
gas by Colombe et al. (2004), but no experiment has yet
been performed in the degenerate regime.
Finally a 1D optial lattie setup, formed by the su-
perposition of two running laser waves, is a very onve-
nient way to prepare staks of 2D gases (Burger et al.,
2002; Köhl et al., 2005b; Morsh and Oberthaler, 2006;
Orzel et al., 2001; Spielman et al., 2007). The 1D lat-
tie provides a periodi potential along z with an os-
illation frequeny ωz that an easily exeed the typial
sale for hemial potential and temperature (a few kHz).
The simplest lattie geometry is formed by two ounter-
propagating laser waves, and it provides the largest ωz
for a given laser intensity. One drawbak of this geometry
is that it provides a small lattie period (λ/2 where λ is
the laser wavelength) so that many planes are simultane-
ously populated. Therefore pratial measurements only
provide averaged quantities. Suh a setup has been su-
essfully used to explore the transition between a super-
uid and a Mott insulator in a 2D geometry (Köhl et al.,
2005b; Spielman et al., 2007). Another interesting geom-
etry onsists in forming a lattie with two beams ross-
ing at an angle θ smaller than 180◦ (Hadzibabi et al.,
2004). In this ase the distane λ/(2 sin(θ/2)) between
adjaent planes is adjustable, and eah plane an be in-
dividually addressable if this distane is large enough
(Shrader et al., 2004; Stok et al., 2005). Furthermore
the tunneling matrix element between planes an be
made ompletely negligible, whih is important if one
wants to ahieve a true 2D geometry and not a modu-
lated 3D situation.
From 3D to 2D sattering In setion VI.A we disussed
the properties of a 2D gas onsisting of hard disks. Cold
atomi gases, however, interat through van der Waals
fores, and one has to understand how to swith from
the 3D oupling onstant to the 2D ase. The onning
potential along z is V (z) = Mω2zz
2/2, and we assume
that µ, kBT ≪ ~ωz suh that the single atom motion
along the z diretion is frozen into the gaussian ground
state.
The sattering amplitude in this regime was alulated
by Petrov et al. (2000a), and Petrov and Shlyapnikov
(2001). Quite generally, low energy sattering in 2D is
desribed by a sattering amplitude of the form Eq. (97).
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Sine f(k) has a pole at k = i/a2, the relation between
a2 and the basi sattering length a of the 3D pseudopo-
tential may be determined from the bound state energy
εb = ~
2/(2Mra
2
2) in a 2D onned geometry. This has
been alulated in setion V.A for arbitrary values of the
ratio between the 3D sattering length a and the onne-
ment length ℓz. Using Eq. (83) in the limit of small bind-
ing energies, the 2D sattering length is related to its 3D
ounterpart and the onnement sale ℓz = [~/(Mωz)]
1/2
by
a2(a) = ℓz
√
π
B
exp
(
−
√
π
2
ℓz
a
)
. (103)
with B = 0.905 (Petrov and Shlyapnikov, 2001). As in
1D, the sattering length for partiles in the ontinuum is
determined uniquely by the two-partile binding energy
in the limit εb ≪ ~ωz. The fat that a2(a) is positive,
independent of the sign of a, shows that for a 3D in-
teration desribed by a pseudo potential, a two-partile
bound state exists for an arbitrary sign and strength of
the ratio a/ℓz as disussed in setion V.A. Note that for
realisti parameters ℓz ∼ 100 nm and a of the order of a
few nm, the 2D sattering length is inredibly small. This
is ompensated for by the logarithmi dependene of the
sattering amplitude on a2(a). Indeed, from Eqs. (97)
and (103), the eetive low energy sattering amplitude
of a strongly onned 2D gas is given by
f(k) =
4π√
2π ℓz/a+ ln(B/(πk2ℓ2z)) + iπ
. (104)
When the binding along z is not very strong, ℓz is muh
larger than a so that the logarithm and the imaginary
term in (104) are negligible. This weak onnement limit
orresponds to the relevant regime for the experiments
performed up to now. The resulting sattering amplitude
f(k) ≃
√
8π
a
ℓz
≡ g˜2 ≪ 1 (105)
is independent of energy and the dimensionless oupling
parameter g˜2 = Mg2/~
2
is muh smaller than one. This
implies that the gas is in the weakly interating regime in
the sense that, at the degeneray point where nλ2T = 1,
the hemial potential µ ∼ g2n is muh smaller that the
temperature (µ/(kBT ) = g˜2/(2π)). An important fea-
ture of the D = 2 dimensional gas is that the riterion for
distinguishing the weakly and strongly interating regime
does not depend on density. Indeed the analog of the ra-
tio γ given in Eq. (88) is simply equal to g˜2. In analogy to
Eq. (78) in the 1D ase, the result (105) an be reovered
simply by integrating the 3D pseudopotential over the z
osillator ground state. One often refers to a gas in this
ollisional regime as a quasi-2D system in the sense that
it an be onsidered as a 2D system from the statistial
physis point of view, but the dynamis of binary olli-
sion remains governed by 3D properties; in partiular the
3D sattering length a remains a relevant parameter.
More generally, sine the relevant energy for rela-
tive motion is twie the hemial potential, the mo-
mentum k =
√
2Mµ/~ in Eq. (104) is just the in-
verse healing length ξ. At very low energies there-
fore, the eetive interation in 2D is always repul-
sive, independent of the sign of the 3D sattering length
(Petrov and Shlyapnikov, 2001). This result, however, is
restrited to a regime, where ln (ξ/ℓz) ≫ ℓz/a. The log-
arithmi orretion in (104) is therefore signiant in the
ase of a strongly onning potential, when ℓz and a are
omparable. One then reovers a variation for f(k) whih
is formally similar to that of a pure 2D square well (97)
with sattering length a2 ≃ ℓz. This regime ould be rel-
evant in a situation where the 3D sattering length a is
enhaned by a Feshbah resonane (Kestner and Duan,
2006; Rajagopal et al., 2004; Wouters et al., 2003). If
the 3D sattering length a is positive, the logarithmi
orretion in (104) is a mere redution of the sattering
amplitude. On the other hand for a negative a, this or-
retion an lead to a strong inrease of the amplitude for
a partiular value of ℓz (Petrov et al., 2000a), leading to
a onnement-indued resonane similar to those that we
enountered in the 1D ase.
Is there a true ondensation in a trapped 2D Bose gas?
This question has been strongly debated over the last
deade as two opposing lines of reasoning ould be pro-
posed. On the one hand we reall that for an ideal gas
the presene of a trap modies the density of states so
that Bose-Einstein ondensation beomes possible in 2D.
One ould thus expet that this remains valid in the pres-
ene of weak interations. On the other hand in the pres-
ene of repulsive interations, the extension of the (quasi-
)ondensate in the trap must inrease with the number
of atoms N . When N is large, a loal density approxima-
tion entails that the orrelation funtion g(1)(r) deays
algebraially as in (100) over a domain where the density
is approximately uniform. This prevents from obtain-
ing long range order exept for extremely low tempera-
tures. A related reasoning uses the fat that for the ideal
gas, ondensation is reahed when the spatial density al-
ulated semi-lassially beomes innite (see Eq. (95)),
whih annot our in presene of repulsive interations.
The fragility of the ondensation of the ideal Bose gas
in 2D is further illustrated by the existene at any tem-
perature of a non-ondensed Hartree-Fok solution, for
arbitrarily small repulsive interations (Bhaduri et al.,
2000). However for very low temperature this solu-
tion is not the absolute minimizer of the free energy,
as shown using the Hartree-Fok-Bogoliubov method
by Fernández and Mullin (2002), Gies and Huthinson
(2004) and Gies et al. (2004).
Currently the onverging answer, though not yet fully
tested experimentally, is the following: at ultra-low tem-
perature one expets a true BEC, i.e. a system that
is phase oherent over its full extension. The ground
state energy and density of a 2D Bose gas in the limit
T = 0 an be obtained using the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation, as shown rigorously by Lieb et al. (2001) (see
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also Cherny and Shanenko (2001); Kim et al. (2000);
Lee et al. (2002) and Posazhennikova (2006)). The ross-
over from a three dimensional gas to a two dimensional
gas at T = 0 has been addressed by Tanatar et al. (2002)
and by Hehenblaikner et al. (2005).
When the temperature inreases one meets the quasi-
ondensate, superuid regime, where phase utuations
due to phonons dominate. The senario is then very
reminisent of the uniform ase and it has been thor-
oughly analyzed by Petrov et al. (2004a). The funtion
g(1)(r) deays algebraially and vorties are found only
in the form of bound pairs. Finally at larger temper-
ature these vortex pairs break and the system beomes
normal. A BKT transition is still expeted in the ther-
modynami limit N → ∞, ω → 0, Nω2 onstant, but
the jump in the total superuid mass in suppressed be-
ause of the inhomogeneity of the atomi density prole
(Holzmann et al., 2005). Indeed the energy for breaking
a vortex pair depends on the loal density, and super-
uidity will probably be lost gradually from the edges
of the quasi-ondensate to the enter as the temperature
inreases. Assuming that the atomi distribution is well
approximated by the Hartree-Fok solution at the transi-
tion point, Holzmann et al. (2005) predit that the BKT
transition temperature for a trapped gas is slightly lower
than the ideal BEC transition temperature (94), by an
amount related to the (small) dimensionless oupling pa-
rameter g˜2 = Mg2/~
2
.
We fous for a moment on the quasi-ondensate regime.
It is desribed by a marosopi wave funtion ψ(x) =√
n˜0(x) exp iφ(x), and the density and phase utua-
tions an be analyzed using a Bogoliubov analysis. We
refer the reader to the work of Mora and Castin (2003)
and Castin (2004) for a thorough disussion of the ex-
tension of Bogoliubov theory to quasi-ondensates. As
for the uniform gas (Prokof'ev et al., 2001), repulsive
interations strongly redue the density utuations for
kBT . µ and nλ
2
T ≫ 1, so that 〈n˜20(x)〉 ≃ (〈n˜0(x)〉)2.
For large atom numbers (Ng˜2 ≫ 1) the equilibrium shape
of the gas an be derived using a Thomas-Fermi approx-
imation, as for a true ondensate. The kineti energy
plays a negligible role, and the density prole results from
the balane between the trapping potential and the re-
pulsive interatomi potential. It varies as an inverted
parabola
n˜0(x) = n˜0(0)
(
1− r
2
R2
)
,
~
2
M
g˜2 n˜0(0) = µ , (106)
where the hemial potential µ and the radius of the
louds R are:
µ = ~ω (Ng˜2/π)
1/2 , R =
√
2 a⊥ (Ng˜2/π)
1/4 , (107)
with a⊥ =
√
~/(Mω).
The paraboli Thomas-Fermi prole appears on the
top of a broader bakground formed by the atoms out
of the (quasi-)ondensate. Suh a prole has rst been
experimentally observed by Görlitz et al. (2001) and
Ryhtarik et al. (2004). A preise measurement of the
onset at whih a pure thermal distribution turns into a
bimodal (Thomas-Fermi + thermal) prole has reently
been performed by Krüger et al. (2007). The experiment
was performed with a rubidium gas onned in a 1D op-
tial lattie, suh that g˜2 = 0.13. The phase spae den-
sity at whih bimodality arises was found in good agree-
ment with the predition of Prokof'ev et al. (2001) for
the BKT threshold n(0)λ2T = ln(C/g˜2) ≃ 8.0, whih is
relevant here if the loal density approximation is valid
at the enter of the trap. At the ritial point, the total
number of atoms in eah plane signiantly exeeded the
result (94) expeted in the ideal ase. In this experiment
two to three planar gases were atually produed simul-
taneously, and they ould interfere with eah other when
overlapping during time-of-ight, provided their spatial
oherene was large enough. It was observed that the
onset of bimodality oinides (within experimental au-
ray) with the onset of learly visible interferenes.
It is important to stress that sine the expeted
Thomas-Fermi prole is idential for a true and a quasi-
ondensate, its observation annot be used to disrimi-
nate between the two situations. The phase utuations
have been alulated by Petrov and Shlyapnikov (2001)
and Petrov et al. (2004a) in the regime µ . kBT and
nλ2T ≫ 1 (see Eq. (160) in the appendix)
δφ2(x) = 〈(φ(0)− φ(x))2〉 ≃ 2
n˜0(0)λ2T
ln(r/ξ) . (108)
This expression, whih is reminisent of the uniform re-
sult (100), is valid for points x inside the ondensate.
The healing length ξ = ~/
√
2Mµ satises ξR = a2⊥.
Therefore it is only at a temperature muh below the
degeneray temperature, suh that ∆φ(R) . π, that one
reovers a quasi uniform phase over the whole sample,
hene a true ondensate.
Experimental investigations of phase utuations A on-
venient way to aess experimentally the phase oherene
of quasi-2D gases is the matter-wave heterodyning teh-
nique. It onsists in studying the statistial properties of
the matter wave interferene pattern whih forms when
two independent, parallel 2D Bose gases are released from
the trap and overlap (gure 24a). A detailed analysis
of these patterns has been given by Polkovnikov et al.
(2006) (see setion III.C for the 1D ase). Assume that
the two gases have the same uniform amplitude ψ0 and
utuating phases ϕa(x, y) and ϕb(x, y). The interfer-
ene signal S(x, z) is reorded by sending an imaging
beam along the y diretion, whih integrates the atomi
density over a length Ly:
S(x, z) ∝ 2ψ20 + e2iπz/D c(x) + e−2iπz/D c∗(x) (109)
with
c(x) =
ψ20
Ly
∫ Ly/2
−Ly/2
ei(ϕa(x,y)−ϕb(x,y)) dy. (110)
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FIG. 24 Matter-wave heterodyning of 2D gases. (a) Priniple
of the method: two planar Bose gases are released from the
trap, expand and overlap, giving rise to an interferene pat-
tern that is probed by absorption imaging. (b-e) Examples
on experimental interferene patterns obtained well below (b)
and in the viinity () of the degeneray temperature. Some
patterns show one (d) or several (e) disloations, revealing
the presene of vorties in one of the gases. Reprinted with
permission from Hadzibabi et al. (2006).
The period D of the interferene pattern is D =
2π~t/(Md), where d is the initial distane between the
two planes and t the expansion time. We now integrate
the oeient c(x) appearing in (109) over a variable
length Lx:
C(Lx) =
1
Lx
∫ Lx/2
−Lx/2
c(x) dx (111)
and average |C(Lx)|2 over many images reorded in the
same onditions. Using the fat that the phases ϕa and
ϕb are unorrelated, we obtain for Lx ≫ Ly
〈|C(Lx)|2〉 = 1
L2x
∫∫
〈c(x) c∗(x′)〉 dx dx′ (112)
=
1
Lx
∫ Lx/2
−Lx/2
|g(1)(x, 0)|2 dx ∝
(
1
Lx
)2α
where we have assumed that the two gases have the same
statistial properties. The long-range physis is then
aptured in a single parameter, the exponent α. It is
straightforward to understand the expeted values of α
in some simple ases. In a system with true long-range
order, g(1) would be onstant and the interferene fringes
would be perfetly straight. In this ase α = 0, orre-
sponding to no deay of the ontrast upon integration.
In the low temperature regime, where g(1) deays alge-
braially (see Eq. (100)) the exponent α oinides with
the exponent η(T ) whih desribes the quasi-long range
order in g(1). In the high temperature ase, where g(1) de-
ays exponentially on a length sale muh shorter than
Lx, the integral in (112) is independent of Lx. In this
ase α = 0.5, orresponding to adding up loal interfer-
ene fringes with random phases. The BKT mehanism
orresponds to a transition between a power law with ex-
ponent 1/(nsλ
2
T ) ≤ 0.25 to an exponential deay of g(1).
It should thus manifest itself as a sudden jump of α from
0.25 to 0.5 when the temperature varies around Tc.
This method has been implemented at ENS with two
rubidium planar gases, forming two parallel, elongated
strips (Lx = 120µm, Ly = 10µm) (Hadzibabi et al.,
2006) (gure 24b-e). The experimental results onrm
the expeted behavior, at least qualitatively. At rela-
tively large temperature the tted exponent α is lose to
0.5. When the temperature dereases a rapid transition
ours and α drops to ∼ 0.25. At the transition the es-
timated phase spae density of the quasi-ondensate is
n˜0(0)λ
2
T ∼ 6. Note that for a quantitative omparison
between experiments and theory, one should aount for
density utuations whih are likely to play an impor-
tant point near the transition, in ontrast to the situation
in superuid liquid helium. Also the geometry eets in
these elongated samples (Rx ∼ 12Ry) may be signiant.
In addition to the rapid variation of the exponent
η haraterizing the deay of g(1), these experiments
also gave evidene for isolated vorties (Hadzibabi et al.,
2006; Stok et al., 2005) ((gure 24d-e). A vortex ap-
pears as a disloation of the fringes (Chevy et al., 2001b;
Inouye et al., 2001), and these disloations indeed prolif-
erate on the high temperature side of the transition. Us-
ing a theoretial analysis based on lassial eld method,
Simula and Blakie (2006) obtained phase patterns of
quasi-ondensates lose to the ritial temperature that
indeed exhibit an isolated, free vortex, in good agreement
with experimental observation. The probability for ob-
serving a vortex pair in a similar onguration has been
alulated by Simula et al. (2005).
The Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless mehanism has
also been reently investigated using a two-dimensional
periodi array of ∼ 200 Josephson oupled Bose-Einstein
ondensates (Shweikhard et al., 2007). Eah tube-like
ondensate ontains a few thousands atoms, and has a
length ∼ 35 µm along the z diretion. The ondensates
are loalized at the sites of a 2D hexagonal optial lattie
of period 4.7µm in the xy plane, and the oupling J be-
tween adjaent sites an be tuned by varying the optial
lattie intensity. The phase properties of the ensemble
are probed by ramping down the lattie, and reording
the density prole in the xy plane when the wavefun-
tions from the various sites overlap. Vorties appear as
holes in the atomi density distribution, and the vortex
surfae density is measured as a funtion of the Josephson
oupling J and the temperature T . A universal vortex
ativation urve is obtained as a funtion of the parame-
ter J/T , showing vortex proliferation for J/T . 1 in good
agreement with the preditions of the BKT-mehanism.
Breathing mode of a 2D gas In the previous subsetion
we have been mostly interested in the stati properties of
2D Bose gases. Here we point out a remarkable dynam-
ial property of these systems in an isotropi harmoni
potential, when the interation potential between parti-
les is suh that V (λr) = V (r)/λ2. Pitaevskii and Rosh
(1997) showed that when the gas is prepared in an ar-
bitrary out-of-equilibrium state, the quantity 〈r2〉 osil-
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lates at the frequeny 2ω without any damping, irre-
spetively of the strength of the interation. They also
proved that this property originates from the presene
of a hidden symmetry, desribed by the two-dimensional
Lorentz group SO(2,1). In fat preisely the same sym-
metry shows up in the ase of a unitary gas in 3D, as will
be disussed in setion VIII.B.
The Dira distribution in 2D, δ(2)(r), belongs to the
lass of funtions satisfying V (λr) = V (r)/λ2. It
makes this SO(2,1) symmetry relevant for trapped neu-
tral atoms at low energies, when the range of interation
is small ompared to all other sales. However a true
ontat interation is singular in 2D, and leads to log-
arithmi ultraviolet divergenes that are ut o by the
nite range of the real interatomi potential. Therefore
one annot hope to observe a fully undamped breath-
ing mode in atomi systems, but rather a very weakly
damped dynamis. It was pointed out by Fedihev et al.
(2003) that vortex pair nuleation ould atually play a
role in the residual expeted damping of this breathing
mode. Note that the diulties with the ontat inter-
ation do not arise at the level of the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation, where the same property has been predited
(Kagan et al., 1996; Pitaevskii, 1996).
A preursor of this long lived breathing mode has
been observed in a 3D, quasi ylindrial geometry by
Chevy et al. (2001a). The transverse breathing mode of
the ylinder was found to osillate at a frequeny very
lose to 2ω with an extremely small damping (quality
fator of the mode > 2000). The damping and shift of
the osillation frequeny ould be alulated theoretially
with a good preision by Jakson and Zaremba (2002)
(see also Guilleumas and Pitaevskii (2003)). In this ase
part of the damping is due to the nuleation of pairs of
phonons propagating along ±z (Kagan and Maksimov,
2003), a mehanism that is of ourse absent in a pure 2D
geometry. This breathing mode has also been observed in
a fast rotating gas by Stok et al. (2004). Its frequeny
was also ∼ 2ω, with a small orretion due to the non-
harmoniity of the trapping potential that was neessary
to stabilize the enter-of-mass motion of the atom loud
in the fast rotating regime (see setion VII.B).
VII. BOSE GASES IN FAST ROTATION
The investigation of rotating gases or liquids is a
entral issue in the study of superuidity (Donnelly,
1991). It is relevant for the study of liquid he-
lium, rotating nulei, neutron stars and pulsars, and
for the behavior of superondutors in a magneti
eld. During the reent years, several experiments us-
ing rotating Bose-Einstein ondensates have provided
a spetaular illustration of the notion of quantized
vorties (Abo-Shaeer et al., 2001; Hodby et al., 2001;
Madison et al., 2000; Matthews et al., 1999). Depending
on the rotation frequeny Ω of the gas, a single vortex or
several vorties an be observed experimentally. When
the number of vorties is large ompared to 1, they form
a Abrikosov lattie, i.e. a triangular array with a sur-
fae density nv = MΩ/(π~). Sine the irulation of
the veloity around a single harged vortex is h/M , this
ensures that the veloity eld of the ondensate, when
alulated after oarse graining over adjaent vorties, is
equal to the orthoradial, rigid body veloity eld v = Ωr
(Feynman, 1955).
For a gas onned in a harmoni potential, the fast ro-
tation regime orresponds to stirring frequenies Ω of the
order of the trapping frequeny ω in the plane perpen-
diular to the rotation axis (hereafter denoted z). From
a lassial point of view the transverse trapping and en-
trifugal fores then ompensate eah other, and the mo-
tion of the partiles in the xy plane is only driven by
Coriolis and interatomi fores. This situation is simi-
lar to that of an eletron gas in a magneti eld, sine
Lorentz and Coriolis fores have the same mathematial
struture. The single partile energy levels are maro-
sopially degenerate, as the elebrated Landau levels
obtained for the quantum motion of a single harge in
a magneti eld. When interations between atoms are
taken into aount the fast rotation regime presents a
strong analogy with Quantum Hall physis. One an dis-
tinguish two limiting ases in this fast rotation regime.
Firstly, when the number of vorties inside the uid Nv
remains small ompared to the number of atoms N , the
ground state of the system is still a Bose-Einstein on-
densate desribed by a marosopi wave funtion ψ(x).
This situation has been referred to as `mean eld Quan-
tum Hall regime' (Fisher and Baym, 2003; Ho, 2001).
Seondly, when Ω tends to ω, the number of vorties
reahes values omparable to the total number of atoms
N . The desription by a single marosopi wave fun-
tion breaks down, and one expets a strongly orrelated
ground state, suh as that of an eletron gas in the fra-
tional quantum Hall regime (Cooper et al., 2001).
In this setion we start by setting the Lowest Landau
Level (LLL) framework for the disussion of the fast ro-
tation regime, and disuss the main properties of a fast
rotating ondensate, when the mean-eld desription re-
mains valid. We then present reent experimental re-
sults where the LLL regime has indeed been reahed.
Finally we review some theoretial proposals to reah
beyond mean eld physis, that present a lose anal-
ogy with the physis of the frational quantum Hall ef-
fet. We do not disuss here the physis of slowly ro-
tating system, where one or a few vorties are involved.
We refer the interested reader to the review artile of
Fetter and Svidzinsky (2001) and to the reent book by
Aftalion (2006). Note that a rigorous derivation of the
Gross-Pitaevskii energy funtional in the slowly rotating
ase has been given by Lieb and Seiringer (2006).
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A. The Lowest Landau Level formalism
a. The Landau Levels. We onsider rst a single partile
onned in a two-dimensional isotropi harmoni poten-
tial of frequeny ω in the xy plane. We are interested
here in the energy level struture in the frame rotating
at angular frequeny Ω (> 0) around the z axis, perpen-
diular to the xy plane. The hamiltonian of the partile
is
H(1) =
p2
2M
+
Mω2r2
2
−ΩLz = (p−A)
2
2M
+
1
2
M(ω2−Ω2)r2
(113)
with r2 = x2+y2, A = MΩ∧x; Lz is the z omponent of
the angular momentum. Eq. (113) is formally idential
to the hamiltonian of a partile of unit harge plaed
in a uniform magneti eld 2mΩzˆ, and onned in a
potential with a spring onstantM(ω2−Ω2). A ommon
eigenbasis of Lz and H is the set of (not normalized)
Hermite funtions
φj,k(x) = e
r2/(2a2
⊥
) (∂x + i∂y)
j (∂x − i∂y)k
(
e−r
2/a2
⊥
)
(114)
where j and k are non-negative integers and a⊥ =√
~/Mω. The eigenvalues are ~(j − k) for Lz and
Ej,k = ~ω + ~(ω − Ω)j + ~(ω +Ω)k (115)
for H . For Ω = ω, these energy levels group in series of
states with a given k, orresponding to the well known,
innitely degenerate, Landau levels. For Ω slightly
smaller than ω, this struture in terms of Landau lev-
els labeled by the index k remains relevant, as shown
in Fig. 25. Two adjaent Landau levels are separated by
∼ 2~ω, whereas the distane between two adjaent states
in a given Landau level is ~(ω−Ω)≪ ~ω. It is lear from
these onsiderations that the rotation frequeny Ω must
be hosen smaller than the trapping frequeny in the xy
plane. Otherwise the single partile spetrum (115) is
not bounded from below. Physially, this orresponds
to the requirement that the expelling entrifugal fore
MΩ2r must not exeed the trapping fore in the xy plane
−Mω2r.
We now onsider an assembly of old idential bosons
rotating at a frequeny Ω lose to ω. Sine the ee-
tive trapping potential in (113) beomes weaker as Ω in-
reases, we expet that as Ω → ω the equilibrium size
of the atom loud inreases indenitely, and the intera-
tion energy and the hemial potential µ tend to zero.
We dene the Lowest Landau Level regime as the situa-
tion where µ, kBT ≪ ~ω, so that the state of the system
an be aurately desribed in terms of Hermite fun-
tions φj,k with k = 0 only. Eah basis funtion φj,0(x) is
proportional to (x+ iy)j e−r
2/(2a2
⊥
)
and takes signiant
values on a ring entered on 0 with an average radius√
j a⊥ and a width ∼ a⊥. Any funtion ψ(x) of the LLL
is a linear ombination of the φj,0's and an be ast in
the form:
ψ(x) = e−r
2/(2a2
⊥
) P (u) (116)
FIG. 25 Single partile energy spetrum for Ω = 0.9ω. The
index k labels the Landau levels. The energy is expressed
in units of ~ω. For Ω = ω the Landau levels are innitely
degenerate.
where u = x+iy and P (u) is a polynomial (or an analyti
funtion) of u. When P (u) is a polynomial of degree n,
an alternative form of ψ(x) is
ψ(x) = e−r
2/(2a2
⊥
)
n∏
j=1
(u− ζj) (117)
where the ζj (j = 1 . . . n) are the n omplex zeroes of
P (u). Eah ζj is the position of a single-harged, pos-
itive vortex, sine the phase of ψ(x) hanges by +2π
along a losed ontour enirling ζj . Therefore in the
LLL, there is a one-to-one orrespondene between atom
and vortex distributions, ontrarily to what happens for
slower rotation frequenies. This has interesting onse-
quenes on the hydrodynamis of the gas, whih annot
be desribed by onventional Bernoulli and ontinuity
equations (Bourne et al., 2006).
b. Equilibrium shape of a fast rotating BEC. We now ad-
dress the question of the distribution of partiles and
vorties in the ase of fast rotation, assuming for the mo-
ment that a mean eld desription is valid. We suppose
that the motion along the rotation axis z is frozen in a
way similar to what we onsidered in the previous setion
devoted to stati 2D gases.
Consider rst the ase of an ideal gas. At zero tem-
perature all atoms aumulate in the j = k = 0 ground
state. At low but nite temperature (kBT ≪ 2~ω) the
oupied states belong to the LLL. The gas an be de-
sribed at any time by a Hartree wave funtion of the
type (116), where the oeients cm of the polynomial
P (u) =
∑
cmu
m
are random independent variables. This
fast rotating ideal gas an thus be viewed as a physial
realization of a random polynomial (Castin et al., 2006).
A measurement of the density distribution of the gas will
reveal the presene of the vorties, i.e. the roots of P (u).
Although the gas is ideal, one an show that the posi-
tions of the vorties are orrelated and exhibit a strong
anti-bunhing phenomenon (see Castin et al. (2006) and
refs. in).
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FIG. 26 Calulated struture of the ground state of a rotating
Bose-Einstein ondensate desribed by an LLL wave funtion,
showing vortex loations (a) and atomi density prole (b).
The parameters of the alulation orrespond to 1000 rubid-
ium atoms onned in a trap with frequeny ω/(2pi) = 150 Hz
and rotating at a frequeny Ω = 0.99 ω. The unit for the posi-
tions x and y is [~/(mω)]1/2. Reprinted with permission from
from (Aftalion et al., 2005).
The ase of a fast rotating ondensate with repul-
sive interations has been analyzed by several authors
(Aftalion et al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2004; Ho, 2001;
Watanabe et al., 2004) and we will now review the main
results. In all this setion we will assume that the pair-
wise interation between atoms i and j an be desribed
by the ontat term g2 δ(xi − xj). We will furthermore
assume that the 3D sattering length a is muh smaller
that the extension ℓz of the ground state of the motion
along z, so that g2 ≃ ~2g˜2/M , with g˜2 =
√
8π a/ℓz ≪ 1
(see Eq. (105)). Note that the restrition of the ontat
interation to the LLL subspae is a regular operator: it
does not lead to the same mathematial diulties as the
ones enountered by onsidering the ontat interation
in the whole Hilbert spae of 2D wave funtions. In fat,
quite generally, interations in the LLL are desribed by
the Haldane pseudopotentials Vm (Haldane., 1983). For
a pseudopotential with sattering length a, the resulting
2D ontat interation has Vm =
√
2/π~ω·a/ℓz form = 0
and zero otherwise. In the fermioni ase, where only odd
values of m are allowed, the analog of this interation is a
hard ore model, where Vm 6= 0 only for m = 1. The fat
that the Laughlin states, to be disussed in subsetion
C below, are exat eigenstates for suh pseudopotentials
has been realized by Trugman and Kivelson (1985).
We start with a gas rotating exatly at the trap fre-
queny (Ω = ω), with an innite number of partiles,
but a nite spatial density. In this ase the numerial
minimization of the Gross-Pitaevskii energy funtional
indiates that the vorties form an innite regular trian-
gular lattie. We turn now to a gas with a nite number
of partiles, rotating at a frequeny Ω slightly below ω.
The initial treatment of Ho (2001) assumed an innite,
regular triangular vortex lattie also in this ase. The
total energy of the system was minimized by varying the
spaing of the vortex lattie. When injeted in (117)
this led to the predition of a Gaussian atom distribu-
tion after oarse-graining over the vortex lattie spaing.
A more detailed analysis has reently been performed,
where the position ζj of eah vortex is taken as a vari-
ational parameter (Aftalion et al., 2005; Cooper et al.,
2004; Watanabe et al., 2004) (see also the work of Anglin
(2002) and Sheehy and Radzihovsky (2004a,b) for the
ase of a slower rotation). One spans in this way the
whole LLL subspae. These studies have shown that the
vortex distribution that minimizes the total energy is
nearly regular with the density MΩ/(π~) lose to the
enter of the ondensate, but it is strongly deformed
on the edges, with a rarefation of vorties. For large
atom numbers, the predited oarse-grained density dis-
tribution is not gaussian as for a uniform vortex lattie,
but it approahes a Thomas-Fermi distribution n2(x) ∝
R2− r2 similar to (106), for the eetive trapping poten-
tialM(ω2−Ω2)r2/2. This Thomas-Fermi predition is in
good agreement with the results obtained in the exper-
iments desribed later in this setion. The loud radius
is
R ≃ a⊥
(
2b
π
Ng˜2
1− Ω/ω
)1/4
(118)
and diverges for Ω→ ω, as expeted from the ompensa-
tion of the trapping fore by the entrifugal one. The
dimensionless oeient b is the Abrikosov parameter
b = 1.1596 (Kleiner et al., 1964) for a triangular lattie.
It expresses the fat that due to the restrition to the
LLL and to the presene of vorties, the energy and the
size of the ondensate are atually slightly larger than
what one would expet for a stati trap with spring on-
stant m(ω2−Ω2) and a smooth equilibrium distribution.
The hemial potential is
µ ≃ ~ω
(
2b
π
Ng˜2(1 − Ω/ω)
)1/2
so that the ondition µ≪ ~ω for the validity of the LLL
approah reads 1−Ω/ω≪ 1/(Ng˜2). It is also instrutive
to alulate the number Nv of `visible' vorties, i.e. those
whih sit in the disk of area πR2. Using Ω ≃ ω so that
nv ≃ mω/(π~), we get
Nv
N
≃
(
g˜2
N(1− Ω/ω)
)1/2
.
As we will see further, the mean eld approah is valid
only if Nv ≪ N so that the validity domain of the mean
eld LLL approah orresponds to the interval:
mean eld LLL:
g˜2
N
≪ 1− Ω
ω
≪ 1
Ng˜2
(119)
Note that the total number of vorties, inluding those
sitting outside the Thomas-Fermi radius, an be shown
to be innite for the wave funtion that minimizes the
energy in the LLL subspae (Aftalion et al., 2006).
It is interesting to ompare the behavior of a fast rotat-
ing BEC with that of a fast rotating buket of superuid
liquid helium, or a type II superondutor in a large mag-
neti eld (Fisher and Baym, 2003). In the latter ases,
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the size of the sample is onstant and the vortex density
inreases as the rotation frequeny (or the magneti eld)
inreases. Sine the size of a vortex ore ℓc depends only
on the spatial density of the uid (ℓc ∼ the healing length
ξ), it stays onstant as Ω inreases and one reahes even-
tually a point where the ores of adjaent vorties over-
lap. This orresponds to a loss of superuidity or super-
ondutivity. For superuid liquid helium, the rotation
frequeny Ωc2 where this phenomenon should happen is
out of reah for realisti experiments. For superondu-
tors on the ontrary, the ritial eld Hc2 where the su-
perondutivity is lost is a relevant experimental param-
eter. For fast rotating, harmonially trapped gases, the
senario is very dierent: (i) the vortex density saturates
to a onstant value nv = Mω/(π~) = 1/(πa
2
⊥) when Ω
approahes ω; (ii) the size ℓc of the vortex ore for a
wave funtion of the type (117) is no longer ditated by
interations that would lead to ℓc ∼ ξ as for an inom-
pressible uid, but it is on the order of the vortex spaing
a⊥. Therefore the frational area n˜0ℓ
2
c oupied by vor-
ties tends to a nite value, as the trapped BEC rotates
faster and faster. The ross-over between the standard to
the LLL regime is studied in detail by Baym and Pethik
(2003) and Cozzini et al. (2006).
B. Experiments with fast rotating gases
The most intuitive way to rotate a trapped atomi gas
is to superpose a rotating anisotropi potential to the
axi-symmetri trapping potential V (r) = Mω2r2/2. The
stirring anisotropy an be written δV (x, t) = ǫMω2(X2−
Y 2)/2 where the oordinates (X,Y ) are dedued from
the stati ones (x, y) by a rotation of angle Ωt. The
dimensionless parameter ǫ haraterizes the strength of
the stirring potential with respet to the trapping one.
In pratie, beause of experimental limitations, ǫ has
to be on the order of at least a few perents. Indeed it
must overome by a signiant fator the residual stati
anisotropy of the trapping potential, that is typially in
the 10−3 − 10−2 range (Guéry-Odelin, 2000).
The stirring potential an be reated by a modulated
laser beam (Abo-Shaeer et al., 2001; Madison et al.,
2000) or by a rotating magneti eld (Haljan et al., 2001;
Hodby et al., 2001). The stirring method has been su-
essfully used to nuleate single vorties as well as large
vortex arrays in rotating BECs. However it is not fully
appropriate to approah the fast rotating regime of a har-
monially trapped gas. Indeed the enter-of-mass motion
of the atom loud is dynamially unstable when the rota-
tion frequeny Ω is set in the interval [ω
√
1− ǫ, ω√1 + ǫ]
(Rosenbush et al., 2002). A preise desription of the
rotating system at the edge of the instability region
Ω = ω
√
1− ǫ has been given by Sinha and Shlyapnikov
(2005) (see also Fetter (2007)) who showed that the gas
forms in this ase a novel elongated quantum uid, with
a roton-maxon exitation spetrum. Exitation modes
with a zero energy appear above a ritial interation
FIG. 27 Fration of the ondensate surfae area oupied by
the vortex ores, as a funtion of 2~Ω/µ. The vortex radius
rv is dened as the r.m.s. radius of the Gaussian funtion giv-
ing the best t to the density dip at the vortex loation. The
dashed line is the predited 3D bulk value rv = 1.94 ξ, where ξ
is the healing length. For fast rotation the vortex ore area de-
viates from this predition and it saturates at a value lose to
the predition by Baym (2003) (ontinuous line). Reprinted
with permission from Shweikhard et al. (2004).
strength, leading to the reation of rows of vorties.
A possible way to irumvent the enter-of-mass expul-
sion ourring at Ω ∼ ω onsists in adding a extra trap-
ping potential, that provides a stronger than quadrati
onnement. This method has been explored experi-
mentally by Bretin et al. (2004). In this experiment the
dipole potential reated by a strongly foused laser beam
provided a quarti onnement, in addition to the usual
quadrati one. It was then possible to explore the ritial
region Ω ∼ ω and to approah the LLL regime µ ∼ 2~ω.
A striking observation was a strong derease of the vis-
ibility of the vortex pattern in this region. Its origin is
not fully understood yet, but it may be related to the
fat that the rotating gas was not in the 2D regime. The
shape of the rotating loud was lose to spherial, and the
vortex lines may have undergone a strong bending with
respet to the trap axis, whih made them hardly visi-
ble in the imaging proess. This explanation is favored
by the theoretial study by Aftalion and Danaila (2004):
when looking for the ground state of the system using
imaginary time evolution of the Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tion, it was found that muh longer times were required
for Ω ≃ ω to reah a well-ordered vortex lattie.
Note that the addition of a quarti potential brings
some interesting and novel aspets to the vortex dynam-
is in the trap, with the possibility to nuleate `giant'
vorties. This was initially explored by Fetter (2001),
Lundh (2002), Kasamatsu et al. (2002). The mean-eld
desription of the dynamis of a BEC in non harmoni
potentials has been reently the subjet of an important
theoretial ativity, and we refer the interested reader to
the work of Cozzini et al. (2006) and referenes in.
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Another suessful method to reah the fast rotation
regime is the evaporative spinup tehnique, developed
by Engels et al. (2002). The loud is rst set in rota-
tion at a frequeny Ω notably below ω using a mag-
neti stirrer, that is subsequently swithed o. Then
a nearly one dimensional radio-frequeny evaporation
along the axis of rotation ools the loud. Simultane-
ously the rotation speed of the gas inreases sine the
evaporated atoms arry less angular momentum than
average. With this tool the Boulder group has su-
eeded in produing a gas rotating at Ω > 0.99ω with
a purely harmoni onnement. Thanks to the entrifu-
gal deformation, the radius of the gas in the xy plane
inreases whereas the thikness along z shrinks to the
size of the ground state
√
~/mωz, setting the gas well
inside the 2D regime. As the total volume of the gas in-
reases, interations are redued: the hemial potential
µ ∼ 10 Hz drops below the splitting between two Lan-
dau levels 2~ω (17 Hz), and the LLL regime is reahed
(Shweikhard et al., 2004). With this setup, the Boulder
group has been able to test the predition that the fra-
tional ore area of the vorties saturates to a value of the
order of 0.2 (Coddington et al., 2004; Shweikhard et al.,
2004), as predited theoretially (Baym, 2003) (gure
27). In addition the expeted distortion of the vor-
tex lattie with respet to an ideal triangular array
ould be deteted experimentally on the edge of the
rotating ondensate (Coddington et al., 2004). Follow-
ing a suggestion by Anglin and Cresimanno (2002), an-
other interesting investigation performed on this sys-
tem dealt with the Tkahenko osillations (Tkahenko,
1966) (for a review see Sonin (1987)), i.e. the long-
wavelength transverse exitations of the vortex lattie
(Coddington et al., 2003). The Tkahenko waves ould
be diretly imaged and their frequeny ould be mea-
sured with a good preision. The theoretial analysis
of these osillations has reently been performed within
the mean-eld approximation by several authors (Baym
(2003, 2004), Giord and Baym (2004), Choi et al.
(2003), Baksmaty et al. (2004), Woo et al. (2004),
Mizushima et al. (2004), Sonin (2005a,b), Cozzini et al.
(2004) and Chevy (2006)).
Fast rotation of a BEC an also be ahieved by stir-
ring the gas with a potential that is more elaborate than
a quadrati one. One an use in partiular a rotating
optial lattie that reates a rotating, spatially periodi
pattern on the gas. This has been explored reently
by Tung et al. (2006), who superimposed to a rotating
BEC a set of olumnar pinning sites reated by a two-
dimensional, o-rotating optial lattie. For a suiently
large laser intensity the optial lattie an impose its
struture to the vortex lattie; Tung et al. (2006) stud-
ied in partiular the transition from the usual triangu-
lar Abrikosov lattie to a square onguration imposed
by light. Theoretial investigations of this problem were
arried out by Pu et al. (2005) and Reijnders and Duine
(2004, 2005), who found that a rih variety of strutural
phases an emerge in this geometry, from the ompetition
between vortex-vortex and vortex-optial lattie intera-
tions.
C. Beyond the mean eld regime
In the mean-eld desription of a fast rotating gas,
the marosopi wave funtion ψ(x) is a solution of the
non-linear Gross-Pitaesvkii equation and orresponds to
a vortex lattie. The radius of the atom loud, given in
(118), is a measure of the number jmax of single parti-
le LLL states φj,0 that have a signiant population.
Realling that φj,0 is maximum for a radius
√
j a⊥, we
nd
jmax ≃ (R/a⊥)2 ≃
(
Ng˜2
1− Ω/ω
)1/2
. (120)
The lling fator ν = N/jmax gives the average number
of partiles in eah oupied single partile state. When
ν ≫ 1 on expets the mean eld treatment to be valid,
and jmax is equal to the number Nv of visible vorties
sitting in the atom disk. On the opposite when Ω tends
to ω, ν beomes on the order of unity or below, the num-
ber of vorties Nv exeeds the number of atoms N , and
one has to turn to a full many-body treatment of the
problem. This breakdown of mean-eld approximation
ours when
non mean-eld: 1− Ω
ω
.
g˜2
N
. (121)
The analysis of this ultra-fast rotating regime presents
strong analogies with the studies of the frational quan-
tum Hall eet (FQH). In the latter ase one is interested
in the orrelated state of a 2D eletron gas with Coulomb
interation when it is plaed in a strong magneti eld.
In both ases the states of interest are restrited to the
LLL and one looks for spei lling fators where ground
states with spei properties an emerge. Note, that for
bosons the lling fator an be arbitrarily large within
the LLL, while for fermions it is restrited to ν < 1. One
remarkable feature is inompressibility, meaning that the
ground state is separated from all exited states by a
`marosopi' energy gap saling as g2. Moreover it leads
to the appearane of edge states near the boundary of
the system, similar to the wedding-ake struture of the
Mott-insulating state of the Bose-Hubbard model. These
edge states are ruial for understanding the quantization
of the Hall ondutane, see MaDonald (1994) and - on
a more mathematial level - Fröhlih and Studer (1993).
Numerial studies. So far the ultra-fast rotation regime
has not been reahed experimentally. Even for the fastest
rotations realized in the laboratory, the lling fator ν is
∼ 103 (N ∼ 105, Nv ∼ 102), well inside the mean eld
regime. Therefore the results obtained so far originate
from an exat numerial diagonalization of the many-
body hamiltonian and from the onnetion with know
features of the fermioni FQH.
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Most studies are performed onsidering states with a
given total angular momentum Lz, so that the problem
essentially onsists in nding the eigenstates of the inter-
ation energy
Vint =
~
2g˜2
M
∑
i<j
δ(xi − xj) . (122)
All states onsidered hereafter belong to the LLL sub-
spae, so their funtional form in the xy plane is
Ψ(x1, . . . ,xN ) = P (u1, . . . , uN ) exp

− N∑
j=1
r2j /2a
2
⊥


(123)
where uj = xj + iyj , r
2
j = x
2
j + y
2
j , and where
P (u1, . . . , uN ) is a symmetri polynomial. The z motion
is expeted to be `frozen' to its ground state and it is
not expliitly written in what follows. If one is interested
only in the bulk properties of the vortex liquid state, it is
onvenient to replae the inhomogeneous disk geometry
of a real experimental setup by a ompat, homogeneous
geometry. Both torus (Cooper et al., 2001) and spheri-
al (Nakajima and Ueda, 2003; Regnault and Jolioeur,
2003) manifolds have been onsidered. The LLL is then
a spae of nite dimension dLLL, proportional to the area
A of the torus or the sphere: dLLL = A/(πa2⊥). This al-
lows to dene in a non ambiguous way the lling fator ν
(ν = N/dLLL) even for values on the order of 1 or below,
where the notion of visible vorties beomes dubious.
Melting of the vortex lattie. When inreasing the rota-
tion speed of the gas, the rst expeted deviation from
the mean-eld regime is the quantum melting of the vor-
tex lattie. This has been observed by Cooper et al.
(2001) in exat numerial alulations for lling fators
ν = N/Nv ∼ 6 to 10. This value an be reovered by al-
ulating the quantum utuations ∆ of vortex positions
and applying the Lindemann riterion ∆melt ∼ ℓ/10,
where ℓ is the vortex spaing (Sinova et al., 2002). For
ν smaller than the melting threshold, one meets for the
ground state of the many-body system a series of strongly
orrelated ground states that we now briey disuss.
The Laughlin state and its daughter states. Sine inreas-
ing the angular momentum spreads out the atoms in
spae, one expets the interation energy E(Lz) of the
ground state for a given Lz to derease as Lz inreases
(see e.g. Jakson and Kavoulakis (2000)). This derease
stops when one reahes the elebrated Laughlin wave
funtion, adapted here for bosoni partiles:
PLau.(u1, u2, . . . , uN) =
∏
i<j
(ui − uj)2 (124)
Indeed sine the probability to get two partiles at the
same point vanishes, this state has the remarkable prop-
erty to be an eigenstate of the ontat interation po-
tential with eigenvalue 0 (Trugman and Kivelson, 1985).
Inreasing Lz beyond this point annot redue further
E(Lz). The total angular momentum Lz/~ of this state
is equal to the degree N(N −1) of eah term of the poly-
nomial PLau. and this state expands over all LLL single
partile wavefuntions φj,0 from j = 0 to jmax = 2(N−1),
i.e. a lling fator ν = 1/2. The Laughlin state is in-
ompressible and the gap to the rst exited state is
∼ 0.1 g˜2 ~ω (Regnault and Jolioeur, 2003, 2004). The
Laughlin state is haraterized by a quasi-uniform den-
sity of partiles over the irle of radius a⊥
√
2N . The
two-body orrelation funtion for this state shows a
strong anti-bunhing g(2)(r → 0) ∼ r2. This orrelation
funtion has been alulated numerially for a number of
bosons N up to 8 by Barberán et al. (2006).
For Lz/~ > N(N − 1), any state P (u1, . . . , uN) =
PLau.(u1, . . . , uN ) Q(u1, . . . , uN), where Q is a arbitrary
symmetri polynomial, is a ground state of the system
with interation energy 0. Depending on the total de-
gree dQ of Q, the physial interpretation of the state an
be: (i) for dQ ∼ 1, edge exitations of the Laughlin state
(Cazalilla, 2003; Cazalilla et al., 2005), (ii) for dQ = N ,
quasi-holes at a given point U0 are obtained by taking
Q =
∏
j(uj − U0) (Paredes et al., 2001, 2002), (iii) for
dQ ∼ N2, Laughlin-type wave funtions with smaller ll-
ing fators, by replaing the exponent 2 by 4, 6, . . . in
(124).
The omposite Fermion sequene. For lling fators be-
tween the melting point ν ∼ 10 and the Laughlin state
ν = 1/2, it is not possible to give an exat analyti-
al expression of the ground state at any given ν. One
nds however a strong overlap between the numerially
determined ground states and some relevant states for
the physis of eletroni FQH. An example is the om-
posite fermion sequene whih presents strong analo-
gies with the Jain prinipal sequene for fermions (Jain,
1989). A rst evidene for this sequene was found by
Cooper and Wilkin (1999), and it has been studied in de-
tail by Regnault and Jolioeur (2003, 2004). The physis
at the origin of the states of this sequene is reminis-
ent of that explored in the setion on 1D gases, where
the problem of bosoni partiles with repulsive intera-
tion is mapped onto the properties of an assembly of
non-interating fermioni partiles. Here one onsiders
that the gas is formed with fermioni omposite entities,
eah resulting from the attahment of a fermioni par-
tile with a vortex arrying one unit of statistial ux.
These omposite fermions an be viewed as independent
partiles whih oupy various Landau levels. When they
oupy exatly n Landau levels they form an inompress-
ible state. This ours when the lling fration in the
initial state is ν = n/(n+ 1). From a more quantitative
point of view, the omposite fermion ansatz orresponds
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to a wave funtion of the type:
P (u1, . . . , uN) = PLLL

Qn(u1, . . . , uN)∏
i<j
(ui − uj)


(125)
PLLL desribe the projetor onto the LLL subspae (for
its preise denition see e.g. Chang et al. (2004)). The
rst term in the braket Qn(u1, . . . , uN) is a Slater de-
terminant giving the state of N titious fermions ll-
ing exatly n Landau levels. The seond term involv-
ing produts of ui − uj (Jastrow fator) orresponds
to the attahment of a vortex to eah fermion. Sine
both terms in the braket are antisymmetri in the ex-
hange of two partiles, their produt is a symmetri wave
funtion, suitable for the desription of our N identi-
al bosons. Numerial evidene for suh states was ob-
tained for ν = 2/3 and 3/4 by Regnault and Jolioeur
(2003, 2004) and Chang et al. (2004). The surfae waves
of the vortex liquids whose wave funtions an be de-
sribed by the omposite fermion ansatz have been stud-
ied by Cazalilla (2003), Regnault and Jolioeur (2004)
and Cazalilla et al. (2005).
The Read-Moore state and the Read-Rezayi series. For the
lling fator ν = 1 yet another type of approximate
ground state have been identied (Cooper et al., 2001),
the Moore-Read state, or Pfaan. Assuming that N is
even the expression of this state is
P (u1, . . . , uN) = S

 ∏
i<j≤N/2
(ui − uj)2
∏
N/2<l<n
(ul − un)2


(126)
where S indiates symmetrization over all indies. The
total degree of eah term of this polynomial isN(N−2)/2
and the state expands over single partile LLL wavefun-
tions from k = 0 up to kmax = N − 2, orresponding to
a lling fator ν = 1. As for ν = 1/2 the ground state
is inompressible with a gap ∼ 0.05 g˜2 ~ω (Chang et al.,
2004). It is noteworthy that for this state, the probabil-
ity is zero to have three partile at the same loation in
spae.
For even larger lling fators (ν between 1 and 10)
an analysis performed in a torus geometry suggested
that the system has inompressible ground states be-
longing to a family ontaining lusters of k partiles
(Cooper et al., 2001) and orresponding to integer or
half integer lling fators. This so-alled Read-Rezayi
series (Read and Rezayi, 1999) is onstruted by tak-
ing symmetrized produts of k Laughlin states of the
type
∏
i<j≤N/k(ui − uj)2 (assuming that N is a mul-
tiple of k). The Laughlin and the Moore-Read states
orresponds to k = 1 and k = 2, respetively. The
lling fator assoiated to these states is k/2 and the
total angular momentum is Lz/~ ∼ N2/k. Further al-
ulations performed in the spherial geometry ould not
draw any onlusion onerning the survival of the in-
ompressibility of suh states at the thermodynami limit
(Regnault and Jolioeur, 2004).
Possible detetion shemes for frational quantum Hall ef-
fets. We now review some possible ways for observing
experimentally eets related to frational quantum Hall
physis. We rst note that it is unlikely that ondensed-
matter-type tehniques, based on transport properties
with spei ondutane plateaus an be implemented
with rotating atomi gases, at least in the near future.
We also point out that the ondition (121) giving the
threshold for the observation of mean-eld eets im-
poses de fato to work with very small atomi samples.
Consider for example a purely harmoni trap. Due to
residual trap imperfetions it is seems unlikely that one
an ahieve rotation frequenies Ω larger than 0.999 ω
(rotation frequenies ∼ 0.99 ω have been ahieved by
Shweikhard et al. (2004)). Taking g˜2 ∼ 0.1, this sets an
upper bound of ∼ 100 on the atom number. Working
with suh small atom numbers is not untratable, but it
immediately makes this type of experiment quite hal-
lenging from a tehnial point of view.
A rst possible experimental signature of the Laughlin
and Read-more states ould lie in the fat that 3 partiles
an never sit at the same loation in spae for these wave
funtions. As 3-body reombination is often the main
soure of atom losses one an expet that the ahievement
of these states ould be revealed by a spetaular inrease
of the lifetime of the gas, as it has been the ase for 1D
physis (Tolra et al., 2004).
We now turn to more quantitative studies of these in-
ompressible states. A `simple' experimental evidene for
a state suh as the Laughlin wave funtion ould ome
from its spei density prole, whih is uniform over
a disk of radius a⊥
√
2N , and zero elsewhere. This at
prole with density 1/(2πa2⊥) is notably dierent from
the paraboli density prole expeted in the mean-eld
regime, and its observation would onstitute a lear sig-
nature of a beyond mean-eld eet. Usually one does
not measure diretly the in-trap density prole, beause
the relevant distanes are on the order of a few mirom-
eters only, whih is too small to be deteted with a good
auray by optial means. The standard proedure to
irumvent this problem is to use a time-of-ight teh-
nique, where the potential onning the atoms is sud-
denly swithed o so that the atoms y away ballistially
during an adjustable time before being deteted. For an
arbitrary initial state the funtional form of the density
distribution is modied during the time-of-ight. For an
LLL wavefuntion this modiation is a mere saling,
at least when interations between atoms are negligible
during the time-of-ight (Read and Cooper, 2003). In
partiular the disk shape struture assoiated with the
Laughlin state should remain invariant in ballisti ex-
pansion.
If the number of atoms is larger than the one required
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to form a Laughlin wave funtion at the partiular fre-
queny Ω that is used, one expets a `wedding ake' stru-
ture for the atomi density (Cooper et al., 2005). This re-
sult is obtained within a loal density approximation and
is very reminisent of the struture appearing in an atom
Mott insulator onned in a harmoni trap. At the en-
ter of the trap where the density is the largest, the atoms
may form an inompressible uid orresponding for ex-
ample to the lling fator 2/3, whih is one of the ompos-
ite fermion states identied above. The atomi density
is then expeted to be onstant and equal to 2/(3πa2⊥)
over a entral disk of radius R1. For r = R1 the gas
swithes abruptly (over a distane ∼ a⊥) to the Laugh-
lin state with lling fator 1/2 and the density drops to
the value 1/(2πa2⊥). It then stays onstant over a ring of
outer radius R2 (R2 > R1) and for r > R2 the density
drops to zero. The values of R1 and R2 an be obtained
from a simple energy minimization (Cooper et al., 2005).
For larger atom numbers, several plateaus, with dereas-
ing densities orresponding to the various lling fators
of the inompressible states, are expeted.
The possibility to add an optial lattie along the z
diretion adds an interesting degree of freedom in the
problem, and brings experimentalists the hope to be al-
lowed to work with a notably larger atom number. In
this onguration one deals with a stak of Nd paral-
lel disks, all rotating at the same frequeny Ω along the
z axis. Eah disk is oupled to its neighbors by tun-
nelling aross the lattie barrier, with a strength that
an be adjusted. For a large oupling the situation is
similar to a bulk 3D problem; when the oupling is re-
dued the system evolves to the quasi-2D regime. This
raises interesting questions even at the level of a single
vortex motion, as pointed out by Martikainen and Stoof
(2003). The melting of the vortex lattie in a stak of
Nd layers has been investigated by Cooper et al. (2005)
and Snoek and Stoof (2006a,b). For smaller lling fa-
tors both the density proles along z and in the xy plane
should show the weeding ake struture harateristi of
inompressible states (Cooper et al., 2005).
More elaborate tehniques have been proposed to test
the anyoni nature of the exitations of inompressible
states. Paredes et al. (2001) have investigated the possi-
bility of reating anyons in a Laughlin state by digging a
hole in the atom gas with a tightly foused laser. By mov-
ing adiabatially the hole inside the loud it should a-
umulate a phase, that ould subsequently be measured
by an interferene experiment. The aumulated phase
should then reveal the anyoni struture of the hole-type
exitation (see also Paredes et al. (2002)).
D. Artiial gauge elds for atomi gases
As shown in Eq. (113), rotating a neutral partile sys-
tem is equivalent to giving these partiles a unit harge
and plaing them in a magneti eld proportional to the
rotation vetor Ω (see Eq. (113)). Other possibilities
have been suggested to apply an artiial gauge eld on
a neutral gas. The ommon idea to these proposals is
to exploit the Berry' s phase (Berry, 1984) that arises
when the atomi ground level is split (e.g. by an ele-
tromagneti eld) in several spae-dependent sublevels,
and the atoms follow adiabatially one of them. We on-
sider the one-body problem, and label by {|nx〉} the lo-
al energy basis of the atomi ground level, with the
assoiated energies En(x). The most general state of
the atom is a spinor
∑
n ψn(x)|nx〉 whih evolves under
the Hamiltonian p2/(2m)+
∑
nEn(x) |nx〉〈nx|. Suppose
now that the atom is prepared in a given sublevel n,
and that the motion of the atomi enter of mass is slow
enough to neglet transitions to other internal sublevels
n′. This is in partiular the ase in a magneti trap where
the index n simply labels the various Zeeman substates.
One an then write a Shrödinger equation for the om-
ponent ψn(x) and the orresponding hamiltonian reads
H = (p −An(x))2/(2m) + Vn(x). The vetor potential
An is related to the spatial variation of the sublevel |n〉
An(x) = i~ 〈nx|∇nx〉 (127)
and the salar potential Vn is
Vn(x) = En(x) +
~
2
2m
(〈∇nx|∇nx〉 − |〈nx|∇nx〉|2) .
(128)
If the spatial variation of the sublevels |nx〉 is suh that
∇ ∧An 6= 0, this gauge eld an in priniple have the
same eet as rotating the atomi gas.
The simplest ourrene for an artiial gauge
eld happens in a Ioe-Prithard magneti trap
(Ho and Shenoy, 1996). The sublevels |nx〉 are the var-
ious Zeeman substates, whih are spae-dependent be-
ause the diretion of the trapping magneti eld is not
onstant over the trap volume. However the gauge eld
An that is generated in this onguration is too small
to initiate the formation of vorties. The addition of
a strong eletri eld ould inrease the magnitude of
the artiial gauge eld, as shown by Kailasvuori et al.
(2002). An alternative and promising line of researh
takes advantage of the onept of dark states, where two
sublevels of the atomi ground state are oupled by two
laser waves to the same exited state. If the laser fre-
quenies are properly hosen, there exists a linear om-
bination of the two sublevels that is not oupled to the
light, and the spatial evolution of atoms prepared in this
dark state indeed involves the vetor and salar poten-
tials given above (Dum and Olshanii, 1996; Dutta et al.,
1999; Visser and Nienhuis, 1998). Possible spatial prole
of the laser waves optimizing the resulting artiial rota-
tion eld have been disussed by Juzeliunas and Öhberg
(2004), Juzeliunas et al. (2005, 2006) and by Zhang et al.
(2005). These proposals have not yet been implemented
experimentally.
Similar eets have also been predited in a lattie ge-
ometry by Jaksh and Zoller (2003), where atoms with
two distint internal ground state sublevels are trapped
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in dierent olumns of the lattie. Using a two-photon
transition between the sublevels, one an indue a non-
vanishing phase of partiles moving along a losed path
on the lattie. Jaksh and Zoller (2003) showed that
one an reah in this way a `high magneti eld' regime
that is not experimentally aessible for eletrons in
metals, haraterized by a fratal band struture (Hof-
stadter buttery). The onnetion between quantum
Hall eet and the lattie geometry in presene of an
artiial gauge potential has been analyzed by Mueller
(2004) and Sørensen et al. (2005). One an also general-
ize the Berry's phase approah to the ase where several
energy states are degenerate (Wilzek and Zee, 1984).
Non Abelian gauge elds emerge in this ase, and pos-
sible implementations on old atom systems have been
investigated theoretially by Osterloh et al. (2005) and
Rusekas et al. (2005).
VIII. BCS-BEC CROSSOVER
One of the basi many-body problems whih has been
brought into fous by the study of ultraold atoms is
that of a two omponent attrative Fermi gas near a
resonane of the s-wave sattering length. The ability
of tuning the interation through a Feshbah resonane
allows to explore the rossover from a BCS superuid,
when the attration is weak and pairing only shows up
in momentum spae, to a Bose-Einstein ondensate of
tightly bound pairs in real spae. Here we will disuss
the problem in the spin-balaned ase, whih - in on-
trast to the situation at nite imbalane - is now well
understood.
A. Moleular ondensates and ollisional stability
The experimental study of the BCS-BEC rossover
problem with ultraold atoms started with the realiza-
tion of Fermi gases in the regime of resonant interations
kF |a| ≫ 1 by O'Hara et al. (2002). They observed an
anisotropi expansion, harateristi for hydrodynami
behavior. Typially, this is assoiated with superuid-
ity beause ultraold gases above the ondensation tem-
perature are in the ollisionless regime. Near a Fesh-
bah resonane, however, a hydrodynami expansion is
observed both above and below the transition tempera-
ture. It is only through the observation of stable vorties
that superuid and ollision dominated hydrodynamis
an be distinguished. The BEC side of the rossover
was rst reahed by reating ultraold moleules. This
may be done either by diret evaporative ooling on
the positive a side (Johim et al., 2003a), where the
weakly bound moleules are formed by inelasti three-
body ollisions. Alternatively, moleules an be gener-
ated in a perfetly reversible manner by using a slow
ramp of the magneti eld through a Feshbah reso-
nane (Cubizolles et al., 2003; Regal et al., 2003). This
allows to onvert a quasi-bound state of two fermions
at a < 0 into a true bound state at a > 0 (for a re-
view of this tehnique see Köhler et al. (2006)). Sub-
sequently, a BEC of those moleules has been realized
both by diret evaporative ooling (Johim et al., 2003b;
Zwierlein et al., 2003b) for a > 0, or by onverting a
suiently old attrative Fermi gas at a < 0 to a
moleular ondensate, using an adiabati ramp aross
the Feshbah resonane (Greiner et al., 2003). The ex-
periments are done with an equal mixture of the two
lowest hyperne states of
6
Li or of
40
K onned optially
in a dipole trap. This allows to hange the sattering
length by a magnetially tunable Feshbah resonane at
B0 = 835G or B0 = 202G respetively. On the BEC
side, the fat that the moleules are ondensed an be
veried experimentally by observing a bimodal distribu-
tion in a time-of-ight experiment. Probing superu-
idity in Fermi gases on the BCS side of the rossover,
however, is muh more diult. In partiular, a time-
of-ight analysis of the expanding loud does not work
here. Indeed, due to the fator exp (−π/(2kF |a|)) in the
ritial temperature (see Eq. (136) below), superuidity
is lost upon expansion at onstant phase spae density in
ontrast to the situation in BEC's
18
. As disussed be-
low, this problem may be irumvented by a rapid ramp
bak into the BEC regime before the expansion. A ma-
jor surprise in the study of strongly interating Fermi
gases was the long lifetime of the moleules near a Fes-
hbah resonane (Cubizolles et al., 2003; Johim et al.,
2003a; Streker et al., 2003), in stark ontrast to the situ-
ation enountered with bosoni atoms (Dürr et al., 2004;
Herbig et al., 2003). The physis behind this was lari-
ed by Petrov et al. (2004b) who have solved the problem
of sattering and relaxation into deeply bound states of
two fermions in the regime where the sattering length
a is muh larger than the harateristi range of the
interation re. As shown in setion I.A, this range is
essentially the van der Waals length Eq. (2), whih is
muh smaller than a in the viinity of a Feshbah res-
onane. The basi physis whih underlies the stability
of fermioni dimers in ontrast to their bosoni ounter-
parts is the fat that relaxation into deep bound states is
strongly suppressed by the Pauli-priniple. Indeed, the
size of the weakly bound dimer states is just the sat-
tering length a, while that of the deep bound states is
re ≪ a. By energy and momentum onservation, a re-
laxation into a deep bound state requires that at least
three fermions are at a distane of order re. Sine two of
them are neessarily in the same internal state and their
typial momenta are of order k ≈ 1/a, the probability of
18
In this respet, the situation in two dimensions, where pair
binding appears for arbitrary values of the sattering length a,
is muh more favorable beause the two-partile binding energy
(83) is obviously density independent. Sine Tc ∼ √εbεF ∼ n1/2,
the superuid transition an thus be reahed by an adiabati
expansion at onstant T/TF , see Petrov et al. (2003).
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a lose three (or four) body enounter is suppressed by
a fator (kre)
2 ∼ (re/a)2 due to the antisymmetrization
of the orresponding wave funtion. From a detailed al-
ulation (Petrov et al., 2005), the relaxation into deeply
bound states has a rate onstant (in units m
3
/se)
αrel = C
~re
m
·
(re
a
)s
, (129)
whih vanishes near a Feshbah resonane with a nontriv-
ial power law. The exponent s = 2.55 or s = 3.33 and the
dimensionless prefator C depend on whether the relax-
ation proeeds via dimer-dimer or dimer-atom ollisions.
From experimental data the oeient of the dominant
dimer-dimer relaxation is C ≈ 20 (Bourdel et al., 2004;
Regal et al., 2004b). Its value depends on short range
physis on the sale re and thus annot be alulated
within a pseudopotential approximation. At a nite den-
sity, the power law dependene a−s holds only as long
as the sattering length is smaller than the average in-
terpartile distane. The atual relaxation rate nαrel in
fat stays nite near a Feshbah resonane and is essen-
tially given by replaing the fator re/a in Eq. (129) by
kF re ≪ 1 (Petrov et al., 2004b). In pratie, the mea-
sured lifetimes are on the order of 0.1 s for 40K and up to
about 30 s for 6Li. This long lifetime of fermioni atoms
near a Feshbah resonane is essential for the possibil-
ity to study the BCS-BEC rossover, beause it allows
to redue the physis near the resonane to an idealized,
onservative many-body problem in whih relaxational
proesses are negligible.
The issue of dimer-dimer ollisions has an additional
aspet, whih is important for the stability of the strongly
attrative Fermi gas. Indeed, moleules onsisting of two
bound fermions also undergo purely elasti sattering. It
is obvious, that a moleular ondensate will only be stable
if the assoiated interation of these eetively bosoni
dimers is repulsive. From an exat solution of the four-
partile Shrödinger equation with pseudopotential in-
terations, Petrov et al. (2004b) have shown that in the
limit where the distane R (denoted by R/
√
2 in their pa-
per) between the enters of mass of two dimers is muh
larger than the dimer size a and at ollision energies muh
smaller than their respetive binding energies ~
2/2Mra
2
,
the wave funtion has the asymptoti form
Ψ(x1,x2,R) = ϕ0(r1)ϕ0(r2)
(
1− add/R
)
(130)
with add ≃ 0.60 a. Here ϕ0(r) ∼ exp (−r/a) is the bound
state wave funtion of an individual dimer and x1,2 are
the respetive interpartile distanes between the two dis-
tinguishable fermions whih they are omposed of. It
follows from Eq. (130) that the eetive dimer-dimer in-
teration at low energies is haraterized by a positive
sattering length, whih is proportional to the satter-
ing length between its fermioni onstituents. This guar-
antees the stability of moleular ondensates and also
implies that there are no four-partile bound states for
zero-range interations
19
. Experimentally, the dimer-
dimer sattering length an be inferred from the radius
R = ℓ0(15Nadd/ℓ0)
1/5
of a moleular ondensate with
N dimers in a trap. The value found in fat agrees
well with the predition add = 0.60 a (Bartenstein et al.,
2004; Bourdel et al., 2004). Physially, the repulsion
between dimers an be understood as a statistial in-
teration due to the Pauli-priniple of its onstituents.
Within a phenomenologial Ginzburg-Landau desrip-
tion of the moleular ondensate by a omplex order pa-
rameter ψ(x), it is simply related to a positive oeient
of the |ψ|4 -term. In fat, the repulsive interation be-
tween dimers was rst derived from a oherent state fun-
tional integral representation of the rossover problem
(Drehsler and Zwerger, 1992; Sá de Melo et al., 1993).
These results, however, were restrited to a Born ap-
proximation of the sattering problem, where a
(B)
dd =
2 a (Sá de Melo et al., 1993). A derivation of the ex-
at result add = 0.60 a from diagrammati many-body
theory has been given by Brodsky et al. (2006) and
Levinsen and Gurarie (2006). It is important to note
that the stability of attrative fermions along the BCS-
BEC rossover relies ruially on the fat that the range
of the attrative interation is muh smaller than the in-
terpartile spaing. For more general interations, where
this is not the ase, instabilities may arise, as disussed
by Fregoso and Baym (2006).
B. Crossover theory and Universality
For a desription of the many-body physis of the BCS-
BEC rossover, a natural starting point is a two-hannel
piture in whih fermions in an open hannel ouple res-
onantly to a losed hannel bound state. The resulting
Hamiltonian
HˆBF =
∫
d3x
[∑
σ ψˆ
†
σ
(− ~22M∇2)ψˆσ +
ψˆ†B
(− ~24M∇2 + ν)ψˆB + g˜(ψˆ†Bψˆ↑ψˆ↓ + h.c.)
]
(131)
denes the Bose-Fermi resonane model. It was
introdued in this ontext by Holland et al. (2001)
and by Timmermans et al. (2001) and has been used
subsequently e.g. by Ohashi and Grin (2002) and
Drummond and Kheruntsyan (2004). Here ψˆσ(x) are
fermioni eld operators desribing atoms in the open
hannel. The two dierent hyperne states are labelled
by a formal spin variable σ =↑, ↓. The bound state in
the losed hannel is denoted by the bosoni eld op-
erator ψˆB. Its energy is detuned by ν with respet to
19
Suh states are disussed in nulear physis, where alpha parti-
les in a nuleus may appear due to pairing orrelations, see e.g.
Röpke et al. (1998)
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the open hannel ontinuum and g˜ is the oupling on-
stant for the onversion of two atoms into a losed han-
nel state and vie-versa. It is aused by the o-diagonal
potential W (r) in Eq. (19) whose range is of order the
atomi dimension rc. As a result, the onversion is point-
like on sales beyond re where a pseudopotential de-
sription applies. The magnitude of g˜ = 〈φres|W |φ0〉
is determined by the matrix element of the o-diagonal
potential between the losed and open hannel states.
Using Eq. (26), its value is diretly onneted with the
harateristi sale r⋆ introdued in Eq. (21), suh that
(2Mrg˜/~
2)2 = 4π/r⋆ (Bruun and Pethik, 2004). For
simpliity, the bakground sattering between fermions
is negleted, i.e. there is no diret term quarti in the
fermioni elds. This is justied lose enough to reso-
nane |B − B0| ≪ |∆B|, where the sattering length is
dominated by its resonant ontribution.
Broad and narrow Feshbah resonanes As was disussed
in setion I.C, the weakly bound state whih appears at
negative detuning, has always a vanishing losed hannel
admixture near resonane. For the experimentally rel-
evant ase |abg| ≫ r⋆, the virtual or real bound states
within the range |ν| < µ|∆B| of the detuning may there-
fore be eetively desribed as a single hannel zero-
energy resonane. This riterion is based on two-body
parameters only. In order to justify a single hannel
model for desribing the physis of the rossover at a
nite density n = k3F /3π
2
of fermions, it is neessary
that the potential resonane desription is valid in the
relevant regime kF |a| & 1 of the many-body problem.
Now, the range in the detuning where kF |a| & 1 is given
by |ν| . √εF ε⋆. Sine the losed hannel ontribution is
negligible as long as ν ≪ ε⋆, a single-hannel desription
applies if εF ≪ ε⋆ or kF r⋆ ≪ 1 (Bruun and Pethik,
2004; Diener and Ho, 2004). This is the ondition for
a 'broad' Feshbah resonane, whih only involves the
many-body parameter kF r
⋆
. In quantitative terms, the
Fermi wavelength λF = 2π/kF of dilute gases is of order
µm while r⋆ is typially on the order of or even smaller
than the eetive range re of the interation. The ondi-
tion kF r
⋆ ≪ 1 is therefore very well obeyed unless one is
dealing with exeptionally narrow Feshbah resonanes.
Physially, the assumption of a broad resonane implies
that the bosoni eld in Eq. (131), whih gives rise to
the resonant sattering, is so strongly oupled to the open
hannel that the relative phase between both elds is per-
fetly loked, i.e. the losed hannel moleules ondense
simultaneously with the partiles in the open hannel. In
ontrast to the two-partile problem, therefore, there is a
nite Z -fator preisely on resonane, as veried experi-
mentally by Partridge et al. (2005). An important point
to realize is that this situation is preisely opposite to
that enountered in onventional superondutors, where
the role of ε⋆ is played by the Debye energy ~ωD. The
ratio ~ωD/εF is very small in this ase, on the order of
the sound veloity divided by the Fermi veloity. Ee-
tively, this orresponds to the ase of narrow resonanes,
where kF r
⋆ ≫ 1. The eetive Fermi-Fermi interation is
then retarded and the Bose eld in Eq. (131) is basially
unaeted by the ondensation of the fermions. On a for-
mal level, this ase an be treated by replaing the losed
hannel eld by a -number, giving rise to a redued BCS
model with a mean-eld order parameter ∆ = g˜〈ψˆB〉
(DePalo et al., 2005; Sheehy and Radzihovsky, 2006).
There is an essential simpliation in desribing the
rossover problem in the limit kF r
⋆ ≪ 1. This is related
to the fat that the parameter r⋆ an be understood as
an eetive range for interations of fermions at energies
below the ontinuum, i.e. at k = iκ. Indeed, onsider the
resonant phase shift for two-body sattering as given in
Eq. (20). At zero detuning ν = 0 and small k the assoi-
ated sattering amplitude an be shown to be preisely of
the form (4) with an eetive range re = −2r⋆. There-
fore, in the limit kF r
⋆ ≪ 1, the two-body interation
near resonane is desribed by the sattering amplitude
Eq. (6) of an ideal pseudopotential even at k = kF . As
a result, the Fermi energy is the only energy sale in the
problem right at unitarity. As pointed out by Ho (2004),
the thermodynamis of the unitary Fermi gas is then uni-
versal, depending only on the dimensionless temperature
θ = T/TF . In fat, as found by Nikoli and Sahdev
(2007), the universality is muh more general and is tied
to the existene of an unstable xed point desribing the
unitary, balaned gas at zero density. As a result, by
a proper resaling, the omplete thermodynamis and
phase diagram of low density Fermi gases with short
range attrative interations is a universal funtion of
temperature T , detuning ν, hemial potential µ and the
external eld h onjugate to a possible density imbalane.
Universality The universality provides onsiderable in-
sight into the problem even without a spei solution of
the relevant mirosopi Hamiltonian. For simpliity, we
fous on the so-alled unitary Fermi gas right at the Fes-
hbah resonane and the spin-balaned ase of an equal
mixture of both hyperne states whih undergo pairing.
This problem has in fat rst been disussed in nulear
physis as a parameter free model of low density neu-
tron matter (Baker, 1999; Heiselberg, 2001). By dimen-
sional arguments, at a = ∞, the partile density n and
the temperature T are the only variables on whih the
thermodynamis depends. The free energy per partile,
whih has n and T as its natural variables, thus aquires
a universal form
F (T, V,N) = NεF · f(θ) (132)
with εF ∼ n2/3 the bare Fermi energy and θ = T/TF
the dimensionless temperature. The funtion f(θ) is
monotonially dereasing, beause s = −f ′(θ) is just
the entropy per partile. As will be shown below, the
fat that the ground state is superuid implies that
f(0)−f(θ) vanishes proportional to θ4 as the temperature
approahes zero, in ontrast to a Fermi gas (or liquid),
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where the behavior is ∼ θ2. Physially, this is due to
the fat that the low lying exitations are sound modes
and not fermioni quasipartiles. By standard thermo-
dynami derivatives, the funtion f determines both the
dimensionless hemial potential aording to
µ
εF
=
5
3
f(θ)− 2
3
θf ′(θ) =: ξ(θ) (133)
and the pressure via p/nεF = µ/εF − f(θ), onsistent
with the Gibbs-Duhem relation µN = F + pV for a
homogeneous system. Moreover, the fat that −f ′(θ)
is the entropy per partile, immediately implies that
3pV = 2(F + TS). The internal energy u per volume
is therefore onneted with pressure and density by the
simple identity p = 2u/3, valid at all temperatures (Ho,
2004). Naively, this appears like the onnetion between
pressure and energy density in a non-interating quan-
tum gas. In the present ase, however, the internal en-
ergy has a nonvanishing ontribution 〈Hˆ ′〉 from inter-
ations. A proper way of understanding the relation
p = 2u/3 is obtained by onsidering the quantum virial
theorem 2〈Hˆ0〉−k〈Hˆ ′〉 = 3pV for a two-body interation
V (xi−xj) ∼ |xi−xj |k, whih is a homogeneous funtion
of the interpartile distane. It implies that p = 2u/3 is
valid for an interating system if k = −2. The pressure of
fermions at unitarity is thus related to the energy density
as if the partiles had a purely inverse square interation.
An important onsequene of this is the virial theorem
(Thomas et al., 2005)
〈Hˆtot〉 = 2〈Hˆtrap〉 = 2
∫
d3xUtrap(x)n(x) (134)
for a harmonially trapped unitary gas, whih allows to
determine the thermodynamis of the unitary gas from
its equilibrium density prole n(x). The relation (134)
follows quite generally from the quantum virial theorem
with k = −2 and the fat that the ontribution 3pV
of the external fores to the virial in the ase of a box
with volume V is replaed by 2〈Hˆtrap〉 in the presene
of an external harmoni potential. It is therefore valid
for nite temperature and arbitrary trap anisotropy, An
alternative derivation of Eq. (134) has been given by
Werner and Castin (2006). They have noted that the
unitary Fermi gas in 3D exhibits a sale invariane whih
is related to a hidden SO(2, 1) symmetry. In fat, sine
the interation potential at unitarity eetively obeys
V (λr) = V (r)/λ2, the situation is preisely analogous
to that disussed at the end of setion VI for the 2D
Bose gas with a pseudopotential interation. In parti-
ular, the sale invariane implies a simple evolution of
arbitrary initial states in a time dependent trap and the
existene of undamped breathing modes with frequeny
2ω (Werner and Castin, 2006).
At zero temperature, the ground state properties of the
unitary gas are haraterized by a single universal num-
ber ξ(0) = 5 f(0)/3, whih is often denoted by 1+β in this
ontext. It is smaller than one (i.e. β < 0), beause the
attrative interation leads to a redution of the hemi-
al potential at unitarity from its non-interating value
µ(0) = εF to µ = ξ(0)εF
20
. Experimentally, the most
diret way of measuring the universal number ξ(0) is ob-
tained from in-situ, absorption imaging of the density dis-
tribution n(x) in a trap. Indeed, within the loal density
approximation Eq. (12), free fermions in an isotropi trap
exhibit a density prole n(x) = n(0)
(
1− r2/R2TF
)3/2
with a Thomas-Fermi radius R
(0)
TF = (24N)
1/6ℓ0. Sine
µ ∼ n2/3 at unitarity has the same dependene on density
than for non-interating fermions, with a prefator re-
dued just by ξ(0) < 1, the prole at unitarity is that of a
free Fermi gas with a resaled size. For a given total par-
tile number N and mean trap frequeny ω¯, the resulting
Thomas-Fermi radius at zero temperature, is therefore
redued by a fator ξ1/4(0). Ideally, the value R
(0)
TF would
be measured by sweeping the magneti eld to the zero
rossing of the sattering length at B = B0+∆B, where
an ideal Fermi gas is realized. In pratie, e.g. for
6
Li,
there is appreiable moleule formation and subsequent
deay proesses at this eld and it is more onvenient
to ramp the eld to values far on the BCS side, where
the thermodynamis is again essentially that of an ideal
Fermi gas. Results for the universal parameter ξ(0) at the
lowest attainable temperatures of around θ ≈ 0.04 have
been obtained in this way by Bartenstein et al. (2004),
with the result ξ(0) = 0.32 ± 0.1. This value is on-
siderably smaller than that inferred from more reent in
situ measurements of the trap radius by Partridge et al.
(2006), where ξ(0) = 0.46± 0.05 is found. Alternatively,
the parameter ξ may be determined by measuring the re-
lease energy of an expanding loud (Bourdel et al., 2004;
Stewart et al., 2006). In this ase, however, an appreia-
ble temperature dependene was found (Stewart et al.,
2006), whih makes extrapolations to T = 0 diult.
In partiular, at nite temperature, the relation between
the density distributions at a = 0 and at a =∞ involves
the omplete funtion ξ(θ) beause the Fermi tempera-
ture ontinuously dereases as one moves away from the
trap enter.
On the theoretial side, the ground state properties of a
resonantly interating Fermi gas have been obtained nu-
merially by xed-node Green funtion Monte Carlo al-
ulations. They provide quantitative results for the equa-
tion of state (Astrakharhik et al., 2004; Carlson et al.,
2003) at arbitrary values of a and in partiular at unitar-
ity. The resulting values for ξ(0) are 0.43 (Carlson et al.,
2003) or 0.41 (Astrakharhik et al., 2004). Very reently,
the hemial potential and the gap of the unitary Fermi
gas at zero temperature have been alulated analyti-
ally from an eetive eld theory using an ǫ = 4 − d
20
In a trap, the hemial potential µtrap ∼ R2 is redued by a
fator
p
ξ(0) and not ξ(0) as in the homogeneous ase, beause
the density in the trap enter is inreased by the attrative in-
teration.
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expansion (Nishida and Son, 2006). The possibility of
suh an expansion is based on an observation made by
Nussinov and Nussinov (2004), that a unitary Fermi gas
in four dimensions is in fat an ideal Bose gas. Indeed, in
d = 4, a two-partile bound state in a zero range poten-
tial only appears at innitely strong attration. Thus, al-
ready at εb = 0
+
, the resulting dimer size vanishes. At -
nite density, therefore, one ends up with a non-interating
BEC, similar to the situation as a→0+ in three dimen-
sions. The expansion about the upper ritial dimension
d = 4 may be omplemented by an expansion around
the lower ritial dimension, whih is two for the present
problem (Nishida and Son, 2007). Indeed, for d ≤ 2 a
bound state at zero binding energy appears for an arbi-
trary weak attrative interation, as shown expliitly in
setion V.A. A unitary Fermi gas in d ≤ 2 thus oin-
ides with the non-interating gas and ξ(0) ≡ 1 for all
d ≤ 2 (Nussinov and Nussinov, 2004). The d − 2 ex-
pansion, however, only aptures non-superuid proper-
ties like the equation of state while all eets assoiated
with superuidity are nonperturbative. Combining these
two expansions within a Borel-Padé method, the eld-
theoretial results for the universal parameter ξ(0) give
values in the range ξ(0) = 0.36 − 0.39 for dierent Padé-
approximants (Nishida and Son, 2007).
Critial temperature and pseudogap Within a single-
hannel desription, a zero range interation V (x−x′) =
g0 δ(x−x′) between fermions of opposite spin σ gives rise
to an interation Hamiltonian in momentum spae
Hˆ ′ =
g0
2V
∑
σ
∑
k,k′,Q
c†k+Q,σc
†
−k,−σc−k′,−σck′+Q,σ . (135)
Here c†k,σ are fermion reation operators with momen-
tum k and spin σ and V is the volume of the sys-
tem. Moreover, k − k′ is the momentum transfer due
to the interation and Q the onserved total momen-
tum in the two-partile sattering proess. The bare
oupling strength g0 is determined by the s-wave sat-
tering length a after a regularization, in whih the delta
potential is replaed by the proper pseudopotential with
nite strength g (see below). For attrative interations
g < 0, 21, the Hamiltonian (135) was rst disussed by
Gor'kov and Melik-Barkhudarov (1961). In the weak-
oupling regime kF |a| ≪ 1, where the magnitude of the
sattering length is muh less than the average interpar-
tile spaing, they showed that a BCS-instability to state
21
Note that the model (135) does not make sense in the regime g >
0, where it desribes repulsive fermions. However, with a proper
pseudopotential, the two-partile interation has a bound state
for positive sattering length. The Hamiltonian (135) is then
understood to desribe fermions along this branh and not in
their ontinuum states, where the interation would be repulsive
with bound pairs appears at a temperature
Tc =
8eC
(4e)1/3πe2
TF exp
(−π/(2kF |a|)) (136)
(C = 0.577 is Euler's onstant). As expeted for a weak-
oupling BCS-instability, the ritial temperature van-
ishes with an essential singularity. The absene of an
energy uto in the interation leaves the Fermi temper-
ature as the harateristi sale. For typial densities and
o-resonant sattering lengths in old gases, the param-
eter kF |a| ≈ 0.02 is very small, so (136) is appliable in
priniple. In pratie, however, fermioni superuidity
in dilute gases, where TF is only of order miro-Kelvin,
is unobservable unless kF |a| beomes of order one. In
fat, the range of aessible oupling strengths on the
BCS side of the rossover is limited by the nite level
spaing in the trap or, alternatively, by the trap size R,
whih must be larger than the size ξb ≈ ~vF /(kBTc) of
a Cooper pair (Tinkham, 1996). Using the loal density
approximation, the ondition kBTc & ~ω on the BCS
side is equivalent to ξb . R and implies partile num-
bers N & N⋆ = exp(3π/(2kF |a|)). Sine N⋆ = 105
at kF |a| = 0.4 this shows that with typial values for
the partile numbers in a trap, the regime kF |a| ≪ 1
is no longer desribed by the theory of a loally ho-
mogeneous system. Instead, for N < N⋆ one reahes
a regime whih is similar to that of pairing in nulei,
where the resulting energy gap obeys ∆0 ≪ ~ω, see e.g.
Heiselberg and Mottelson (2002).
In the strong-oupling regime kF |a| & 1 near the uni-
tarity limit, where the ritial temperature lies in an a-
essible range of order TF itself, no analytial solution of
the problem is available. In partiular, the singular na-
ture of the two-partile sattering amplitude f(k) = i/k
right at unitarity rules out any obvious perturbative ap-
proah. It is only far out on the BEC side of the prob-
lem, where kFa ≪ 1 again provides a small parameter.
In this regime, the binding energy εb is muh larger than
the Fermi energy εF . At temperatures kBT ≪ εb there-
fore, a purely bosoni desription applies for a dilute gas
of strongly bound pairs
22
with density n/2 and a repul-
sive interation desribed by the dimer-dimer sattering
length of Eq. (130). Its dimensionless oupling onstant
(n/2)1/3add = 0.16 kFa is muh smaller than one in the
regime 1/kFa & 2. Sine the dimers eventually approah
an ideal Bose gas, with density n/2 and mass 2M , the
ritial temperature in the BEC limit is obtained by on-
verting the assoiated ideal BEC ondensation tempera-
ture into the original Fermi energy. In the homogeneous
22
Note that the pseudopotential bound state is strongly bound in
the BEC limit of the rossover only as far as the sales relevant for
the BCS-BEC rossover are onerned, while it is a very weakly
bound state on the sale of the atual interatomi poential, being
the highest, so-alled rovibrational state of a total number Nb ≫
1 of bound states, see setion I.A
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ase this gives Tc(a → 0) = 0.218TF while in a trap the
numerial fator is 0.518. The fat that Tc is ompletely
independent of the oupling onstant in the BEC limit is
simple to understand: On the BCS side, superuidity is
destroyed by fermioni exitations, namely the breakup
of pairs. The ritial temperature is therefore of the same
order as the pairing gap at zero temperature, onsistent
with the well known BCS relation 2∆0/kBTc = 3.52.
A relation of this type is harateristi for a situation,
in whih the transition to superuidity is driven by the
gain in potential energy assoiated with pair formation.
In partiular, the formation and ondensation of fermion
pairs our at the same temperature. By ontrast, on the
BEC side, the superuid transition is driven by a gain in
kineti energy, assoiated with the ondensation of pre-
formed pairs. The ritial temperature is then on the
order of the degeneray temperature of the gas, whih is
ompletely unrelated to the pair binding energy.
To lowest order in kF a in this regime, the shift Eq. (11)
in the ritial temperature due to the repulsive intera-
tion between dimers is positive and linear in kF a. The
ritial temperature in the homogeneous ase therefore
has a maximum as a funtion of the dimensionless in-
verse oupling onstant v = 1/kFa, as found in the ear-
liest alulation of Tc along the BCS-BEC rossover by
Nozières and Shmitt-Rink (1985). More reent alu-
lations of the universal urve θc(v) (Haussmann et al.,
2007) indeed show a maximum around v ≈ 1, whih is
rather small, however (see Fig. 28). The assoiated uni-
versal ratio Tc/TF = 0.16 at the unitarity point v = 0
agrees well with the value 0.152(7) obtained from preise
Quantum Monte Carlo alulations for the negative-U
Hubbard model at low lling by Burovski et al. (2006).
Considerably larger values 0.23 and 0.25 for the ratio
Tc/TF at unitarity have been found by Bulga et al.
(2006) from auxiliary eld Quantum Monte Carlo alu-
lations and by Akkineni et al. (2006) from restrited path
integral Monte Carlo methods, the latter working diretly
with the ontinuum model. In the presene of a trap, the
ritial temperature has been alulated by Perali et al.
(2004). In this ase, no maximum is found as a fun-
tion of 1/kFa beause the repulsive interation between
dimers on the BEC side leads to a density redution in
the trap enter, whih eliminates the Tc -maximum at
xed density.
The inreasing separation between the pair formation
and the pair ondensation temperature as v varies be-
tween the BCS- and the BEC-limit implies that in the
regime −2 . v . +2 near unitarity, there is a substan-
tial range of temperatures above Tc, where preformed
pairs exist, but do not form a superuid. From reent
path integral Monte Carlo alulations, the harater-
isti temperature T ⋆ below whih strong pair orrela-
tions appear has been found to be of order T ⋆ ≈ 0.7TF
at unitarity (Akkineni et al., 2006), whih is at least
three times the ondensation temperature Tc at this
point. It has been shown by Randeria et al. (1992) and
Trivedi and Randeria (1995), that the existene of pre-
FIG. 28 Critial temperature of the homogeneous gas as a
funtion of the oupling strength. The exat asymptoti re-
sults Eq. (136) and Eq. (11) in the BCS and BEC limits are
indiated by green triangles and blue squares, respetively.
At unitarity Tc = 0.16 TF . The dashed line shematially de-
notes the evolution of T ∗. Reprinted with permission from
(Haussmann et al., 2007).
formed pairs in the regime Tc < T . T
⋆
leads to a
normal state very dierent from a onventional Fermi
liquid. For instane, the spin suseptibility is strongly
suppressed due to singlet formation above the superuid
transition temperature
23
. This is aused by the strong
attrative interations near unitarity, whih leads to pairs
in the superuid, whose size is of the same order than the
interpartile spaing. The temperature range between Tc
and T ⋆ may be onsidered as a regime of strong super-
onduting utuations. Suh a regime is present also in
high-temperature superondutors., where it is alled the
Nernst region of the pseudogap phase (Lee et al., 2006).
Its harateristi temperature T ⋆ approahes Tc in the
regime of weak oupling (see Fig. 28). It disappears in
underdoped uprates, where Tc vanishes. Remarkably,
in these systems, the temperature below whih the spin
suseptiblity is suppressed, however, beomes larger at
small doping (Lee et al., 2006). Apart from the dierent
nature of the pairing in both ases (s- versus d-wave), the
nature of the pseudogap in the uprates, whih appears in
the proximity of a Mott-insulator with antiferromagneti
order, is thus a rather omplex set of phenomena, whih
still lak a proper mirosopi understanding (Lee et al.,
2006). For a disussion of the relevane and limitations
of the analogy between the pseudogap phase in the BCS-
BEC rossover to that in high Tc uprates see e.g. the
reviews by Randeria (1998) and by Chen et al. (2005).
Extended BCS desription of the rossover A simple ap-
proximation, whih overs the omplete range of oupling
strengths analytially, is obtained by assuming that, at
23
For a proposal to measure the spin suseptibility in trapped
Fermi gases see Reati et al. (2006).
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least for the ground state, only zero momentum pairs are
relevant. In the subspae of states with only zero mo-
mentum pairs, all ontributions in Eq. (135) with Q 6= 0
vanish. The resulting Hamiltonian
Hˆ ′BCS =
g0
2V
∑
σ
∑
k,k′
c†k,σc
†
−k,−σc−k′,−σck′,σ (137)
thus involves only two momentum sums. Eq. (137) is
in fat just the redued BCS-Hamiltonian, whih is a
standard model Hamiltonian to desribe the phenomenon
of superondutivity. It is usually solved by a variational
Ansatz
ΨBCS (1, 2, . . .N) = Aˆ [φ(1, 2)φ(3, 4) · · ·φ(N − 1, N)]
(138)
in whih an idential two-partile state φ(1, 2) is as-
sumed for eah pair. Here the arguments 1 = (x1, σ1)
et. denote position and spin, Aˆ is the operator whih
antisymmetrizes the many-body wavefuntion and we
have assumed an even number of fermions for simpli-
ity. The wave funtion (138) is a simple example of a
so-alled Pfaan state (see setion VII.C) with (N−1) ! !
terms, whih is just the square root of the determi-
nant of the ompletely antisymmetri N × N matrix
φ(i, j). In seond quantization, it an be written in
the form |ΨBCS (1, 2, . . .N)〉 =
(
bˆ†0
)N/2|0〉 of a Gross-
Pitaevskii like state. The operator bˆ†0 =
∑
k φkc
†
k,↑c
†
−k,↓
reates a pair with zero total momentum, with φk =
V −1/2
∫
φ(x) exp−ikx the Fourier transform of the spa-
tial part of the two partile wave funtion φ(1, 2) in
Eq. (138). It is important to note, however, that bˆ†0 is
not a Bose operator. It develops this harater only in
the limit, where the two-partile wave funtion φ(1, 2)
has a size muh smaller than the interpartile spaing
(see below). To avoid the diult task of working with
a xed partile number, it is standard pratie to use a
oherent state
|BCS〉 = CBCS exp
(
αbˆ†0
)
|0〉 =
∏
k
(
uk+vkc
†
k,↑c
†
−k,↓
)|0〉 .
(139)
Sine 〈bˆ†0bˆ0〉 = |
∑
k φkukvk|2 = |α|2 = N/2 by the num-
ber equation (see below), this state is haraterized by
a marosopi oupation of a single state, whih is a
bound fermion pair with zero total momentum. The am-
plitudes uk, vk are onneted to the two-partile wave-
funtion via vk/uk = αφk. Sine u
2
k or v
2
k are the proba-
bilities of a pair k ↑,−k ↓ being empty or oupied, they
obey the normalization u2k+ v
2
k = 1. The overall normal-
ization onstant CBCS = exp− 12
∑
k ln
(
1 + |αφk|2
) →
exp−|α|2/2 approahes the standard result of a oher-
ent state of bosons in the strong oupling limit, where
|αφk|2 ≈ v2k ≪ 1 for all k. In this limit, bˆ†0 is indeed a
Bose operator and the wave funtion Eq. (138) is that of
an ideal BEC of dimers. In fat, antisymmetrization be-
omes irrelevant in the limit where the oupation v2k of
all fermion states is muh less than one
24
. The BCS wave
funtion has the gap ∆ as a single variational parameter,
whih appears in the fermion momentum distribution
v2k =
1
2
(
1− εk − µ√
(εk − µ)2 +∆2
)
. (140)
With inreasing strength of the attrative intera-
tion, this evolves ontinuously from a slightly smeared
Fermi distribution to a rather broad distribution v2k →
∆2/4(εk − µ)2 ∼ (1 + (kξb)2)−2 in the BEC limit, where
the hemial potential is large and negative (see below).
Its width ξ−1b inreases as the pair size ξb = ~/
√
2M |µ|
approahes zero. Experimentally the fermioni mo-
mentum distribution near the Feshbah resonane has
been determined from time-of-ight measurements by
Regal et al. (2005). Aounting for the additional smear-
ing due to the trap, the results are in good agreement
with Monte-Carlo alulations of the momentum distri-
bution for the model (135) (Astrakharhik et al., 2005b).
An analysis of the distribution at nite temperature al-
lows to determine the derease of the average fermioni
exitation gap with temperature (Chen et al., 2006b).
Within the extended BCS desription, the magnitude
of ∆ is determined by the standard gap equation
− 1
g0
=
1
2V
∑
k
1√
(εk − µ)2 +∆2
(141)
where Ek =
√
(εk − µ)2 +∆2 is the BCS quasipartile
energy. In onventional superondutors the momentum
sum in Eq. (141) is restrited to a thin shell around the
Fermi energy and the solution ∆ ∼ exp−1/|g0|N(0) for
g0 < 0 depends only on the density of states per spin
N(0) in the normal state right at the Fermi energy. In
old gases, however, there is no suh uto as long as
εF ≪ ε⋆. Moreover, the true dimensionless oupling on-
stant N(0)|g| = 2kF |a|/π is far from small, approahing
innity at the Feshbah resonane. The pairing inter-
ation thus aets fermions deep in the Fermi sea and
eventually ompletely melts the Fermi sphere. Within
the pseudopotential approximation the apparent diver-
gene in Eq. (141) an be regularized by the formal re-
plaement 1/g0 → 1/g − 1/2V
∑
k(1/εk). Physially,
this amounts to integrating out the high energy ontri-
butions in Eq. (141) where the spetrum is unaeted by
the pairing. A general proedure for doing this, inluding
the ase of strong pairing in nonzero angular momentum
states, has been given by Randeria et al. (1990). Con-
verting the sum over k to an integral over the free par-
tile density of states, the renormalized gap equation at
24
Note that the wavefuntion (138) still ontains (N − 1) ! ! terms
even in the BEC limit. In pratie, however, only a single term
is relevant, unless one is probing orrelations between fermions
in dierent pairs.
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FIG. 29 Solution of the gap and number equations (142)
and (143) for the redued BCS Hamiltonian Eq. (137). The
dimensionless gap parameter, hemial potential and onden-
sate fration (144) of the ground state are shown as a funtion
of the dimensionless interation parameter 1/kF a.
zero temperature an then be written in the form
1
kFa
=
(
µ˜2 + ∆˜2
)1/4
P1/2(x) . (142)
Here µ˜ = µ/εF and ∆˜ = ∆/εF are the dimensionless
hemial potential and gap respetively, while P1/2(x)
is a Legendre funtion of the rst kind. The parameter
x = −µ/(µ2+∆2)1/2 varies between −1 in the BCS- and
+1 in the BEC-limit beause the fermion hemial po-
tential ontinously drops from µ = εF in weak-oupling
to µ → −εb/2 for strongly bound pairs and |µ| ≫ ∆
in both limits. Physially the behavior of the hemial
potential in the BEC-limit an be understood by noting
that the energy gained by adding two fermions is just the
moleular binding energy. The detailed evolution of µ as
a funtion of the dimensionless oupling strength 1/kFa
follows from the equation N = 2
∑
k v
2
k for the average
partile number. In dimensionless form this gives
4
π
= µ˜
(
µ˜2 + ∆˜2
)1/4
P1/2(x) +
(
µ˜2 + ∆˜2
)3/4
P−1/2(x) .
(143)
The equations (142, 143), originally disussed by Eagles
(1969) and Leggett (1980), determine the gap, the hem-
ial potential and related quantities like the ondensate
fration (Ortiz and Dukelsky, 2005)
λBCS =
n0
n
|BCS = 3π
16
∆˜2
Im
(
µ˜+ i∆˜
)1/2 (144)
for arbitrary oupling (see Figure 29).
They provide a simple approximation for the rossover
between weak-oupling 1/kFa→ −∞ and the BEC-limit
1/kFa → ∞ within the variational Ansatz Eq. (139) for
the ground state wave funtion. In fat, as realized long
ago by Rihardson and Gaudin, the results are exat for
the redued BCS Hamiltonian Eq. (137) and not just of
FIG. 30 Change in the fermioni exitation spetrum of the
extended BCS desription as the hemial potential hanges
from positive to negative values.
a variational nature as usually presented in textbooks
25
. Both the gap and the ondensate fration inrease
ontinuously with oupling strength, while the hemial
potential beomes negative for 1/kFa > 0.55. The values
ξBCS(0) = 0.59, ∆˜BCS = 0.69 and λBCS = 0.70 for the
hemial potential, the gap and the ondensate fration
at unitarity dier, however, onsiderably from the orre-
sponding results ξ(0) ≈ 0.4 and ∆˜ ≈ λ ≈ 0.5 obtained
by both numerial and eld-theoreti methods for the
physially relevant model (135). For strong oupling,
the gap inreases like ∆˜ = 4(3πkFa)
−1/2
. Apparently,
this is muh smaller than the two-partile binding en-
ergy. To explain why 2∆ diers from the energy εb of a
strongly bound dimer even in the BEC limit, it is ne-
essary to determine the minimum value of the energy
Ek =
√
(εk − µ)2 +∆2 for single fermion exitations.
For negative hemial potentials, this minimum is not
at ∆ as in the usual situation µ > 0, but at
√
∆2 + µ2
(see Fig. 30). Sine |µ| ≫ ∆ in the BEC limit, the mini-
mum energy for a single fermioni exitation is therefore
|µ| = εb/2 and not ∆ (Randeria et al., 1990).
The size of the pairs ξb ontinuously shrinks from an
exponentially large value kF ξb ≃ εF /∆ in the BCS-limit
to essentially zero ξb ≃ a in the BEC-limit of tightly
bound pairs. For weak oupling, the size of the pair o-
inides with the oherene length ξ. This is no longer
the ase on the BEC-side of the rossover, however.
Indeed, as shown by Pistolesi and Strinati (1996) and
Engelbreht et al. (1997), the oherene length reahes
a minimum value on the order of the interpartile spa-
ing around the unitary limit and then inreases slowly
to approah the value ξ = (4πnadd)
−1/2
of a weakly
interating Bose gas of dimers with density n/2. This
minimum is losely related to a maximum in the rit-
ial veloity around the unitary point. Indeed, as dis-
ussed in setion IV.D, the ritial momentum for su-
peruid ow within a mean-eld desription is simply
kc ≈ 1/ξ. More preisely, the ritial veloity vc on the
25
For a review see Dukelsky et al. (2004). It is interesting to note
that although the BCS wave funtion (139) gives the exat ther-
modynamis of the model, its number projeted form does not
seem to be exat beyond the trivial weak oupling or BEC limit,
see Ortiz and Dukelsky (2005).
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BEC side of the rossover oinides with the sound ve-
loity aording to the Landau riterion. Near unitarity,
this veloity reahes c = vF
√
ξ(0)/3 ≈ 0.36 vF (see be-
low). On the BCS side, the destrution of superuidity
does not involve the exitation of phonons but is due
to pair-breaking. As shown by Combesot et al. (2006)
and Sensarma et al. (2006), the resulting ritial veloity
exhibits a maximum vmaxc ≈ 0.36vF around the unitar-
ity point whih is lose to the value of the loal sound
veloity there. Using a moving optial lattie near the
trap enter, this predition has been veried reently by
Miller et al. (2007).
Failure of extended BCS-theory In the regime of weak-
oupling, the gap ∆˜BCS = 8/e
2 exp−π/2kF |a| is expo-
nentially small. Using Eq. (136) for the ritial temper-
ature, however, the ratio 2∆/kBTc diers from the well
known BCS-value 2π/eC = 3.52 by a fator (4e)1/3. The
reason for this disrepany is subtle and important from
a basi point of view. It has to do with the fat that the
redued BCS-model ontains only zero momentum pairs
and thus no density utuations are possible. By on-
trast, the original model (135) inludes suh utuations,
whih are present in any neutral system. The innoent
looking BCS assumption of pairs with zero momentum
only thus eliminates an important part of the physis.
To understand why the redued BCS-model fails to a-
ount for the orret low energy exitations, it is useful
to rewrite the interation Eq. (137) in real spae, where
Hˆ ′BCS =
g0
2V
∑
σ
∫
x
∫
x′
ψˆ†σ(x)ψˆ
†
−σ(x)ψˆ−σ(x
′)ψˆσ(x
′) .
(145)
The assoiated non-standard (note the order of x and
x′ !) 'interation' VBCS(x − x′) = g0/V has innite
range, but is saled with 1/V to give a proper ther-
modynami limit. It is well known, that models of
this type are exatly soluble and that their phase tran-
sitions are desribed by mean-eld theory. Moreover,
while Eq. (145) is invariant under a global gauge trans-
formation ψσ(x) → eiφψσ(x) (partile number is on-
served), this is no longer the ase if φ(x) varies spa-
tially. In the exatly soluble redued BCS model there-
fore, the hange in energy assoiated with a slowly vary-
ing phase does not vanish like (∇φ(x))2 as it should
for a superuid (see Appendix). The omission of pairs
with nite momentum thus eliminates the well known
Bogoliubov-Anderson mode ω(q) = cq of a neutral su-
peruid (Anderson, 1958b). A proper desription of the
rossover problem in a neutral system like old gases re-
quires to aount for both the bosoni as well as the
fermioni exitations for an arbitrary strength of the ou-
pling. By ontrast, for harged superondutors, the
Bogoliubov-Anderson mode is pushed up to a high fre-
queny plasmon mode, whih is irrelevant for the de-
sription of superondutivity. A redued BCS model,
in whih they are omitted anyway, is thus appropriate.
The absene of the olletive Bogoliubov-Anderson
mode implies that already the leading orretions to the
ground state in powers of kF |a| are inorret in a de-
sription whih is based on just solving the gap- and
number-equation for arbitrary oupling. For weak inter-
ations, one misses the Gorkov, Melik-Barkhudarov re-
dution of the gap. Indeed, as shown by Heiselberg et al.
(2000), density utuations give rise to a sreening of
the attrative interation at nite density, hanging the
dimensionless oupling onstant of the two-partile prob-
lem to geff = g + g
2N(0)(1 + 2 ln 2)/3 + . . .. Sine the
additional ontribution to the two-body sattering am-
plitude g < 0 is positive, the bare attration between
two fermions is weakened. Due to the nonanalyti de-
pendene of the weak-oupling gap or transition temper-
ature on the oupling onstant kF a, the renormalization
g → geff gives rise to a redution of both the gap and the
ritial temperature by a nite fator (4e)−1/3 ≈ 0.45.
The universal ratio 2∆/kBTc = 3.52, valid in weak ou-
pling, is thus unaeted. It is interesting to note that
a naive extrapolation of the Gorkov Melik-Barkhudarov
result ∆/εF = (2/e)
7/3 exp−π/2kF |a| for the zero tem-
perature gap to innite oupling kFa = ∞ gives a value
∆(v = 0) = 0.49εF whih is lose to the one obtained
from Quantum Monte Carlo alulations at unitarity
(Carlson et al., 2003). In the BEC limit, the onden-
sate fration Eq. (144) reahes the trivial limit one of the
ideal Bose gas like λBCS = 1− 2πna3 + . . .. The orret
behavior, however, is desribed by the Bogoliubov result
Eq. (10) with density n/2 and sattering length a→ add,
i.e. it involves the square root of the gas parameter na3.
As pointed out by Lamaraft (2006), the presene of pairs
with nonzero momentum is also important for measure-
ments of noise orrelations in time-of-ight pitures near
the BCS-BEC rossover. As disussed in setion III.B,
suh measurements provide information about the trun-
ated density orrelation funtion
G↑↓(k1,k2) = 〈nˆ↑(k1)nˆ↓(k2)〉 − 〈nˆ↑(k1)〉 〈nˆ↓(k2)〉 .
(146)
The momenta k1,2 = Mx1,2/~t are simply related to the
positions x1,2 at whih the orrelations are determined
after a free ight expansion for time t. While the forma-
tion of bound states shows up as a peak at k1 = −k2
as observed by Greiner et al. (2005a) in a moleular gas
above ondensation, the presene of pairs with nonzero
momenta give rise to an additional ontribution propor-
tional to 1/|k1 + k2|. This reets the depletion of the
ondensate due to bosons at nite momentum as found
in the Bogoliubov theory of an interating Bose gas.
Crossover thermodynamis As pointed out above, a om-
plete desription of the BCS-BEC rossover involves
both bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom. Sine
the fermioni spetrum has a gap, only the bosoni
Bogoliubov-Anderson mode is relevant at low temper-
atures (Liu, 2006). Similar to the situation in super-
uid
4
He, these sound modes determine the low tempera-
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ture thermodynamis along the full BCS-BEC rossover.
They give rise to an entropy
S(T ) = V
2π2
45
kB
(
kBT
~c
)3
+ . . . (147)
whih vanishes like T 3 for arbitrary oupling strength.
The assoiated sound veloity c at zero temperature fol-
lows from the ground state pressure or the hemial po-
tential via the thermodynami relation Mc2 = ∂p/∂n =
n∂µ/∂n. It was shown by Engelbreht et al. (1997),
that the sound veloity dereases monotonially from
c = vF /
√
3 to zero on the BEC side. There, to lowest
order in kFa, it is given by the Gross-Pitaevskii result
(c/vF )
2 = kF add/(6π) for the sound veloity of a dilute
gas of dimers with a repulsive interation obtained from
Eq. (130). At unitarity, c = vF
√
ξ(0)/3 ≈ 0.36 vF is
related to the Fermi veloity by the universal onstant
ξ(0). This has been used in reent measurements of the
sound veloity along the axial z diretion diretion of an
anisotropi trap by Joseph et al. (2007). The veloity
c0 = c(z = 0) measured near the trap enter is given
by c20 =
√
ξ(0)(v
(0)
F )
2/5. Here, v
(0)
F is the Fermi veloity
of a non-interating gas, whih is xed by the assoi-
ated Fermi energy in the trap by εF (N) = M(v
(0)
F )
2/2.
A fator 3/5 arises from averaging over the transverse
density prole (Capuzzi et al., 2006). An additional fa-
tor 1/
√
ξ(0) is due to the fat that at unitarity, the at-
trative interations inrease the loal density n(0) in
the trap enter ompared to that of a non-interating
Fermi gas by a fator ξ(0)−3/4. The loal Fermi veloity
vF [n(0)] is thus enhaned by ξ(0)
−1/4
ompared to v
(0)
F .
Preise measurements of the ratio c0/v
(0)
F = 0.362±0.006
(Joseph et al., 2007) at the lowest available temperatures
thus give ξ(0) = 0.43± 0.03, in good agreement with the
Quantum Monte Carlo results. In addition, the indepen-
dene of this ratio on the density has been tested over a
wide range, thus onrming the universality at the uni-
tary point.
Numerial results on the rossover problem at -
nite temperatures have been obtained by Bulga et al.
(2006), by Burovski et al. (2006) and by Akkineni et al.
(2006) at the unitarity point. More reently, they have
been omplemented by analytial methods, using ex-
pansions around the upper and lower ritial dimen-
sion (Nishida, 2007) or in the inverse number 1/N of
a strongly attrative Fermi gas with 2N omponents
(Nikoli and Sahdev, 2007). A rather omplete pi-
ture of the rossover thermodynamis for arbitrary ou-
plings and temperatures in the spin-balaned ase was
given by Haussmann et al. (2007) on the basis of a vari-
ational approah to the many-body problem developed
by Luttinger-Ward and DeDominiis-Martin. Although
the theory does not apture orretly the ritial behav-
ior near the superuid transition, whih is a ontinuous
transition of the 3D XY-type for arbitrary oupling, the
results obey standard thermodynami relations and the
spei relation p = 2u/3 at unitarity at the level of a few
FIG. 31 Entropy per partile in units of kB as a funtion of
the dimensionless oupling 1/kF a and temperature θ = T/TF .
The rossover from a Fermi gas with a tiny superuid regime
as T → 0 to a Bose gas whih is superuid below T ≈ 0.2TF
ours in a narrow range of oupling strengths. An isentropi
ramp, starting in the normal phase on the negative a side at
suiently low T leads to a moleular ondensate. Reprinted
with permission from Haussmann et al. (2007).
perent. In addition, the resulting value Tc/TF ≈ 0.16
for the ritial temperature at unitarity agrees rather
well with the presently most preise numerial results
by Burovski et al. (2006). As an example, a 3D plot of
the entropy per partile is shown in Fig. 31 Apparently,
the freezing out of fermioni exitations with inreasing
oupling v leads to a strong suppression of the low tem-
perature entropy. An adiabati ramp aross the Feshbah
resonane from the BEC to the BCS side is thus assoi-
ated with a lowering of the temperature, as emphasized
by Carr et al. (2004). In partiular, it is evident from
this piture that a moleular ondensate an be reahed
by going isentropially from negative to positive satter-
ing lengths even if the initial state on the fermioni side
is above the transition to superuidity, as was the ase in
the experiments by Greiner et al. (2003). The plot pro-
vides a quantitative piture of how an attrative gas of
fermions gradually evolves into a repulsive gas of bosons.
Apparently, most of the quantitative hange happens in
the range −2 . v . +2, whih is preisely the regime
aessible experimentally with old atoms. Note, that
the exat entropy and its rst derivative are ontinuous
near the ritial temperature. Indeed, the singular on-
tribution to S(T ) is proportional to |T − Tc|(1−α) and
α < 0 for the 3D XY-transition. Moreover, the value
S(Tc)/N ≈ 0.7 kB of the entropy per partile at Tc at the
unitarity point (Haussmann et al., 2007), provides a limit
on the entropy of any initial state whih is is required to
reah the superuid regime T < Tc near unitarity by an
adiabati proess.
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C. Experiments near the unitarity limit
Thermodynami properties The thermodynamis of a
strongly interating Fermi gas near unitarity has been
studied experimentally by the Duke group (Kinast et al.,
2005). It has been found, that the spatial proles of
both the trapped and released gas are rather lose to a
Thomas-Fermi prole with a size parameter determined
from hydrodynami saling. This is onsistent with the
fat that the equation of state of the unitary gas is iden-
tial with that of a non-interating gas up to a sale
fator. Stritly speaking, however, this is true only at
zero temperature. At nite temperature, the funtion
ξ(θ) dened in Eq. (133) is learly dierent from that
of an ideal Fermi gas. Assuming a Thomas-Fermi pro-
le, the eetive temperature of a near unitary gas an
be inferred from tting the observed loud proles with
a Thomas-Fermi distribution at nite temperature. The
temperature dependent internal energy E(T ) and spei
heat of the gas ould then be determined by adding a well
dened energy to the gas through a proess, where the
loud is released abruptly and reaptured after a vary-
ing expansion time (Kinast et al., 2005). The resulting
E(T ) urve essentially follows that of a non-interating
gas above a harateristi temperature T˜c ≈ 0.27T (0)F .
The data below T˜c follow a power law E(T ) − E0 ∼ T a
with an exponent a ≃ 3.73, whih is not far from the ex-
at low T result E(T )−E0 = V · (π2/30)kBT (kBT/~c)3
of a uniform superuid in the phonon-dominated regime
kBT ≪ Mc2. Quantitatively, the data are well de-
sribed by a nite temperature generalization of the ex-
tended BCS desription of the rossover (Chen et al.,
2005). In partiular, the harateristi temperature T˜c
is lose to the theoretially expeted transition temper-
ature T trapc ≈ 0.25T (0)F to the superuid state. Indeed,
within the loal density approximation (LDA), the su-
peruid transition in a trap ours when the loal Fermi
temperature TF [n(0)] in the trap enter reahes the rit-
ial value Tc of the homogeneous gas at density n(0). At
the unitarity point, the latter is obtained from the uni-
versal ratio Tc/TF ≈ 0.16. As noted above, the attrative
interations inrease the loal density in the trap enter
ompared to the non-interating gas with (bare) Fermi
energy εF (N) = ~ω¯ · (3N)1/3 = kBT (0)F . Thus TF [n(0)]
is enhaned by a fator 1/
√
ξ. Negleting for simpliity
the variation of the hemial potential over the size of the
trap due to the loal variation of TF , this translates into a
ritial temperature T trapc /T
(0)
F = 0.16 ·ξ−1/2(Tc) ≈ 0.25,
where ξ(Tc) ≈ 0.39 is again a universal number at uni-
tarity (Haussmann et al., 2007).
Experimental results on thermodynami properties
whih do not rely on the diult issue of a proper temper-
ature alibration are possible by using the virial theorem
Eq. (134). It allows to measure the energy of the strongly
interating gas diretly from its density prole. Within
LDA, the ontributions to 〈Hˆtrap〉 from the three spa-
tial diretions are idential, even in an anisotropi trap.
The total energy per partile thus follows diretly from
the average mean square radius E/N = 3Mω2z〈z2〉 along
(say) the axial diretion. The predited linear inrease
of 〈z2〉 at unitarity with the energy input has been veri-
ed experimentally by Thomas et al. (2005). More gen-
erally, sine the internal energy per partile is equal to
f(θ)−θf ′(θ) in units of the bare Fermi energy, the univer-
sal funtion f(θ) is in priniple aessible by measuring
the density prole. A possible way to do thermometry
for suh measurements has reently been developed by
Luo et al. (2007). They have measured the dependene
S(E) of the entropy on energy by determining the energy
from the mean square radii and the entropy by adiabati-
ally ramping the magneti eld far into the BCS regime.
There, the gas is essentially an ideal Fermi gas in a trap
and its entropy may be inferred again from 〈z2〉. At low
energies, S(E) ∼ (E −E0)b is t to a power law with an
exponent b ≈ 0.59 (note that in the phonon dominated
regime of a uniform gas one expets b = 3/4 exatly at
arbitrary oupling). The assoiated ground state energy
has been determined by Hu et al. (2007a) from a t to the
theory of Nozières and Shmitt-Rink (1985), generalized
to the symmetry broken state (see (Engelbreht et al.,
1997)). The resulting value (E0/NεF )trap = 0.48± 0.03
implies ξ(0) = 0.40 ± 0.03, beause the total energy in
the trap is just twie of the result (E0/NεF ) = f(0) =
3ξ(0)/5 obtained in a uniform system. At higher energies,
a dierent power law for S(E) is found. The rossover en-
ergy is used to provide a harateristi temperature sale
T˜c/T
(0)
F = 0.29± 0.03, whih agrees well with the ritial
temperature inferred from the earlier measurements.
Condensate fration The standard signature of BEC in
ultraold gases is the appearane of a bimodal density
distribution below the ondensation temperature. Fit-
ting the density prole from the absorption image to a
superposition of a Thomas Fermi prole and a Gaussian
bakground from the thermal atoms allows a rather pre-
ise measurement of the ondensate fration n0/n. In the
ase of fermioni superuidity this does not work beause
pairs break in time-of-ight. A way out is the rapid trans-
fer tehnique (Regal et al., 2004a; Zwierlein et al., 2004)
in whih the fragile pairs on the BCS side of the rossover
are preserved by sweeping the magneti eld towards the
BEC side of the resonane, transforming them to stable
moleules. In an adiabati situation, eah fermioni pair
is thereby transformed into a tightly bound dimer and
a time-of-ight analysis of the moleular ondensate al-
lows to infer the momentum distribution of the original
pairs on the BCS side of the rossover. The resulting
absorption images are shown in Fig. 32.
In pratie, the proess is non-adiabati and essen-
tially projets the initial many-body state onto that of
a moleular ondensate. A theoretial analysis of the
ondensate fration extrated from the rapid transfer
tehnique has been given by Perali et al. (2005) and
by Altman and Vishwanath (2005). The fration of
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FIG. 32 Time-of-ight images showing a fermioni onden-
sate after projetion onto a moleular gas. The images show
ondensates at dierent detunings ∆B = 0.12, 0.25, and
0.55.G (left to right) from the Feshbah resonane (BCS side),
starting with initial temperatures T/TF = 0.07. Reprinted
with permission from Regal et al. (2004a).
moleules depends on the sweep rate and, in a strongly
non-adiabati situation, provides information about pair
orrelations in the initial state even in the absene of
a ondensate (Altman and Vishwanath, 2005). Experi-
mentally, the observed ondensate frations in
40
K were
at most around 0.14 (Regal et al., 2004a), muh smaller
than the expeted equilibrium values n0/n ≈ 0.5 at uni-
tarity. A possible origin of this disrepany may be the
rather short lifetime of
40
K dimers near resonane on
the order of 100 ms. Yet, the qualitative features of the
phase diagram agree with an analysis based on an equi-
librium theory (Chen et al., 2006a). For
6
Li, in turn, the
ondensate frations determined via the rapid transfer
tehnique turned out to be muh larger, with a maxi-
mum value 0.8 at B ≈ 820G, on the BEC side of the
resonane (Zwierlein et al., 2004) (see Fig. 33). Appar-
ently, in this ase, there were no problems with the life-
time, however the experimental denition of n0/n via
the ratio of the partile numbers in the entral peak to
the total number overestimates the true ondensate fra-
tion. This is probably due to the fat that the entral
peak ontains an appreiable ontribution from partiles
whih are removed from the ondensate by the strong
interations even at zero temperature. The observation
(Zwierlein et al., 2004) that the ondensate fration de-
reases to zero on the BEC side (see Fig. 33) instead of
approahing one is probably aused by fast vibrational
relaxation into deeply bound states further away from
the resonane.
Colletive modes Colletive modes in a harmoni trap
have been a major tool to study old gases in the BEC
regime, where the dynamis is determined by superuid
hydrodynamis. For a mixture of fermions with an ad-
justable attrative interation, the orresponding eigen-
frequenies have been worked out by Stringari (2004)
and by Heiselberg (2004). For a highly elongated trap,
where the axial trap frequeny ωz is muh smaller the
radial onnement frequeny ω⊥, two important eigen-
modes are the axial and radial ompression modes, with
FIG. 33 Condensate fration as a funtion of magneti eld
and temperature. The highest ondensate frations and on-
set temperatures are obtained on the BEC side, lose to the
resonane at B0 = 834G. As a measure of temperature, the
ondensate fration at 820G (see arrow) is used as the vertial
axis. Reprinted with permission from Zwierlein et al. (2004).
respetive frequenies (Heiselberg, 2004; Stringari, 2004)
ωB = ωz
√
3− 1
γ + 1
and ωr = ω⊥
√
2(γ + 1) . (148)
They are ompletely determined by the eetive poly-
tropi index γ = d ln p/d lnn− 1 and thus give informa-
tion about the equation of state p(n) along the rossover.
Sine γ = 2/3 exatly for the unitary Fermi gas, one ob-
tains universal numbers for these frequenies preisely
at the Feshbah resonane, as pointed out by Stringari
(2004). In partiular the radial ompression mode fre-
queny ωr is equal to ωr =
√
10/3ω⊥ in the BCS-limit
and at unitarity, while it approahes ωr = 2ω⊥ in the
BEC-limit, where γ = 1. The fat that the hemial
potential Eq. (9) of a dilute repulsive Bose gas is larger
than its mean-eld limit µBose ∼ n, implies γ > 1, i.e.
the BEC-limit is reahed from above. The expeted non-
monotoni behavior of ωr as a funtion of 1/kFa has re-
ently been observed by Altmeyer et al. (2007). Remark-
ably, it provides the rst quantitative test of the Lee-
Huang-Yang orretion to the hemial potential Eq. (9)
of a dilute repulsive Bose gas (of dimers) (see Fig. 34).
The issue of damping of the olletive modes in the
BCS-BEC rossover has raised a number of questions,
whih - remarkably - are onneted with reent devel-
opments in QCD and eld theory. As pointed out by
Gelman et al. (2004), not only the thermodynamis but
also dynamial properties like the kineti oeients are
desribed by universal saling funtions at the unitarity
point. An example is the shear visosity η whih deter-
mines the damping of sound and olletive osillations in
trapped gases. At unitarity, its dependene on density n
and temperature T is xed by dimensional arguments to
be η = ~nα(T/µ), where µ is the hemial potential and
α(x) a dimensionless universal funtion. At zero temper-
ature, in partiular, η(T = 0) = αη~n is linear in the den-
sity, whih denes a 'quantum visosity' oeient αη.
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FIG. 34 Normalized frequeny ωr/ω⊥ of the radial ompres-
sion mode as a funtion of dimensionless interation param-
eter 1/kF a on the BEC side of the rossover. The result at
unitarity agrees well with the predited value
p
10/3 = 1.826.
The BEC limit ωr/ω⊥ = 2 is approahed from above due to
the positive orretion to the ground state hemial poten-
tial beyond mean eld, predited by Lee, Huang and Yang.
The monotoni line is the result of an extended BCS mean
eld theory. Reprinted with permission from Altmeyer et al.
(2007).
From a simple utuation-dissipation type argument in
the normal phase, a lower bound αη ≥ 1/6π was derived
by Gelman et al. (2004). Assuming that a hydrodynami
desription applies, the eetive shear visosity an be
inferred from the damping rate of the olletive modes.
In partiular, the damping of the axial mode near the
unitarity limit in the experiments by Bartenstein et al.
(2004) gives αη ≈ 0.3 at the lowest attainable tempera-
tures. Based on these results, it has been speulated that
ultraold atoms near a Feshbah resonane are a nearly
perfet liquid (Gelman et al., 2004). A proper denition
of visosity oeients like η, however, requires hydro-
dynami damping. At zero temperature, this is usually
not the ase. It is valid at T = 0 in one dimension, where
exat results on αη have been obtained for arbitrary ou-
pling along the BCS-BEC rossover (Punk and Zwerger,
2006).
At nite temperature, damping is typially assoiated
with the presene of thermally exited quasipartiles,
whih also give rise to a nonzero entropy density s(T ). It
has been shown by Kovtun et al. (2005) that in a rather
speial lass of relativisti eld theories, whih are dual to
some string theory, the ratio η(T )/s(T ) = ~/(4πkB) has
a universal value. For more general models, this value is
onjetured to provide a lower bound on η/s for a vanish-
ing hemial potential, i.e. eetively in the zero density
limit. Sine the ratio does not involve the veloity of
light, the string theory bound on η/s may apply also to
non-relativisti systems like the unitary Fermi gas, whih
lak an intrinsi sale beyond temperature and density.
From Eq. (147), both entropy density and shear visos-
ity should therefore vanish like T 3 in the low temper-
ature, superuid regime. Reent measurements of this
ratio, using the damping of the radial breathing mode
in a strongly aniosotropi trap have been performed by
Turlapov et al. (2007) as a funtion of the energy of the
gas. The results indiate a very low visosity of the uni-
tary gas in both the superuid and normal regime, and a
ratio η/s whih is indeed of order ~/kB. Exat results on
bulk rather than shear visosities have been obtained by
Son (2007). He noted that the unitary Fermi gas exhibits
a onformal symmetry whih onstrains the phenomeno-
logial oeients in the dissipative part of the stress
tensor. In partiular, the bulk visosity vanishes identi-
ally in the normal state and thus no entropy is generated
in a uniform expansion. In the superuid phase, whih
is quite generally haraterized by the shear plus three
dierent bulk visosities (Forster, 1975), this result im-
plies that two of the bulk visosity oeients vanish at
unitarity, while one of them may still be nite.
Rf-spetrosopy A mirosopi signature of pairing be-
tween fermions is provided by rf-spetrosopy of the gap
on the BCS-side of the rossover, where no bound states
exist in the absene of a Fermi sea. This was rst sug-
gested by Törmä and Zoller (2000). Following earlier
work by Regal and Jin (2003) and Gupta et al. (2003) in
the non-superuid regime, suh an experiment has been
performed by Chin et al. (2004). An rf-eld with fre-
queny ωL is used to drive transitions between one of the
hyperne states |2〉 = |↓〉 whih is involved in the pairing
and an empty hyperne state |3〉 whih lies above it by an
energy ~ω23 due to the magneti eld splitting of the bare
atom hyperne levels. In the absene of any interations,
the spetrum exhibits a sharp peak at ωL = ω23. The
presene of attrative interations between the two lowest
hyperne states |1〉 and |2〉 will lead to an upward shift of
this resonane. In a moleular piture, whih is valid far
on the BEC-side of the rossover, this shift is expeted to
oinide with the two-partile binding energy εb. Indeed,
it was shown by Chin and Julienne (2005), that both
sattering lengths and moleular binding energies may
be extrated from rf-spetra of weakly bound moleules.
For a quantitative analysis, however, it is important even
at the level of single moleules, to properly aount for
the nonvanishing interation a13,23 6= 0 of atoms in state
|3〉 with those in the initial states |1〉 and |2〉 forming
the moleule (Gupta et al., 2003). In the experiments of
Chin et al. (2004), the rf-spetrum exhibits a dominant
free atom peak entered at ωL = ω23 for temperatures
T ≈ TF . At low temperatures, T . 0.2TF where the
gas is superuid, an additional peak is observed, whih
is shifted with respet to the free transition. As shown
in Figure 35, the shift essentially follows the two-partile
binding energy on the BEC-side of the rossover but stays
nite on the BCS-side a < 0. In partiular, the size of
the shift near unitarity inreases with the Fermi energy
beause the formation of bound pairs is a many-body ef-
fet. A theoretial analysis of these observations, whih
is based on an extended BCS desription of pairing gener-
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FIG. 35 Eetive pairing gap in
6
Li from rf-spetrosopy as
a funtion of magneti eld. The solid line is the two-partile
binding energy, whih vanishes at the Feshbah resonane at
B0 = 834G oming from the BEC side. The open and losed
symbols are for Fermi temperatures TF = 3.6µK and TF =
1.2µK respetively. The ratio of the eetive pairing gaps
strongly depends on TF on the BCS side (inset). Reprinted
with permission from Chin et al. (2004).
alized to nite temperature within a T-matrix formalism,
has been given by Kinnunen et al. (2004) and He et al.
(2005); Ohashi and Grin (2005). Inluding the ne-
essary average over the inhomogeneous gap parameter
∆(x) in a harmoni trap, reasonable agreement with the
experimentally observed spetra has been obtained. An
important point to realize is that the strong attrative
interations near unitarity lead to an eetive 'pairing
gap' already in the normal state above Tc. The RF-shift
is therefore not a diret measure of the superuid order
parameter (He et al., 2005; Kinnunen et al., 2004).
The models disussed above rely on the assumption
that interations with the nal state |3〉 are negligible.
When this is not the ase, the results an hange sig-
niantly. For instane, when the interation onstants
gσσ′ between the states |σ = 1, 2, 3〉 whih are involved
are idential, neither mean eld ('lok') shifts nor the
eets of pairing show up in the long wavelength rf-
spetrum (Yu and Baym, 2006). A theory for the average
frequeny shift of the rf-spetra of homogeneous gases at
zero temperature, whih takes into aount both many-
body orrelations and the interations with the nal state
|3〉 has reently been given by Baym et al. (2007) and
Punk and Zwerger (2007). Near T = 0, where only a
single peak is observed in the rf-spetrum, its position
an be determined from a sum rule approah. Introdu-
ing the detuning ω = ωL − ω23 of the RF eld from the
bare |2〉 − |3〉 transition, the average lok shift
~ω¯ =
(
1
g12
− 1
g13
)
1
n2
∂(−u)
∂g−112
(149)
an be expressed in terms of the derivative of the ground
state energy density u with respet to the inverse of
the renormalized oupling onstant g12 = 4π~
2a12/M
(Baym et al., 2007). The expression is nite for all ou-
pling strengths g12 and evolves smoothly from the BCS-
to the BEC-limit. In partiular, the average lok shift
vanishes, if g12 = g13 (Zwierlein et al., 2003a). This is
diretly onneted with the result mentioned above, be-
ause the interation between states |2〉 and |3〉 drops out
for the average shift ω¯. For negligible populations of the
state |3〉, the derivative ∂(−u)/∂g−112 = ~4 C/M2 an be
expressed in terms of the onstant C whih haraterizes
the asymptoti behavior limnk = C/k
4
of the momen-
tum distribution at large momenta of the rossover prob-
lem in the |1〉 − |2〉 hannel (Punk and Zwerger, 2007).
Within an extended BCS-desription of the ground state
wavefuntion, the onstant ~
4 CBCS/M
2 ≡ ∆2 is pre-
isely the square of the gap parameter. In the BCS-
limit, Eq. (149) thus reprodues the weak oupling re-
sult obtained by Yu and Baym (2006). In the BEC-
limit, where the BCS ground state beomes exat again,
the asymptoti behavior ∆BEC = 4εF/
√
3πkFa12 gives
~ω¯ = 2εb(1 − a12/a13), with εb = ~2/Ma212 the two-
partile binding energy. This agrees preisely with the
rst moment of the spetrum of a bound-free transition
in the moleular limit (Chin and Julienne, 2005). The
dependene on kF drops out, as it must. The most
interesting regime is that around the unitarity point
1/g12 = 0, where the average rf-shift is simply given
by ω¯ = −0.46 vF/a13. The prefator is obtained from
a numerial evaluation of the derivative in Eq. (149)
(Baym et al., 2007) or - equivalently - the onstant C
in the momentum distribution at the unitarity point
(Punk and Zwerger, 2007) (note that the dependene
ω¯ ∼ − vF /a13 at unitarity also holds in an extended BCS
desription, however the numerial fator 0.56 diers
from the exat value). Compared with loally resolved
rf-spetra, whih were measured reently by Shin et al.
(2007), the predited average shift in the ase of
6
Li is
almost twie the observed peak position. This is proba-
bly due to the fat that ω¯ has a onsiderable ontribution
from the higher frequeny part of the spetrum. An un-
expeted predition of Eq. (149) is the linear dependene
of the shift on the Fermi wavevetor kF at unitarity. Ex-
perimentally, the spatial resolution neessary to distin-
guish this from the naive saling proportional to εF has
not yet been ahieved (Shin et al., 2007).
Vorties While the appearane of a pairing gap in the rf-
spetrum is a strong indiation for superuidity, it is not
a onlusive proof. Indeed, pairing eets appear in the
normal state above Tc as a preursor to superuidity or
may be present even at zero temperature in unbalaned
Fermi gases above the Clogston-Chandrasekhar limit, as
observed very reently by Shunk et al. (2007). A ru-
ial step, whih veries the existene of a paired fermioni
superuid was thus the observation of perfet triangular
vortex latties in rotating Fermi gases near unitarity by
Zwierlein et al. (2005) (see Fig. 36). Vortex latties re-
quire onservation of vortiity, whih is a onsequene of
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FIG. 36 Vortex lattie in a rotating gas of
6
Li preisely at the
Feshbah resonane and on the BEC and BCS side. Reprinted
with permission from Zwierlein et al. (2005).
superuid hydrodynamis. The regularity of the lattie
shows that all vorties have the same vortiity. Sine it
is a superuid of fermioni pairs, the expeted irula-
tion per vortex is h/2M . This is indeed the value found
from equating the total irulation at a given stirring fre-
queny with the number of vorties and the transverse
area of the loud.
IX. PERSPECTIVES
From the examples disussed in this review, it is evi-
dent that old atoms provide a novel tool to study the
physis of strong orrelations in a widely tunable range
and in unpreedentedly lean sytems. Basi models in
many-body physis like the Hubbard-model with on-site
interation or the Haldane pseudopotentials for physis in
the lowest Landau level, whih were originally introdued
in a ondensed matter ontext as an idealized desription
of strong orrelation eets in real materials an now be
applied on a quantitative level. In the following, a brief
outline of possible future diretions is given.
A. Quantum magnetism
One of the major hallenges with ultraold atoms in op-
tial latties in the near future lies in the realization and
study of ongurations, whih an serve as tunable model
systems for basi problems in quantum magnetism. For
two omponent mixtures of bosoni or fermioni atoms
in an optial lattie whih are labelled by a pseudo-spin
variable |↑〉, |↓〉 and dominating interations U ≫ J be-
tween them, seond order perturbation theory in the ki-
neti energy term allows one to map the orresponding
(Bose-)Hubbard Hamiltonian to an anisotropi Heisen-
berg model (XXZ model) with eetive spin-spin inter-
ations between atoms on neighboring lattie sites:
∑
R,R′
[
JzexS
z
RS
z
R′ ± J⊥ex (SxRSxR′ + SyRSyR′)
]
(150)
where the +(-) sign holds for the ase of
fermions or bosons, respetively (Duan et al., 2003;
Kuklov and Svistunov, 2003). By tuning the exhange
terms Jzex = 2(J
2
↑ + J
2
↓ )/U↑↓ − 4J2↑/U↑↑ − 4J2↓/U↓↓
and J⊥ex = 4J↑J↓/U↑↓ via spin-dependent tunneling
amplitudes or spin-dependent interations, one an
hange between various quantum phases. One intriguing
possibility, pointed out by Kuklov and Svistunov (2003)
is the realization of superounterow, i.e. superuidity
in the relative motion of the two omponents, while the
system is a Mott insulator, as far as the total density is
onerned. Another possibility is the formation of topo-
logial quantum phases, arising for dierent exhange
oupling along dierent lattie diretions Kitaev (2006),
whih an be realized with optial latties Duan et al.
(2003). The most natural ase ours, however, for equal
tunneling amplitudes and onsite interations, whih
yields an isotropi Heisenberg type spin-hamiltonian:
H = Jex
∑
R,R′
SR · SR′ . (151)
Here the superexhange oupling Jex = ±4J2/U↑↓ has
a positive (negative) sign for the ase of fermions (bosons)
and thus favors antiferromagnetially (ferromagnetially)
ordered phases. In the ase of fermions, it an easily be
understood why the antiferromagnetially ordered phase
is preferred: an initial spin-triplet state annot lower its
energy via seond order hopping proesses, as the two
spins pointing in the same diretion an never be plaed
on a single lattie site. The spin-singlet term, however,
is not subjet to this restrition and an lower its energy
via a seond order exhange hopping proess (Auerbah,
2006). Reently, the tunnelling dynamis based on se-
ond order hopping events has been observed in an array of
tightly onning double wells (Fölling et al., 2007). Re-
markably, the observed seond order oupling strengths
∼ J2/hU an be almost on the order of one kHz and thus
an order of magnitude larger than the diret magneti
dipole interation between two alkali atoms on neighbor-
ing lattie sites.
The observation of suh magnetially ordered quantum
phases requires to reah very low temperatures kBT <
4J2/U (for J/U ≪ 1) in the experiment. Werner et al.
(2005) have shown that suh temperatures ould be
within reah experimentally, as a Pomeranhuk type ool-
ing eet during the loading of the atoms in the lat-
tie assists in a ooling of the atoms. In partiular, it
turns out that for an initial temperature of a homoge-
neous two-omponent Fermi gas below T/TF ≃ 0.08, an
antiferromagnetially ordered phase ould be reahed at
unit lling, when the optial lattie potential is ramped
up adiabatially. A more robust implementation of
spin Hamiltonians might be reahed via ground state
polar moleules, for whih muh larger spin-spin ou-
pling strengths have been reently found to be present
(Miheli et al., 2006). Suh nearest neighbor spin in-
terations would be mediated via a long range eletri
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dipole-dipole interation between the moleules. Several
experimental groups are urrently pursuing the goal of
reating suh ground state polar moleules out of ultra-
old atoms via Feshbah sweeps and subsequent photoas-
soiation or by diretly slowing and sympathetially ool-
ing stable polar moleules. Noise orrelation or Bragg
spetrosopy ould allow one to uniquely identify suh
antiferromagnetially ordered phases.
From a ondensed matter point of view, one of the
most hallenging problems is the realization and study
of the fermioni repulsive Hubbard model in an opti-
al lattie with adjustable interations and lling fra-
tion, in partiular in 2D. As disussed by Hofstetter et al.
(2002) suh a system would onstitute a old atom ver-
sion of one of the most intensely studied models in on-
densed matter physis, allowing to aess unonventional
normal and d-wave superonduting phases as found
in the high temperature superondutors (Lee et al.,
2006). Of ourse, realization of these models with old
atoms would not solve the latter problem, however it
would be an extremely valuable tool to test some of
the still open issues in this eld. In this ontext, spe-
i proposals have been made for realizing so-alled res-
onating valene bond states by adiabatially transform-
ing spin patterns in optial superlatties (Trebst et al.,
2006). More omplex spin-liquid states might be re-
ated by enforing 'frustration' in antiferromagnetially
ordered phases through triangular or Kagome type lat-
ties (Santos et al., 2004). For a detailed review of these
models, see Lewenstein et al. (2007).
Quantum impurity problems, whih have played an im-
portant role in the study of magnetism, may be realized
in the old atom ontext by onning single atoms in a
tight optial trap or in a deep optial lattie. For hard-
ore bosons or fermions, the eetive pseudo-spin one
half assoiated with the possible loal oupation num-
bers n = 0, 1 an be oupled to a reservoir of either a
BEC or a degenerate Fermi gas, using Raman transitions
(Reati et al., 2005).
B. Disorder
It was noted by Anderson (1958a) that waves in a
medium with a stati ('quenhed') randomness may be-
ome loalized due to onstrutive interferene between
multiply reeted waves. Qualitatively, this happens be-
low a 'mobility edge', where the mean free path ℓ (al-
ulated e.g. in a Born approximation treatment of the
sattering by the disorder potential) beomes smaller
than the wavelength λ. This so-alled Ioe-Regel ri-
terion applies in a 3D situation with short range disorder
and in the absene of interations
26
. In the interat-
26
In 1D and 2D, an arbitrary weak disorder leads to loalization,
i.e. even waves with λ≪ ℓ are loalized.
ing ase, where both loalization due to disorder (Ander-
son) or due to interations (Mott) are possible, the prob-
lem is still not well understood (see e.g. the reviews by
Belitz and Kirkpatrik (1994) and Basko et al. (2006)).
Cold atoms thus provide a novel tool to investigate the
loalization problem, in partiular sine the interations
are tunable over a wide range.
For non-interating bosons, the ground state in the
presene of disorder is trivially obtained by putting all
the partiles in the lowest single-partile level of the ran-
dom potential. Adding weak repulsive interations, a
nite number of loalized states in the so-alled Lifs-
hitz tails of the single-partile spetrum (Lifshitz et al.,
1988) will be oupied. As long as the hemial poten-
tial is in this low energy range, these states have neg-
ligible spatial overlap. For very low densities, repulsive
bosons are therefore expeted to form a 'Lifshitz glass' of
fragmented, loal ondensates (Lugan et al., 2007). With
inreasing densities, these loal ondensates will be ou-
pled by Josephson tunneling and eventually form a su-
peruid, where oherene is established over the whole
sample. A quantitative analysis of this transition was
rst given by Giamarhi and Shulz (1988) in the par-
tiular ase of one dimension. Using a quantum hydro-
dynami, Luttinger liquid desription, they found that
weak interations tend to suppress the eet of Ander-
son loalization (this eet is also present in the ase of
a ommensurate lling in an optial lattie, where also a
Mott-insulating phase appears, see Rapsh et al. (1999)).
Speially, weak disorder does not destroy the super-
uid, provided the Luttinger exponent K introdued in
setion V.B is larger than 3/2. Within the Lieb-Liniger
model with an eetive oupling onstant γ dened in
Eq. (88), this requires γ . 8. In the opposite regime
K < 3/2 of low densities or strong interations near the
Tonks-Girardeau limit, even weak disorder destroys the
superuid. The ground state then laks long range phase
oherene, onsistent with the piture of a 'Lifshitz glass'
disussed above. Exat results for the momentum dis-
tribution and the loal density of states have been ob-
tained by DeMartino et al. (2005) in the speial limit of
the Tonks-Girardeau gas, where the problem is equivalent
to non-interating fermions (see setion V.B). Interating
bosons in higher dimensions were studied by Fisher et al.
(1989), using the Bose-Hubbard model Eq. (65). To a-
ount for disorder, the on-site energies ǫR, are assumed to
have a random omponent, with zero average and nite
variane
〈(ǫR − 〈ǫR〉)(ǫR′ − 〈ǫR′〉)〉 = ∆ · δR,R′ , (152)
where ∆ is a measure of the strength of the disorder.
It has been shown by Fisher et al. (1989), that even at
weak disorder∆ < U/2 a novel so-alled Bose glass phase
appears, whih separates the SF- and MI-states
27
. At
27
The 'Lifshitz glass' mentioned above may be thought of as the
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strong disorder ∆ > U/2, the MI-states are destroyed
ompletely. The Bose glass is haraterized by a vanish-
ing superuid and ondensate density. It will thus show
no sharp interferene peaks in a time-of-ight experiment
after release from an optial lattie (see setion IV.B). In
ontrast to the MI-phase, the Bose glass has both a nite
ompressibility (i.e. there is no shell struture in a trap)
and a ontinuous exitation spetrum.
A onrete proposal for studying loalization eets
with old atoms has been made by Damski et al. (2003),
who suggested to use laser spekle patterns as a means
to realize the frozen disorder. Suh patterns have been
employed in this ontext by the groups in Florene
(Lye et al., 2005) and in Orsay (Clément et al., 2005).
They are produed by a laser beam, whih is sattered
from a ground glass diuser (Clement et al., 2006). The
spekle pattern has a random intensity I, whih is ex-
ponentially distributed P (I) ∼ exp (−I/〈I〉). The rms
intensity utuation σI is thus equal to the average in-
tensity 〈I〉. The utuations in the intensity give rise to
a random value of the optial dipole potential in Eq. (31),
whih is experiened by the atoms. By varying the de-
tuning ∆, this random potential (purely repulsive for
∆ > 0) an be tuned in the range between zero and
around h · 4 kHz (Clement et al., 2006). An important
parameter haraterizing the spekle pattern is the spa-
tial orrelation length σR, whih is the sale over whih
〈I(x)I(0)〉 deays to 〈I〉2. When the optial setup is
diration limited, the smallest ahievable σR's an take
values down to one mirometer (Clement et al., 2006),
whih is omparable to typial healing lengths ξ in dilute
gases. Reahing this limit is important, sine smooth dis-
order potentials with σR ≫ ξ are not suitable to study
Anderson loalization in expanding BEC's. Indeed, the
typial range of momenta after expansion reahes up to
kmax ≈ 1/ξ. For σR ≫ ξ therefore, the spetral range
of the disorder is muh smaller than the momenta of the
matter waves. Even spekle patterns with long orre-
lation lengths, however, an lead to a strong suppres-
sion of the axial expansion of an elongated BEC. This
was observed experimentally by Clément et al. (2005);
Fort et al. (2005); Shulte et al. (2005). The eet is
not due to Anderson loalization, however. Instead, it
is aused by lassial total reetion, beause during ex-
pansion the density and hemial potential of the gas
derease. Eventually, therefore, the matter waves have
energies below the typial disorder potentials and the gas
undergoes fragmentation. A suggestion to realize Ander-
son loalization of non-interating partiles in 1D has re-
ently been made by Sanhez-Palenia et al. (2007). It is
based on a 1D BEC, whih after expansion is transformed
into a distribution of free matter waves with momenta up
to 1/ξ. For short range disorder with σR < ξ, these waves
will all be loalized, even for rather weak disorder.
low density or strong disorder limit of the Bose glass.
A rather diret approah to study the interplay be-
tween disorder and strong interations has reently been
followed by the group in Florene, using bi-hromati op-
tial latties (Fallani et al., 2007). Suh latties provide a
pseudo-random potential if the lattie periods are inom-
mensurate. Adding the inommensurate lattie in the
superuid state, a strong suppression of the interferene
pattern is found. Starting from a MI-phase, the sharp
exitation spetrum is smeared out with inreasing am-
plitude of the inommensurate lattie. Both observations
are onsistent with the presene of a Bose glass phase for
a strong inommensurate lattie potential (Fallani et al.,
2007). A dierent method to realize short range disorder
in old gases has been suggested by Gavish and Castin
(2005). It employs a two speies mixture of atoms in
an optial lattie. Due to a nite inter-speies sattering
length, the omponent whih is free to move around in
the lattie experienes an on-site random potential of the
type (152), provided the atoms of the dierent speies
or spin state are frozen at random sites. The interplay
between disorder and interations is, of ourse, also an
intriguing problem for fermions. A quantitative phase
diagram for short range disorder plus repulsive intera-
tions has been determined in this ase by Byzuk et al.
(2005). So far, however, no experiments have been done
in this diretion.
C. Nonequilibrium Dynamis
A unique feature of many-body physis with old
atoms is the possibility to modify both the interations
and the external potentials dynamially. In the ontext
of the SF-MI transition, this has been disussed already
in setion IV.C. Below, we give a brief outline of some of
the reent developments in this area.
The basi question about the eieny of ollisions
in establishing a new equilibrium from an initial out-of-
equilibrium state has been adressed by Kinoshita et al.
(2006) for Bose gases in one dimension. An array of sev-
eral thousand 1D tubes reated by a strong 2D optial
lattie (see setion V.B) was subjet to a pulsed optial
lattie along the axial diretion. The zero momentum
state is thus depleted and essentially all the atoms are
transferred to momenta ±2~k, where k is the wavevetor
of the pulsed axial optial lattie. The two wavepak-
ets in eah tube separate and then reollide again after a
time π/ω0, whih is half the osillation period in the har-
moni axial trap with frequeny ω0. The assoiated ol-
lision energy (2~k)2/M was around 0.45 ~ω⊥, i.e. muh
smaller than the minimum energy 2~ω⊥ neessary to ex-
ite higher transverse modes. The system thus remains
stritly 1D during its time evolution. It was found, that
even after several hundred osillation periods, the initial
non-equilibrium momentum distribution was preserved.
This striking observation raises a number of questions.
Speially, is the absene of a broadening of the momen-
tum distribution onneted with the integrability of the
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1D Bose gas ? More generally, one an ask, whether and
under whih onditions, the unitary time-evolution of a
non-equilibrium initial state in a strongly interating but
non-integrable quantum system will evolve into a state,
in whih at least one- and two-partile orrelations are
stationary and the information about the preise initial
onditions is hidden in some - in pratie unobservable
- high order orrelations. The non-equilibrium dynamis
for the integrable ase of bosons in 1D has reently been
addressed by Rigol et al. (2007). Taking as a model a
Tonks-Girardeau gas on a lattie, they have shown nu-
merially that the momentum distribution at large times
is well desribed by that of an 'equilibrium' state with
a density matrix of the form ρˆ ∼ exp (−∑m λmAˆm).
Here, the Aˆm denote the full set of onserved quanti-
ties, whih are known expliitely for the Tonks-Girardeau
gas beause it is equivalent to free fermions. The Lan-
grange multipliers λm are xed by the initial onditions of
given expetation values 〈Aˆm〉 at t = 0. This is the stan-
dard proedure in statistial physis, where equilibrium
is desribed mirosopially as a state of maximum en-
tropy onsistent with the given 'marosopi' data 〈Aˆm〉
(Balian, 1991). In partiular, an initially double-peaked
momentum distribution is preserved in the stationary
state desribed by the maximum entropy density oper-
ator ρˆ (Rigol et al., 2007). The hypothesis, that the ab-
sene of momentum relaxation is related to the integra-
bility of the 1D Bose gas, ould be tested by going to
higher momenta k, where the 1D sattering amplitude is
no longer given by the low energy form of Eq. (85). For
suh a ase, the pseudopotential approximation breaks
down and three body ollisions or longer ranged intera-
tions an beome relevant. For the extreme ase of two
free 3D olliding BECs, equilibration has indeed been
observed to set in after a few ollisions (Kinoshita et al.,
2006).
In non-integrable systems like the 1D Bose-Hubbard
model, where no onserved quantities exist beyond the
energy, the standard reasoning of statistial physis gives
rise to a miro-anonial density operator, whose equiva-
lent 'temperature' is set by the energy of the initial state
28
. Note that the miro-state exp (−iHˆt/~)|ψ(0)〉, whih
evolves from the initial state by the unitary time evo-
lution of a losed system, remains time dependent. Its
statistial (von Neumann) entropy vanishes. By ontrast,
the miroanonial density operator desribes a station-
ary situation, with a nonzero thermodynami entropy. It
is determined by the number of energy eigenstates near
the exat initial energy whih are aessible in an energy
range muh smaller than the mirosopi sale set by
the one- or two two-body terms in the Hamiltonian but
muh larger that the inverse of the reurrene time. For
28
In the semilassial limit, this 'eigenstate thermalization hy-
pothesis' an be derived under relatively weak assumptions, see
Sredniki (1994).
1D problems, the hypothesis that simple marosopi ob-
servables are eventually well desribed by suh a station-
ary density operator an be tested quantitatively by using
the adaptive time dependent density matrix renormaliza-
tion group (Daley et al., 2004; White and Feiguin, 2004).
In the ase of the 1D BHM, an eetively 'thermal' sta-
tionary state indeed arises for long time dynamis after a
quenh from the SF to the MI (Kollath et al., 2007) (see
setion IV.C). Apparently, however, the desription by a
stationary 'thermal' density operator is valid only for not
too large values of the nal repulsion Uf .
A dierent aspet of the non-equilibrium dynamis of
1D Bose gases was studied by Hoerberth et al. (2007).
A single 1D ondensate formed in a magneti miro
trap on an atom hip (Folman et al., 2002) is split into
two parts by applying rf-potentials (Shumm et al., 2005)
The splitting proess is done in a phase oherent man-
ner, suh that at time t = 0, the two ondensates have
a vanishing relative phase. They are kept in a double
well potential for a time t and then released from the
trap. As disussed in setion III.C, the resulting inter-
fene pattern provides information about the statistis of
the interferene amplitude. In the non-equilibrium situ-
ation disussed here, the relevant observable analogous
to Eq. (62) is the operator exp (iθˆ(z, t)) integrated along
the axial z-diretion of the two ondensates. Here θˆ(z, t)
is the time-dependent phase dierene between the two
independently utuating ondensates. Using the quan-
tum hydrodynami Hamiltonian Eq. (91), it has been
shown by Burkov et al. (2007) that the expetation value
of this operator deays sub-exponentially for large times
t≫ ~/kBT where the phase utuations an be desribed
lassially. This behavior is in rather good agreement
with experiments (Hoerberth et al., 2007). In partiu-
lar, it allows to determine the temperature of the 1D gas
very preisely.
The dynamis of the superuid gap parameter in at-
trative Fermi gases after a sudden hange of the oupling
onstant has been investigated by Barankov and Levitov
(2006); Barankov et al. (2004) and Yuzbashyan et al.
(2006) using the exatly integrable BCS Hamiltonian.
Suh hanges in the oupling onstant are experimen-
tally feasible by simply hanging the magneti eld in
a Feshbah resonane. Depending on the initial ondi-
tions, dierent regimes have been found where the gap
parameter may osillate without damping, approahes an
'equilibrium' value dierent from that assoiated with
the oupling onstant after the quenh, or deays to zero
monotonially if the oupling onstant is redued to very
small values.
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X. APPENDIX: BEC AND SUPERFLUIDITY
Following the early suggestion of London that su-
peruidity (SF) in
4
He has its origin in Bose-Einstein-
Condensation (BEC), the relation between both phenom-
ena has been a subjet of onsiderable debate. In the fol-
lowing, we outline their basi denitions and show that
SF is the more general phenomenon, whih is both ne-
essary and suient for the existene of either standard
BEC or of quasi-ondensates in low dimensional systems.
For a detailed disussion of the onnetions between BEC
and superuidity see also the book by Leggett (2006).
The denition of BEC in an interating system of
bosons is based on the properties of the one-partile den-
sity matrix ρˆ1, whih is onveniently dened by its matrix
elements
G(1)(x,x′) = 〈x′|ρˆ1|x〉 = 〈ψˆ†(x)ψˆ(x′)〉 (153)
in position spae.
29
As a hermitean operator with
Tr ρˆ1 =
∫
n(x) = N , ρˆ1 has a omplete set |n〉 of eigen-
states with positive eigenvalues λ
(1)
n whih sum up to
N . As realized by Penrose and Onsager (1956), the ri-
terion for BEC is that there is preisely one eigenvalue
λ
(1)
0 = N0 of order N while all other eigenvalues are non-
extensive
30
. Of ourse, the separation between extensive
and non-extensive eigenvalues λ
(1)
n is well dened only in
the thermodynami limit N → ∞. In pratie, how-
ever, the distintion between the BEC and the normal
phase above Tc is rather sharp even for the typial parti-
le numbers N ≈ 104− 107 of old atoms in a trap. This
is true in spite of the fat that the non-extensive eigen-
values are still rather large (see below). The marosopi
eigenvalue N0 determines the number of partiles in the
ondensate. In terms of the single partile eigenfuntions
ϕn(x) = 〈x|n〉 assoiated with the eigenstates |n〉 of ρˆ1,
the existene of a ondensate is equivalent to a maro-
sopi oupation of a single state reated by the operator
bˆ†0 =
∫
ϕ0(x)ψˆ
†(x). In a translation invariant situation,
the eigenfuntions are plane waves. The eigenvalues λ
(1)
k
29
In an inhomogeneous situation, it is sometimes onvenient to
dene a redued one-partile density matrix g(1) by G(1)(x,x′) =p
n(x)n(x′)g(1)(x,x′).
30
In priniple it is also possible that more than one eigenvalue is
extensive. This leads to so-alled fragmented BEC's whih may
appear e.g. in multiomponent spinor ondensates as shown by
Ho (1998)
are then just the oupation numbers 〈bˆ†k bˆk〉 in momen-
tum spae. In the thermodynami limit N,V → ∞ at
onstant density n, the one partile density matrix
〈x′|ρˆ1|x〉 = n0 +
∫
k
n˜(k)e−ik(x−x
′) → n0 (154)
thus approahes a nite value n0 = limN0/V as r =
|x − x′| → ∞. This property is alled o-diagonal
long range order (ODLRO). Physially, the existene of
ODLRO implies that the states in whih a boson is re-
moved from an N -partile system at positions x and x′
have a nite overlap even in the limit when the separa-
tion between the two points is taken to innity
31
. For
old gases, the presene of ODLRO below Tc, at least
over a sale of order µm, was observed experimentally
by measuring the deay of the interferene ontrast be-
tween atomi beams outoupled from two points at a dis-
tane r from a BEC in a trap (Bloh et al., 2000). The
momentum distribution n˜(k) of non-ondensate partiles
is singular at small momenta. In the limit k → 0, it
behaves like n˜(k) ∼ c/k at zero and n˜(k) ∼ T/k2 at
nite temperature, respetively (Lifshitz and Pitaevskii,
1980). Sine kmin ∼ N−1/3 in a nite system, the lowest
non-extensive eigenvalues of the one partile density ma-
trix are still very large, saling like λ
(1)
n ∼ N1/3 at zero
and λ
(1)
n ∼ N2/3 at nite temperature.
The denition of BEC via the existene of ODLRO
(154) is losely related with Feynman's intuitive pi-
ture of Bose-Einstein ondensation as a transition, below
whih bosons are involved in existse yles of innite size
(Feynman, 1953). In fat, a preise onnetion exists
with the superuid density dened in Eq. (156) below,
whih an be expressed in terms of the square of the wind-
ing number in a Feynman path representation of the equi-
librium density matrix (Pollok and Ceperly, 1987). As
disussed by Ceperley (1995) and Holzmann and Krauth
(1999), the onnetion between the ondensate density
and innite yles is also suggestive in terms of the path
integral representation of the one-partile density matrix.
It is diult, however, to put this on a rigorous footing
beyond the simple ase of an ideal Bose gas (Ueltshi,
2006).
While a mirosopi denition of BEC is straightfor-
ward at least in priniple, the notion of superuidity
is more subtle. On a phenomenologial level, the basi
properties of superuids may be explained by introdu-
ing a omplex order parameter ψ(x) = |ψ(x)| exp iφ(x),
whose magnitude squared gives the superuid density ns,
while the phase φ(x) determines the superuid veloity
via vs = ~/M · ∇φ(x) (Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003).
The latter equation immediately implies that superuid
ow is irrotational and that the irulation Γ =
∮
vsds
31
For a disussion of the topologial properties of the many-body
wave funtion whih are required to give ODLRO see Leggett
(1973)
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is quantized in an integer number of irulation quanta
h/M . Note, that these onlusions require a nite value
ns 6= 0, yet are ompletely independent of its magni-
tude. In order to onnet this phenomenologial piture
of SF with the mirosopi denition of BEC, the most
obvious assumption is to identify the order parameter
ψ(x) with the eigenfuntion ϕ0(x) of ρˆ1 assoiated with
the single extensive eigenvalue, usually hoosing a nor-
malization suh that ψ(x) =
√
N0ϕ0(x). Within this
assumption, BEC and SF appear as essentially idential
phenomena. This simple identiation is not valid, how-
ever, beyond a Gross-Pitaevskii desription or for low
dimensional systems. The basi idea of how to dene
superuidity in quite general terms goes bak to Leggett
(1973) and Fisher et al. (1973). It is based on onsidering
the sensitivity of the many-body wave funtion with re-
spet to a hange in the boundary ondition (b). Speif-
ially, onsider N bosons in a volume V = L3 and hoose
boundary onditions where the many-body wave funtion
ΨΘ (x1,x2, . . .xi, . . .xN ) (155)
is multiplied by a pure phase fator eiΘ if xi → xi + Le
for all i = 1 . . .N and with e a unit vetor in one of
the diretions
32
. The dependene of the many-body
energy eigenvalues En(Θ) on Θ leads to a phase de-
pendent equilibrium free energy F (Θ). The dierene
∆F (Θ) = F (Θ) − F (Θ = 0) is thus a measure for the
sensitivity of the many-body system in a thermal equi-
librium state to a hange in the b's. Sine the eigen-
states of a time reversal invariant Hamiltonian an al-
ways be hoosen real, the energies En(Θ) and the re-
sulting ∆F (Θ) must be even in Θ. For small deviations
Θ≪ 1 from periodi b's, the expeted leading behavior
is therefore quadrati. The superuid density ns(T ) is
then dened by the free energy dierene per volume
∆F (Θ)
V
=
~
2
2M
ns(T ) ·
(
Θ
L
)2
+ . . . (156)
to leading order in Θ. In a superuid, therefore, a small
hange in the b's leads to a hange in the free energy per
volume whih sales like γ/2 (Θ/L)2. The assoiated pro-
portionality onstant γ = ~2ns/M is alled the heliity
modulus. Clearly, the denition (156) for superuidity,
whih is based only on equilibrium properties and also
applies to nite systems, is quite dierent from that for
the existene of BEC. Yet, it turns out, that the two phe-
nomena are intimately onneted in the sense that a nite
superuid density is both neessary and suient for ei-
ther standard BEC or the existene of quasiondensates
in lower dimensions.
32
For simpliity, we assume isotropy in spae. More generally the
sensitivity with respet to hanges in the b's may depend on the
diretion, in whih ase the superuid density beomes a tensor.
Following Leggett (1973), the physial meaning of the
phase Θ and the assoiated denition of ns an be un-
derstood by onsidering bosons (gas or liquid) in a su-
peruid state, whih are enlosed between two onen-
tri ylinders with almost equal radii R, o-rotating with
an angular frequeny Ω = Ωez
33
. In the rotating frame,
the problem is stationary, however it aquires an eetive
gauge potential A =MΩ∧x, as shown in Eq. (113). For-
mally, A an be eliminated by a gauge transformation at
the expense of a many-body wavefuntion, whih is no
longer single-valued. It hanges by a fator eiΘ under
hanges θi → θi + 2π of the angular oordinate of eah
partile i, preisely as in (155), where Θ = −2πMR2Ω/~
is linear in the angular frequeny. The presene of a phase
dependent free energy inrease ∆F (Θ) of the superuid
in the rotating frame implies, that the equilibrium state
in this frame arries a nonzero (kinemati) angular mo-
mentum L′z = −∂∆F (Θ)/∂Ω = −(ns/n) · L(0)z , where
L
(0)
z = IclΩ is the rigid body angular momentum in the
lab frame and Icl = NMR
2
the lassial moment of in-
ertia. A fration ns/n of the superuid thus appears to
stay at rest in the lab frame for small angular frequenies
Ω ≪ ~/MR2, where Θ ≪ 1. As a result, the apparent
moment of inertia is smaller than that of lassial rigid
body like rotation. Superuidity, as dened by Eq. (156),
thus implies the appearane of non-lassial rotational
inertia (NCRI) (Leggett, 1973). In the ontext of old
gases, this phenomenon has been observed experimen-
tally by Madison et al. (2000). They have shown that
a trapped gas in the presene of a small, non-symmetri
perturbation remains at zero angular momentum (i.e. no
vortex enters), for suiently small angular frequenies.
The example of a rotating system shows, that a nite
value of Θ is assoiated with a non-vanishing urrent in
the system. Indeed, a nite superuid density in the
sense of Eq. (156) implies the existene of long range
urrent-urrent orrelations, whih is the original miro-
sopi denition of ns by Hohenberg and Martin (1965).
To desribe states of a superuid with nite urrents,
it is useful to introdue a smoothly varying loal phase
φ(x) on sales muh larger than the interpartile spa-
ing, whih is onneted with the total phase dierene
between two arbitrary points by Θ =
∫
ds · ∇φ(x). This
loal phase variable is now preisely the phase of the
oarse grained omplex order parameter ψ(x) introdued
by Landau. This identiation beomes evident by not-
ing that a non-vanishing phase gradient gives rise to a
nite superuid veloity vs = ~/M · ∇φ(x). The free
energy inrease
∆F (Θ) =
γ(T )
2
∫
d3x (∇φ(x))2 (157)
assoiated with a hange in the b's is therefore just the
33
The walls are assumed to violate perfet ylindrial symmetry,
to allow for the transfer of angular momentum to the uid!
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kineti energy M/2
∫
ns(vs)
2
of superuid ow with ve-
loity vs and density ns. An immediate onsequene of
Eq. (157) is the quite general form of the exitation spe-
trum of superuids at low energies. Indeed, onsider-
ing the fat that phase and partile number are onju-
gate variables, the operator δnˆ(x) for small utuations
of the density obeys the anonial ommutation relation
[δnˆ(x), φˆ(x′] = iδ(x − x′) with the quantized phase op-
erator φˆ(x). For any Bose gas (or liquid) with a nite
ompressibility κ = ∂n/∂µ 6= 0 at zero temperature 34,
the energy of small density utuations is
∫
(δn(x))2/2κ.
Combining this with Eq. (157), the eetive Hamiltonian
for the low lying exitations of an arbitrary superuid is
of the quantum hydrodynami form
Hˆ =
∫
d3x
[
~
2ns
2M
(
∇φˆ(x)
)2
+
1
2κ
(δnˆ(x))
2
]
. (158)
This Hamiltonian desribes harmoni phonons with a lin-
ear spetrum ω = cq and a veloity, whih is determined
by Mc2 = ns/κ. In a translation invariant situation,
where ns(T = 0) ≡ n (see below), this veloity oin-
ides with that of a standard (rst sound) ompression
mode in a gas or liquid. This oinidene is misleading,
however, sine Eq. (158) desribes true elementary ex-
itations and not a hydrodynami, ollision dominated
mode. States with a single phonon are thus exat low-
lying eigenstates of the strongly interating many-body
system, whose ground state exhibits the property (156).
As the Lieb-Liniger solution of a 1D Bose gas shows, this
mode exists even in the absene of BEC. It only requires
a nite value of the superuid density, as speied by
Eq. (156). A mode of this type will therefore be present
in the SF phase of bosons in an optial lattie in any di-
mension and also in the presene of a nite disorder, as
long as the superuid density is non-vanishing.
The onnetion between SF and BEC now follows from
the marosopi representation (Popov, 1983)
ψˆ(x) = exp
(
iφˆ(x)
) [
n+ δnˆ(x)
]1/2
≈
√
n˜0 exp iφˆ(x)
(159)
of the Bose eld in terms of density and phase operators.
The parameter n˜0 is a quasi-ondensate density. Its exis-
tene relies on the assumption that there is a broad range
ξ ≪ |x| ≪ ℓφ of intermediate distanes, where the one-
partile density matrix is equal to a nite value n˜0 < n,
35
beyond whih only phase utuations ontribute. Us-
ing the harmoni Hamiltonian Eq. (158), the asymptoti
34
This ondition rules out the singular ase of an ideal Bose gas,
where κ = ∞ and thus c = 0. The ideal gas is therefore not a
SF, even though it has a nite superuid density whih oinides
with the ondensate density (Fisher et al., 1973).
35
The short range deay from G(1)(0) = n to n˜0 is due utuations
at sales smaller than ξ whih require a mirosopi alulation.
The integral (160) is therefore uto at qmax ≈ 1/ξ.
deay of G(1)(x) = n˜0 exp
(
−δφ2(x)/2
)
at large separa-
tions is thus determined by the mean square utuations
δφ2(x) =
1
~κ
∫
ddq
(2π)d
1− cosqx
cq
coth
~cq
2kBT
(160)
of the phase dierene between points separated by x.
The representation Eq. (159) and the notion of a quasi-
ondensate require the existene of a nite superuid
density at least at T = 0, but not that of BEC. From
Eq. (160), it is straightforward to see, that plain BEC
in the sense of a non-vanishing ondensate density n0 =
n˜0 exp−
(
δφ2(∞)/2
)
at non-zero temperatures only ex-
ists in 3D. In two dimensions, the logarithmi divergene
of δφ2(x) → 2η ln |x| at large distanes leads to an alge-
brai deay g(1)(x) ∼ |x|−η, onsistent with the Mermin-
Wagner-Hohenberg theorem. Sine κc2 = ns(T )/M , the
exponent η(T ) = (ns(T )λ
2
T )
−1
is related to the exat
value of the superuid density as pointed out in Eq. (100).
A similar behavior, due to quantum rather than thermal
phase utuations, applies in 1D at zero temperature, see
setion V.B.
The arguments above show that SF in the sense of
Eq. (156) plus the assumption of a nite ompressibil-
ity κ are suient onditions for either plain BEC in 3D
or the existene of quasi-ondensates in 2D at nite and
in 1D at zero temperature
36
. For the reverse question,
whether SF is also neessary for the existene of BEC,
the answer is again yes, in the general sense that BEC
is replaed by quasi-ondensates in low dimensions. In-
deed, for a translation invariant system, Leggett (1998)
has shown that the existene of ODLRO in the ground
state with an arbitrary small ondensate fration n0/n
implies perfet superuidity ns(T = 0) ≡ n at zero tem-
perature. Note that this inludes the ase of 2D gases,
where only a quasi-ondensate survives at non-zero tem-
perature. In 1D, the presene of quasi long range order in
g(1) ∼ |x|−1/2K implies a nite value of ns by the relation
K = π~κc for bosoni Luttinger liquids. In more general
terms, the fat that ODLRO in a BEC implies superuid-
ity follows from the Nambu-Goldstone theorem. It states
that the appearene of (quasi) long range order in the
phase implies the existene of an elementary exitation,
whose energy vanishes in the limit of zero momentum.
As emphasized e.g. by Weinberg (1986), the order pa-
rameter phase φ(x) introdued above is just the Nambu-
Goldstone eld assoiated with the broken U(1) 'gauge'
symmetry (this notion has to be treated with are, see
e.g. (Wen, 2004). In the present ontext, a broken gauge
symmetry is just the statement of Eq. (156), that the
free energy ontains a term quadrati in a phase twist
imposed at the boundaries of the system). For systems
36
In a trap, a quasiondensate in 1D may exist even at nite tem-
perature, provided the loud size is smaller than the phase o-
herene length, see setion V.B
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with a nite ompressibility, the dynamis of the Nambu-
Goldstone mode is desribed by the quantum hydrody-
nami Hamiltonian Eq. (158). The denition (156) of
superuidity and the resulting generi quantum hydro-
dynami Hamiltonian (158) whih are onneted to long
(or quasi long) range order via Eqs. (159, 160), are thus
ompletely general and are not tied e.g. to translation in-
variant systems. Despite their dierent denitions based
on long range urrent or long range phase orrelations,
the two phenomena SF and BEC (in its generalized sense)
are therefore indeed just two sides of the same oin.
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